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A Rolling Dynamic Deflectometer (RDD) is a nondestructive testing
device for determining continuous deflection profiles of pavements. Unlike
discrete testing methods, the RDD performs continuous measurements. The
ability to perform continuous measurements makes the RDD a powerful
screening/evaluation tool for quickly characterizing large sections of pavement,
with little danger of missing critical pavement features. RDD testing applications
have involved pavement forensic investigations, delineations of areas to be
repaired, selection of rehabilitation treatments, measurements of relative
improvements due to the rehabilitation, and monitoring of changes with time
(trafficking and environmental loading). However, the speed of RDD testing with
the current rolling sensors is between 1 and 2 mph (1.6 to 3.2 km/hr).
Improvements in testing speed and data analysis procedures would increase its
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usefulness in project-level studies as well as permit its used in some pavement
network-level studies.
A three-part study was carried out to further improve the RDD. The first
part involved the development of speed-improved rolling sensors (referred as the
third-generation rolling sensor). Key benefits of this new rolling sensor are: (1)
increased testing speed up to 5 mph (8.0 km/hr), and (2) reduced level of rolling
noise during RDD measurements. With this rolling sensor, the RDD can collect
more deflection measurements at a speed of 3 to 5 mph (4.8 to 8.0 km/hr). Field
trials using the first- and third-generation rolling sensors on both flexible and
rigid pavements were performed to evaluate the performance of the thirdgeneration rolling sensor.
The second part of this study involved enhancements to the RDD data
analysis procedure. An alternative data analysis method was developed for the
third-generation rolling sensor. This new analysis method produces results at
higher speeds that are comparable to the existing analysis method used for testing
at 1 to 2 mph (1.6 to 3.2 km/hr). Key benefits of this analysis method that were
not previously available are: (1) distance-based deflection profiles (report RDD
deflections based on a selected distance interval), (2) improved-spatial resolution
without sacrificing the filtering performance, and (3) analysis of the rolling noise
characteristics and signal-to-noise and distortion ratios better characterize the
deflection profiles and their accuracy.
The third part of this study involved investigating the effects of parameters
affecting RDD deflection measurements which include: (1) force level and
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operating frequency, (2) in-situ sensor calibration, (3) load-displacement curve,
and (4) pavement temperature variations. These parameters need to be considered
in testing and data analysis procedures of the RDD because small errors from
these parameters can adversely influence calculations of the RDD deflections.
Criteria are presented for selecting the best operating parameters for testing.
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Chapter One
Introduction to the Rolling Dynamic Deflectometer

1.1

Introduction
Considerable expenditures are spent annually to maintain the nation’s

transportation infrastructure. Over $18.7 billion was spent in 2008 to maintain state
highways [FHWA 2008]. Various methods are used to ensure proper management of
highway and airport pavements. Nondestructive testing (NDT) methods are important
for evaluating the performance of in-service pavements. NDT devices that measure
pavement deflections at discrete locations such as the Falling Weight Deflectometer
(FWD) and Dynaflect are used in engineering practice. These devices are, however,
relatively slow due to their need to be stationary when performing the measurements.
There is an ever increasing need to evaluate in-situ pavement conditions continuously
and much faster. The Rolling Dynamic Deflectometer (RDD), developed at The
University of Texas at Austin, is one nondestructive testing device that achieves this
goal. The RDD is a mobile, truck-mounted device. The RDD dynamically loads
pavement through loading rollers as the truck moves along the pavements.
Simultaneously, rolling sensors at multiple locations continuously measure the
induced deflections. These measured deflections are indicators of the structural
conditions of the pavement. One of the key limitations has been that testing is
performed at 2 mph (3.2 km/hr) or less and typically at 1 mph (1.6 km/hr).
During the last decade, the RDD has been successfully used to evaluate the
pavement structural condition in many highway and airport pavement projects. The
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RDD has one major advantage over other nondestructive discrete testing devices; that
is, the RDD provides a continuous profile of pavement response (dynamic
deflections) as it travels along the pavement. With continuous deflection profiles, the
entire pavement lane in the section being tested can be well characterized. Thus, poor,
average, and good sections of pavement are readily identified and delineated. The
conditions of all joints and cracks along the testing path are also readily determined.
In this chapter, background information of the RDD is introduced so that
more meaningful discussions can be presented in subsequent chapters. The following
chapters include detailed descriptions about the improvements of testing and data
analysis procedures of the RDD.

1.2

Research Objectives
The objectives of this research are: (1) to improve the routine testing speed of

the RDD, (2) to enhance the quality and resolution of the RDD deflection
measurements, and (3) to investigate ways to improve the operational efficiency and
equipment reliability of this testing device.
Research efforts were focused in three major areas to accomplish these
objectives. First, speed-improved rolling sensors (referred as the third-generation
rolling sensors in this dissertation) were designed to increase the testing speed and the
data quality of the RDD measurements. Second, the current data processing was
enhanced to reduce rolling noise and improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the
measured signals. Due to the nature of contact-type rolling sensors, a certain level of
rolling noise is always present during the RDD measurements. The improved data
processing scheme allows a better understanding of the rolling-noise characteristics,
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and, hence can better quantify and minimize the effect of rolling noise. Lastly,
parameters affecting the RDD deflection measurements were investigated, and
knowledge of their effect can be considered in planning the testing and in the data
analysis to improve the final RDD deflection profiles.

1.3

Description of the Rolling Dynamic Deflectometer
The Rolling Dynamic Deflectometer (RDD) is an NDT device that is used to

continuously measure dynamic pavement surface deflections. The RDD is a truckmounted device that is composed of the following three major systems: (1) a dynamic
loading and force measurement system, (2) a rolling sensor system, and (3) a distance
measurement system. A schematic diagram of the RDD and the arrangement of the
rolling sensors are shown in Figure 1.1. Each rolling sensor is a freestanding sensor
that is composed of three rolling wheels and a 2-Hz geophone at the geometric center
of the three wheels. With the current rolling sensors, the RDD is used to profile along
the pavement at approximately 1.6 km/hr (1 mph).
During RDD testing, both static and dynamic forces are applied to the
pavement through the two loading rollers. The RDD loading system is capable of
generating static forces of 3 to 40 kips (13 to 180 kN) and dynamic sinusoidal forces
with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 2 to 70 kips (9 to 310 kN) over the frequency range
of about 10 to 100 Hz [Bay 1997]. In typical highway rehabilitation projects, a static
hold-down force in the range of 8 to 10 kips (36 to 45 kN) and a peak-to-peak
dynamic force in the range of 8 to 10 kips (36 to 45 kN) at an operating frequency of
30 Hz are used. The combined static and dynamic forces are continuously recorded
by four load cells located between the loading rollers and the upper loading platform.
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(a)

Loaded Area

Sensor #1

0.588 m (1.93 ft)

Direction of Travel

0.62 m (2.00 ft)

Sensor #2

0.968 n (3.18 ft)

Sensor #3

1.423 m (4.67 ft)

Sensor #4

Loaded Area

0.588 m (1.93 ft)

(b)
Figure 1.1

General RDD Arrangement with Rolling Sensor Array: (a) Schematic
Diagram of the Rolling Dynamic Deflectometer, and (b) Typical Rolling
Sensor Configuration for RDD Testing.
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The four rolling sensors under the RDD measure pavement movements
(dynamic deflections) under the sinusoidal loading. A rotary encoder is attached on a
rear wheel of the truck and is used to measure the distance traveled along the
pavement. The output signals from the load cells, rolling sensors, and distance
encoder are individually recorded and synthesized to produce the continuous
deflection profile.
In the RDD data processing, a digital notch-pass filter is used to remove
noise from the recorded signals. Since the RDD operating frequency is carefully
controlled during testing (typically 30 Hz), the filtered output signals have the same
frequency as the dynamic loading (input). The filtered signals are averaged over a
distance of approximately 1.5 to 2 ft (45 to 60 cm) and converted to dynamic
deflections. The RDD loading varies due to roughness of the pavement surface,
varying pavement support and, acceleration and deceleration of the truck while
traveling. To minimize deflection differences due to load variations, the dynamic
deflections are continuously normalized by the applied dynamic load. The dynamic
deflections are often presented as deflections under a 10-kip (44-kN) load.

1.4

History of RDD Rolling Sensors

1.4.1

First-Generation Rolling Sensors
The first-generation rolling sensors were developed at The University of

Texas at Austin [Bay 1997]. These sensors are freestanding systems composed of
three rolling wheels and a 2-Hz geophone in the geometric middle of the three wheels
(see Figure 1.2a). Each rolling wheel is 6 in. (15.2 cm) in diameter and 1 in. (2.5 cm)
in width. The wheels have a 0.25-in. (0.64-cm) thick coating of soft (60 durometer in
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A scale) urethane cast on the rims. With the first-generation sensors, the testing speed
of the RDD is 1 mph (1.6 km/hr).
The speed limitation of 1 mph (1.6 km/hr) is due to following reasons: (1)
sensor decoupling and (2) rolling noise. The first-generation sensor wheels have a
tendency to decouple from the ground while rolling at higher speeds due to lack of
additional hold-down force except self weight. If the induced acceleration exceeds -1
g, the force between the sensor and the ground is zero. In other words, the sensor
would not sense the dynamic movement of the pavement induced by the RDD for a
short time. Higher rolling speeds when the sensor is in contact with the pavement
dramatically increase the rolling noise over the complete frequency range. Doubling
the rolling velocity almost doubles the amplitude of the rolling noise [Bay 1997]. The
first-generation sensor is regularly calibrated in the laboratory and field. It is always
desirable to calibrate rolling sensors prior to RDD testing. The laboratory calibration
procedure involves placing a rolling sensor on a shake table and monitoring the
voltage output of the geophone in the rolling sensor over ranges of both known
shaking levels and frequencies. The voltage output is a function of the amplitude and
driving frequency of the shake table.
1.4.2

Second-Generation Rolling Sensors
Second-generation rolling sensors were developed to increase the testing

speed up to 2 or 3 mph (3.2 or 4.8 km/hr). The second-generation sensors use larger
diameter wheels and an air spring as a hold-down force [Lee 2006]. Figure 1.2b
shows a photograph of a second-generation sensor. The larger diameter wheels are
less sensitive to rough surfaces, and the hold-down force keeps the rolling sensors in
contact with pavements at higher testing speeds. The hold-down force is applied to
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the top of each rolling sensor through an inflatable polyurethane air-spring (typically
pressurized to 5 psi (34 kPa). Generally, only two rolling sensors are used at the
locations of Sensors #1 and #3 shown in Figure 1.1b. Second-generation Sensor #1
has 9-in. (23-cm) diameter wheels and second-generation Sensor #2 has 12-in. (30cm) diameter wheels. The smaller wheels of Sensor #1 are the result of limited
vertical space that exists between the two loading rollers in the RDD.

2-Hz geophone

Air spring

9-in.
diameter
wheel

6-in.
diameter
wheel

2-Hz
geophone

(a)
Figure 1.2

1.5

(b)

Photographs of Two Types of RDD Rolling Sensors: (a) First-Generation
Rolling Sensor and (b) Second-Generation Rolling Sensor

Dissertation Organization
An introduction to the RDD is presented in Chapter 1. The RDD is a

nondestructive deflection testing device for evaluating the structural conditions of
highway and airport pavements. The research objectives and the dissertation
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organization are also summarized in Chapter 1.
In Chapter 2, a literature review of continuous pavement deflection devices is
presented. Contact- and noncontact-displacement sensors widely used in engineering
applications are introduced. Continuous pavement deflection testing devices that are
commonly available are then presented.
In Chapter 3, the background of first- and second-generation rolling sensors
is presented. Rolling noise characteristics of each sensor are discussed. Based on the
field data collected in many project-level studies over the past decade, the
characteristics of rolling noise and signal-to-noise ratios are discussed.
In Chapter 4, Part I of the development of the speed-improved rolling sensor
(simply referred as the third-generation rolling sensors) is presented. The presentation
concentrates on the design considerations of the third-generation rolling sensor. The
third-generation rolling sensor has been developed to target a testing speed of 5 mph
(8.0 km/hr).
Part II of the development of the third-generation rolling sensor is presented
in Chapter 5. Additional efforts to enhance the new sensor system are discussed.
Sensor calibration curves measured in the field are presented. A theoretical
background for rolling sensor coupling is then presented. These efforts have improved
signal-to-noise ratios and reduced rolling noise.
In Chapter 6, field performance checks of the third-generation rolling sensors
are presented. These field trials are performed at different testing speeds of 1 to 5 mph
(1.6 to 8.0 km/hr) on both flexible and rigid pavements.
In Chapter 7, improved data analysis of the RDD is discussed. This chapter is
composed of three parts. First, the overview of the current data processing is
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presented and its limitations are summarized. Second, a new data processing scheme
which is capable of constructing a distance-based deflection profile with improved
spatial resolution is discussed.

Other benefits of the new data analysis are to provide

continuous profiles of signal-to-noise and distortion (SINAD) and total harmonic
distortion plus noise (THD+N).
In Chapter 8, parameters affecting the RDD deflection measurements are
studied. These parameters are: (1) RDD operating parameters (operating frequency
and forcing level), (2) in-situ sensor calibration curve, (3) load-deflection curve, and
(4) pavement temperature variation. These four parameters need to be considered in
testing and data analysis procedures in all types of pavement deflection devices,
including the RDD and Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD).
In Chapter 9, conclusions of this research are presented. A summary of the
improvements made to the current RDD configuration is provided and
recommendations for future work are presented.
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Chapter Two
Contact and Noncontact Displacement Sensors and Their
Applications in Continuous Pavement Deflection Measurements

2.1

Introduction
In today’s testing environment, a sensor is a device that measures a physical

quantity and converts it into an electrical signal that can be read by an instrument.
Many types of sensors have been used to measure pavement deflections induced by
external loads such as vehicles and the environmental (temperature and moisture). In
general, deflection-measurement sensors can be divided into two groups that are: (1)
contact sensors such as a dial gage or differential transformer and (2) noncontact
sensors utilizing a magnetic field, laser beam, or ultra-sonic wave.
In this chapter, contact and noncontact sensors that can be used for static and
dynamic displacement measurements are introduced. Then, applications of
displacement sensors (contact and noncontact types) are introduced and their
performance combined with the pros and cons are discussed. At the end of the chapter,
continuous pavement testing devices using noncontact and contact sensors are
discussed.

2.2

Contact Sensors for Displacement Measurements
Various types of contact sensors are used in engineering practice for

displacement, vibration, temperature, force, and other measurements. Contact-type
sensors represent the traditional approach to measure position and displacement. In
this section, the most widely used contact sensors to measure static and dynamic
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displacements in civil engineering practice are presented. Each sensor is discussed
with respect to its operational mechanism and applications. These displacement
contact sensors are: (1) linear variable differential transformer (LVDT), (2)
accelerometer, (3) geophone, and (4) rotary encoder. The rotary encoder is used to
measure the angular position of a shaft or axle.
2.2.1

Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT)
The linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) is a type of electrical

transformer that is used to measure linear displacement. A cross-sectional view and a
circuit diagram of an LVDT are presented in Figure 2.1. An LVDT displacement
transducer consists of three coils that are the primary (one center coil) and the
secondaries (two outer coils). The core shown in Figure 2.1a is attached to the object
whose position is to be monitored, and it is moved along the axis of the tube as the
object moves. When an alternating current is driven through the primary coil, an
induced voltage in each secondary coil is created that is proportional to its mutual
inductance with the primary coil. As the core moves, the mutual inductances change,
inducing the voltage change in the secondary coils. Since the two secondary coils
(two outer coils) are connected in reverse series, the output is the differential voltage
produced by the two secondary coils. When the core is positioned in the middle of the
two secondary coils, equal but opposite voltages are induced in the two coils, which
results in zero voltage output. When the core is displaced in one direction, the voltage
in one coil increases while the voltage in the other coil decreases, which results in an
increase in the output voltage. The magnitude of the output voltage is proportional to
the distance moved by the core [Applied Measurements Ltd. 2010].
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(a)
Figure 2.1

2.2.2

(b)

Arrangement of Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT): (a)
Cross-Sectional View and (b) Circuit Diagram [after Applied
Measurements Ltd. 2010]

Accelerometer
Piezoelectric accelerometers rely on the piezoelectric effect ("Piezo" is a

greek term which means "to squeeze.") of quartz or ceramic crystals to generate an
electrical output that is proportional to applied acceleration [PCB Piezotronics Inc.
2010]. The piezoelectric effect produces an opposed accumulation of charged
particles on the crystal. This charge is proportional to applied force or stress. A force
applied to a quartz crystal lattice structure alters alignment of positive and negative
ions, which results in an accumulation of these charged ions on opposed surfaces.
These charged ions accumulate on an electrode that is ultimately conditioned by
transistor microelectronics.
In an accelerometer, the stress on the crystals occurs as a result of the seismic
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mass imposing a force on the crystal (see Figure 2.2). Over its specified frequency
range, this structure obeys Newton's 2nd law of motion, F=ma. Therefore, the total
amount of accumulated charge is proportional to the applied force, and the applied
force is proportional to acceleration. Electrodes collect and wires transmit the charge
to a signal conditioner that may be remote or built into the accelerometer. Once the
charge is conditioned by the signal conditioning electronics, the signal is available for
display, recording, analysis, or control.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2.2

Piezoelectric Accelerometer: (a) Operating Principle and (b) Schematic
Diagram [after PCP Piezoelectrics Inc. 2010]
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2.2.3

Geophone
A geophone is a highly sensitive ground-motion transducer. This device

converts the dynamic movement of the ground or other platform upon which it is
placed into an electrical voltage that represents the velocity with which the ground is
moving (intensity of the vibration). A geophone is composed of an electrical coil
suspended in a magnetic field. When a geophone experiences any sort of vibration,
the case moves but the coil remains stationary (above the natural frequency of the
transducer due to its inertia). This case movement in relation to the stationary coil
generates an electrical voltage proportional to the velocity of the coil with respect to
the case. The instrument itself is based on a magnetic coil suspended by springs
within a steel case (See Figure 2.3). Geophone sensors have been used by
seismologists and geophysicists for decades. Geophones are normally constrained to
respond to single dimension (usually vertical direction) although stress waves passing
through the earth have a three-dimensional nature. However, some applications
require the full wave to be used and three-component or 3-C geophones are used. A
geophone is typically only used for high frequency (4 Hz – 400 Hz) seismology
experiments because its resolution degrades at low frequency. Typically, poor
performance of geophones arises in the low frequency range of 10 mHz to 1 Hz
[Sercel Inc. 2010].
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Cylinder

Geophone
Housing

(a) Isometric View
Figure 2.3

2.2.4

(b) Cross-Sectional View

Isometric and Cross-Sectional Views of a Geophone Transducer

Incremental Rotary Encoder (Angular)
An incremental rotary encoder is also known as a quadrature encoder or a

relative rotary encoder. The sensor has two outputs called quadrature outputs. They
can be either mechanical or optical. The optical type has two gray coded tracks, while
the mechanical type has two contacts that are actuated by cams on the rotating shaft.
The optical type is used when higher RPMs are encountered or a higher degree of
precision is required. Incremental encoders are used to track motion and determine
position and velocity. The motion can be either linear or rotary motion. Because the
direction can be determined, very accurate measurements can be made. The rotary
encoder employs two outputs (A and B) which are called quadrature outputs. The
quadrature outputs, two square wave forms, are 90 degrees out of phase. These
signals are decoded to provide a count-up pulse or a count-down pulse. For decoding
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in software, the A and B outputs are read by software, either via an interrupt on any
edge or polling. The table shown in Figure 2.4 is used to decode the direction. For
example if the last value was 00 and the current value is 01, the device has moved one
half step in the clockwise direction [Mitchell Electronics, Inc. 2010].
Gray coding for
clockwise rotation
phase
A
1
0
2
0
3
1
4
1

Gray coding for
counter-clockwise rotation
phase
A
1
1
2
1
3
0
4
0

B
0
1
1
0

B
0
1
1
0

(a) State Diagram

(b) Two Square Waves in Quadrature (clockwise rotation).
Figure 2.4

2.3

General Information of an Incremental Rotary Encoder: (a) State
Diagram and (b) Analog Signal

Noncontact Sensors for Displacement Measurements
Noncontact displacement sensors have been widely used in engineering

practice. A major benefit of noncontact sensors is the dramatic reduction of noise
signals due the nature of the contact. For contact type sensors, the coupling issue is
always critical. There are variations of test results due to inappropriate sensor
coupling. If materials to be monitored are non-metalic such as concrete and plastic,
the coupling issue is more critical. It is labor-and-time consuming to assure good
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contact between the sensors and objects to be measured. Not only the surface
condition but also environmental variations and labor skills are significant factors in
controlling sensor coupling. Thus, using noncontact sensors can decrease or eliminate
noise in the signals due to poor sensor coupling.
However, noncontacting sensors also have one major limitation. The
reference datum must be perfectly fixed and stable during displacement
measurements. Even slight movements of the reference datum can induce significant
errors during measurements. In addition, the level of surface roughness can affect the
data quality. In this section, the most widely used noncontact displacement sensors,
and their operational mechanisms and application examples are discussed. The
noncontact displacement sensors that are mostly widely used in industry are: (1) a
laser displacement sensor, (2) an ultrasonic sensor, (3) a fiber-optic sensor, and (4) an
inductive (eddy current) displacement sensor.
2.3.1

Laser Displacement Sensor
Laser displacement sensors are comprised of a light-emitting element and a

position sensitive detector (PSD). The laser sensor detects targets using triangulation.
The sensor head configuration of the laser displacement sensor is shown in Figure 2.5.
A laser is used as the light emitting element. A lens focuses the beam on the target.
The target reflects the beam back through the lens where it is focused on the positionsensitive detector, forming a beam spot. The beam spot moves as the target moves.
Displacement can be determined by detecting the movement of the beam spot.
The surface-reflected light from a target object consists of a diffuse reflection
and a regular reflection. The quality of reflected light differs depending on material
and surface conditions of the target object. The light reflections with different surface
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conditions are shown in Figures 2.6a and 2.6b. A regular reflection is dominant for a
specular body while a diffuse reflection is dominant for objects with a normal surface.
Two different designs of sensor head depending on the two reflection cases are
illustrated in Figures 2.6c and 2.6d.
The major benefits of the laser sensors provide high resolution, high
sampling rate, and visible laser beam when compared with other contact and
noncontact sensors. The high resolution allows the detection of micro-unit
movements or displacements, and the visible laser beam enable easy positioning and
aligning of the sensing head. In addition, the high sampling rate allows measuring
movements or displacements of target materials at high moving speeds. Major
applications of the laser sensor are to measure displacement, position, vibration and
thickness [Keyence, Inc. 2010].

Figure 2.5

Sensor Head Configuration of Laser Displacement Sensor [from
Keyence, Inc. 2010]
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(a) Diffuse Reflective Surface

(b) Specular Surface

(c) Diffuse-Reflective Receiver

(d) Specular-Reflective Receiver

Figure 2.6

2.3.2

Laser Reflections with Different Surface Conditions and Sensor Head
Design of Laser Displacement Sensor [after Keyence, Inc. 2010]

Ultrasonic Sensor
The principle of ultrasonic sensors is similar to radar or sonar which

evaluates attributes of a target by interpreting the echoes from radio or sound waves,
respectively. Ultrasonic sensors generate high-frequency sound waves and evaluate
the echo which is received back by the sensor. Sensors calculate the time interval
between sending the signal and receiving the echo to determine the distance to an
object. Systems typically use a transducer which generates sound waves in the
ultrasonic range, above 20 kHz, by turning electrical energy into sound. Then, the
detector receiving the echo turns the sound waves into electrical energy which can be
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recorded and displayed. Both ultrasonic transducers and detectors use piezoelectric
crystals. The piezoelectric crystals have the characteristic that sound waves can be
generated by applying voltages, and voltages can be generated when receiving sound
waves. An alternating current (AC) applied across the piezoelectric crystals causes
them to oscillate at very high frequencies, thus producing very high frequency sound
waves. This ultrasonic sensor can be used to measure: (1) the fullness of a tank, (2)
the speed through air or water, (3) a burglar alarm, (4) medical ultrasonography, and
(5) nondestructive testing. Further applications in pavement engineering include
detecting rutting or potholes in roads. However, the technology is limited by the
shapes of the surfaces and the density or consistency of the material. For example,
foam on the surface of a fluid in a tank could distort a reading [Keyence, Inc. 2010].

2.3.3

Fiber-Optic Sensor
A fiber-optic sensor transmits a beam of light through a flexible fiber-optic

probe, and then receives light reflected from a target surface. The reflected light is
then converted into an electrical signal which is proportional to the distance between
the probe tip and the target being measured [Mtiinstruments, Inc. 2010]. A simplified
example of the fiber optic principal is shown in Figure 2.7. The output signal voltage
from the fiber-optic sensor is used to determine position, displacement, vibration
amplitude, frequency and wave shape of the target surface. When the probe is in
contact with the surface, no light is exiting or being received by the fibers, providing
an output signal of zero. As the probe-to-target distance increases, increasing amounts
of light are proportionally captured by the receive fibers. Fiber-optic sensors have
several benefits that are:
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(1) this sensor is immune to electromagnetic interference (EMI),
(2) the fiber optic sensor can operate on almost any type of surface (i.e., metallic,
composite, plastic, glass, ceramic or liquid), and
(3) small-size and bent-tip probes allow access into normally inaccessible areas.

(a) Fiber-Optic Probe

(b) Principle of Displacement Measurement
Figure 2.7

Operation Principle of Fiber-Optic Sensor: (a) Fiber-Optic Probe and (b)
Measurement Principle [after Mtiinstruments Inc. 2010]
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2.3.4

Inductive (Eddy Current) Displacement Sensor
Inductive displacement sensors utilize a high-frequency magnetic field which

is generated by passing a high-frequency current through the sensor head coil. When
a metal target is present in the magnetic field, electromagnetic induction causes an
eddy current perpendicular to the magnetic flux to flow on the surface of the target.
The eddy current changes the impedance of the sensor head coil. Inductive
displacement sensors measure the distance between the sensor head and target, based
on the impedance change in oscillation status. An inductive displacement sensor
measures the distance between the sensor head and target using a magnetic field, so
sensor operation is unaffected by a non-metallic objects. This sensor is highly water
and dust resistant, and is highly resistant to harsh environments. However, the sensor
head is not completely waterproof. Therefore, when using the sensor head in a
location exposed to water or oil splash, waterproofing techniques are required for the
head [Keyence, Inc. 2010].
2.3.5

Summary of Noncontact Displacement Sensors
In Section 2.3, the most widely used noncontacting displacement sensors are

introduced. The operating principles and application examples of each sensor were
also discussed. Four major noncontact displacement sensors are: (1) laser
displacement, (2) fiber optic, (3) ultrasonic, and (4) inductive (eddy current)
displacement sensors. Other application examples of these sensors along with
displacement and position measurements are summarized in Table 2.1.
These noncontact sensors can be used as transducers to measure pavement
deflections. The primary goal of using these noncontacting sensors is to accurately
monitor pavement movements (static and dynamic deflections). Various testing
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devices are used to measure the static and dynamic components of pavement
deflections. For instance, the Benkelman Beam is used to measure static deflections
while the Falling Weight Deflectomter (FWD) is used to measure dynamic deflections.
In addition, continuous deflection measurement devices such as the Rolling Wheel
Deflectometer (RWD) and the Rolling Dynamic Deflecomter (RDD) have been
developed to overcome the limitation of discrete testing devices. Each device has
different loading and sensing mechanisms; the level and the frequency content of the
applied loads vary with each device. The FWD applies an impulse force to the
pavement in a stationary position. On the other hand, the RDD dynamically loads the
pavement as the vehicle moves. Thus, it is desirable to investigate the specifications
of each sensor and compare them before selecting a specific sensor type. In particular,
continuous deflection measurement devices require the following characteristics that
are: (1) high sampling rate, (2) high resolution, and (3) long distance range (distance
from sensor to surface being measured).

Table 2.1 – Application Examples of Noncontacting Sensors in Industry
Type of sensor

Application Examples

Manufacturer

Laser sensor

Displacement, Vibration, Flatness, Step height,
Shaft runout, Thickness, Alignment, etc

Keyence Inc.

Ultrasonic sensor

Displacement/Position, Liquid level, Conveyor Migatron Corp.
speed control, Detect rutting/potholes, Stacking
height control, Thickness-gauging, etc
Vibration, Speed sensing, Edge detection,
MTI Instruments
Micro-positioning, etc

Fiber-optic sensor

Inductive
(eddy Displacement, Detection of metallic objects, MTI Instruments
current) sensor
Position, Shaft runout, Speed, Presence, Ifm efector Inc.
Proximity, Alignment, Vibration, etc
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The characteristics of the four noncontacting sensors are discussed and
compared to each other below. Table 2.2 summarizes the basic performance of each
sensor. A contact-type sensor such as the geophone is also included in the table to
compare its performance with noncontacting sensors. For pavement deflection
measurements, one critical consideration in selecting a sensor is the material being
detected. Pavements can be either asphalt or concrete materials. The sensor accuracy
also needs to be considered because the level of pavement deflection is quite small,
generally in the range of 1 to 70 mils (25 to 1778μm). In addition, sensors used in
continuous deflection measurement devices should have sufficient sensor range
(distance from sensor to pavement surface) so that the sensor is not damaged by
debris or anomalies on the pavement surface. Based on these considerations,
inductive displacement sensors and fiber-optic sensors are not generally suitable for
continuous pavement deflection measurements. The inductive displacement sensor
cannot detect pavement materials and also require small detecting distance, usually
less than 10 mm. (0.4 in.) The fiber optic sensor requires small detecting distances
and it is typically used to detect objects with small size. On the other hand, laser,
ultrasonic, and contact sensors (accelerometers or geophones) satisfy the
requirements for continuous pavement deflection measurements. Brief specifications
of the laser displacement and ultrasonic sensors are summarized in Table 2.3. Upon
reviewing Table 2.3, the recommendation would be that laser displacement sensor is
the best fit for continuous pavement deflection measurements because the ultrasonic
sensor seems to provide low resolution.
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Table 2.2 – Comparison of Noncontacting Sensors and Geophones by Detection
Methods
Type
Laser
Ultrasonic
Proximity
(Eddy current)
Fiber Optic
Contact type
(Geophone)

Detectable
object
Most
objects
Most
objects

Detecting
distance

Accuracy

Response
speed

Environmental
resistance

Detecting
point

Long

High

Fast

Normal

Small

Long

Low

Slow

Normal

Large

Metal

Short

High

Fast

Highly Durable

Normal

Most
objects

Short

High

Fast

Normal

Small

Solids

Short
(Fixed)

High

Fast

Highly Durable

Small

Table 2.3 – Specifications of Laser Displacement and Ultrasonic Sensors
Type

Model No.

Distance
range

Resolution

Cost
(Approx.)

Sampling
rate

Manufacturer

Laser
displacement
sensor

LC series
(LC-2450)

50mm
(1.97in)

0.5μm
(0.02 mil)

$5,000
(head)
$10,000
(head,
controller)

50 kHz

Keyence Inc.

LK series
(LK-501)

350mm
(13.78in)

10μm
(0.39 mil)

1 kHz
(1024 μs)

Keyence Inc.

RPS-412A

150-700mm
(5.9-27.6 in)

76-127 μm
(3-5 mils)

$4,000
(head)
$6,000
(head,contr
oller)
$3,000
(transducer)

50Hz
(20 ms)

Migatron
Corp.

Ultrasonic
displacement
sensor

2.4

Continuous Pavement Deflection Testing Devices
The most commonly used nondestructive testing (NDT) device to measure

pavement deflections is the Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD). For FWD testing,
contact-type sensors (geophones) are used to assess the structural condition and
bearing capacity of existing or newly constructed pavement systems. However, the
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FWD tests at discrete locations increases testing time and operational cost (compared
to continuous testing, even testing at 1 mph (1.6 km/hr)). In addition, traffic
interruption due to FWD stop-and-go operations may create an unsafe work
environment and also may cause traffic hazard. To measure continuous pavement
deflections at high speeds, various national and international research efforts have
been made over the last 15 years. All continuous deflection testing devices are
operated in a nondestructive manner and use either noncontacting or contacting
sensors.
In this section, state-of-the-art continuous deflection measurement devices
and their performances are compared. The continuous deflection measurement
devices currently in use are:
1. Rolling Wheel Deflectometer (RWD),
2. Airfield Rolling Weight Deflectometer (ARWD),
3. Road Deflection Tester (RDT),
4. High Speed Deflectograph (HSD), and
5. Rolling Dynamic Deflectometer (RDD).
Photographs of four of these devices, the RWD, ARWD, RDT, and HSD, are shown
in Figure 2.8. Details of the five testing devices such as the testing operational
principle, loading and sensing mechanisms, and an example of the field data can be
seen in following references [Grogg and Hall 2004; Briggs et al. 2000; Lenngren
1995; Gregers et al. 2000; and Bay and Stokoe 1998]. Table 2.4 summarizes the
specifications of these continuous deflection testing devices and also includes the
RDD and Road Profiler. The Road Profiler is another NDT device that is used to
continuously measure road profiles indicating pavement smoothness along a test path.
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(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

Figure 2.8

Continuous Deflection Testing Devices: (a) Rolling Wheel
Deflectometer (RWD), (b) Airfield Rolling Weight Deflectometer
(ARWD), (c) Road Deflection Tester (RDT), and (d) High Speed
Deflectograph (HSD).
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Although this device is not a deflection measurement due to an impulse load, its use
of laser sensors can be compared to the other deflection measurement devices.
The status, reliability, operational speed and cost, and limitations of the
developed systems have been unknown. Texas Department of Transportation
(TxDOT) has performed research to investigate state-of-the-art continuous deflection
testing devices and identify a suitable device that meets TxDOT criteria. Arora et al.
[2006] reviewed the published information and contacted identified producers of the
continuous deflection testing devices. The following discussions are conclusions and
findings from their research. The comparison of each testing device has revealed that
the RDD provides, by far, the shortest averaging distance resolution (about 2 to 3 ft
(0.6 to 0.9 m) of any devices but it is not suitable for performing evaluations at
highway speeds. The current testing speed of the RDD is about 1 to 3 mph (1.6 to 4.8
km/hr). Although the ARWD device is suitable for airfields, the device needs to be
modified for highways before it can be implemented. The RWD device has been
demonstrated and compared with other devices in several areas, including Texas. The
RWD deflections are somewhat dependent on the testing speed and also the RWD
generally measures higher deflections (typically associated with ACP) than the other
testing devices. In addition, the device provides only one deflection measurement (not
deflections measured at multiple points like the FWD). Similar issues have been
identified with the RDT device. The HSD and RDD provide more than one deflection
measurement. The HSD has been recently renamed as the Traffic Speed
Deflectometer (TSD) and its cost is approximately 2.4 million dollars.
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Table 2.4 – Comparison of Continuous NDT Testing Devices [After Arora et al.,
2006]
Testing
Methods
Rolling
Wheel
Deflectometer
(RWD)

Sensor
Type
Laser
displacement
sensor

Testing
Speed
55 mph

Sensor
Accuracy
±2.75 mils

Applied
Loading
18 kips
(fixed)

Averaging
Distance
100 ft

Manufacturer

Airfield
Rolling
Weight
Deflectometer
(ARWD)
Rolling
Deflection
Tester (RDT)

Laser
displacement
sensor

20 mph

0.8 mil

9 kips

90 ft

Dynatest
Consulting
and Quest
Integrated

Laser
displacement
sensor

36 mph

± 10 mils

8 to 14
kips

66 ft

High
Speed
Deflectograph
(HSD)

Laser doppler
sensor

45 mph

± 4 mils/s

11 kips

33 ft

Swedish
National
Road
Administratio
n and VTI
Greenwood
Engineering

Rolling
Dynamic
Deflectometer
(RDD)

Geophone
(velocity
transducer)

1 mph
to 3 mph

10 kips
static
+ 5 kips
dynamic

1.5 to 3 ft

0.05 mils

Applied
Research
Associates

University of
Texas at
Austin

(*Note: High Speed Deflectograph (HSD) use a laser Doppler sensor that measures
displacement velocity of the pavement)

2.5

Summary
Various types of sensors are used for displacement and position

measurements in testing associated with engineering projects. Monitoring pavement
deflections induced by external loads such as vehicles and the environment
(temperature and moisture) are important in maintaining and rehabilitating pavement
systems. In this chapter, a range of contact and noncontact sensors that can be used
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for static and dynamic displacement measurements are presented, and their operating
principles are briefly explained. Application of these sensors, their performance, and
pros and cons are also discussed. At the end of the chapter, continuous pavement
testing devices using noncontacting and contacting sensors are summarized.
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Chapter Three
Noise Characteristics of the RDD Rolling Sensors

3.1

Introduction
RDD rolling sensors (the first- and second-generation sensors) are contact-

type sensors. Each sensor has a 2-Hz geophone mounted on a three-wheel cart. Unlike
other displacement sensors (i.e. LVDT and laser displacement sensors) that use a
reference datum, the rolling geophone sensor use gravity (inertia) as the reference for
the particle velocity measurements which are then converted to displacements
knowing the excitation frequency. Due to the physical contact between the pavement
and rolling sensor, the rolling sensor has its own limitations as outlined below.
1. Testing speed is limited to maintain the coupling between the sensor and the
pavement surface, and
2. Rolling noise is present as the sensor physically moves (rolls) along the
pavement surface.
These two limitations (used as key design considerations in the development of
speed-improved rolling sensors) are discussed in more detail in Chapters 4 and 5.
Although filtering is used to attenuate noise in the signals in the data
processing procedure, it is always desirable to have lower noise and a higher signalto-noise ratio (SNR) in the RDD measurements. In this chapter, rolling noise
characteristics measured along different types of pavements are studied and presented.
Findings from this noise study are used to improve the design of the speed-enhanced
rolling sensors. In addition, understanding the noise characteristics also help to
enhance the RDD data processing scheme.
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3.2

Rolling Noise Characteristics
The Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD) applies an impule force to a

pavement by dropping weights from pre-defined heights. The typical duration of the
FWD impulse load is about 30 ms and its predominant frequency is around 30 Hz. On
the other hand, the RDD applies both static and dynamic forces on the pavement
through the two loading rollers shown in Figure 1.1. The dynamic force is a singlefrequency sinusoidal load. The typical range in RDD operating frequencies is
between 20 and 40 Hz. In this study, the RDD signal (dynamic component of
pavement movement) is defined as the signal corresponding to the RDD operating
frequency (fo). Rolling noise is defined as any frequency signal outside the RDD fo. It
is realized, however, that there is some rolling noise at the RDD operating frequency,
fo. This definition allows pavement deflections induced by the applied RDD dynamic
loading to be distinguished from other sources of noise (i.e. rolling noise and traffic
noise). As a result, rolling noise can be significantly filtered out by applying a proper
signal processing technique such as a band-pass (notch-pass) digital filter.
In the RDD data processing procedure, low noise and high SNR allow more
accurate deflection measurements. Understanding noise sources during testing is
important because this information is used as a design guideline in the sensor
development. The rolling sensor should be able to minimize noise sources and
properly attenuate transmitted noise from the truck and the RDD loading system. The
noise sources identified during RDD testing are:
1. rolling noise from the sensor wheels due to contact with the textural surface,
2. noise from the bushing connecting the axle of the sensor wheels to the cart body,
3. harmonic distortion from the RDD loading system,
4. motion from surrounding traffic (traffic noise),
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5. vibration from the RDD (front and rear) truck engines,
6. nearby construction activities,
7. noise from electrical power sources (i.e. 60-Hz power line noise), and
8. distortion due to internal pavement distresses such as horizontal delamintation
The rolling sensors record pavement deflections (RDD signals) and also
rolling noise when RDD profiling is performed along the pavement. On the other
hand, no rolling noise is present when the RDD operates at stationary mode. Three
time-domain signals over a 2 second from Sensor #1 (first-generation rolling sensor)
are shown in Figure 3.1. The three conditions are: (a) RDD signal with no rolling
noise (stationary measurement), (b) RDD signal with a low level of rolling noise
(smooth surface), and (c) RDD signal with a high level of rolling noise (rough
surface). Figure 3.2 shows the FFT spectra of the three examples shown in Figure 3.1
and presents the respective signal-to-noise ratios. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is
defined as:
 V RDD ,30 Hz 

SNR = 20 log 10 
(3.1)
V
 20  40 Hz 
where VRDD,30Hz = voltage measured at RDD operating frequency (30 Hz),
V20-40Hz = average voltage measured in the frequency band between 20 and
40 Hz (excluding the amplitude at 30 Hz).

The characteristics of the rol20ling noise and the SNRs are determined by
several factors that are: (1) testing speed, (2) pavement surface roughness, and (3)
deflection level (depend on pavement thickness and material type). Each factor is not
an independent input and can influence the others.
The relationship between each factor is illustrated in Figure 3.3. The three diagrams
shown in Figure 3.3 are simplified observations based on previous RDD raw data.
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(a) Condition A –RDD Signal with No Rolling Noise (Stationary Measurement)

(b) Condition B – Low Level of Rolling Noise

(c) Condition C – High Level of Rolling Noise
Figure 3.1

Time Histories of Rolling Sensor Raw Data (Collected by the FirstGeneration Rolling Sensor at 1 mph) with Three Conditions: (a) No
Rolling Noise, (b) Low Level of Rolling Noise, and (c) High Level of
Rolling Noise
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RDD
Signal

SNR≈45 dB

High-Order
Hramonics

(a) FFT Spectrum of Condition A

SNR≈30 dB

(b) FFT Spectrum of Condition B

SNR≈14 dB
~ factor of 5

(c) FFT Spectrum of Condition C

Figure 3.2

FFT Spectra (2-sec Window Measurements) of Three Time Histories
Collected Under Conditions A, B, and C Shown in Figure 3.1
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Level of Deflection

(a)

Flexible
Pavement
(Low Surface
Texture)

Flexible
Pavement
(High Surface
Texture)

Rigid
Pavement
(Low Surface
Texture)

Rigid
Pavement
(High Surface
Texture)

Average Noise Level (dB)

Pavement Surface
Texture

Increasing
Roughness

(b)

Average Noise Level (dB)

Testing Speed (fps)

Increasing
Average
Deflection

(c)
Testing Speed (fps)

Figure 3.3

Properties of Different Pavement Types and Influence on the Measured
RDD Rolling Noise [from Lee 2006]
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The general observations are as follows:
1. Rolling noise increases with increasing testing speed,
2. Rolling noise increases with increasing pavement surface texture,
3. Rolling noise increases as wheel diameter decreases, and
4. SNR increases with increasing the level of measured deflections (pavement
dynamic movements) relative to the noise level around f0. The magnitude of
the RDD signal is increased with increased RDD dynamic forces and less stiff
pavements (i.e. softer materials and thinner surface layer).
Bay [1997] performed a simulation to investigate the effect of wheel size on
rolling noise. The simulation was of a rolling sensor with 6-in. (15-cm) diameter
wheels moving along a synthetic pavement surface with a testing speed of 1 ft/sec
(0.3 m/sec). Then, the rolling sensor with different diameter rolling wheels was
simulated at the same speed of 1 ft/sec (0.3 m/sec). The rolling wheels with different
diameters generated different noise spectra when rolled over the pavement surface.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 3.4. It can be seen that the level of rolling
noise decreases with increasing rolling wheel diameter. Larger diameter wheels are
less sensitive to the surface roughness. In addition, larger diameter wheels have less
negative vertical acceleration when the wheel rolls over surface distresses such as
cracks, joint faulting, and potholes.
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Figure 3.4

Vertical Displacement Spectra for Rolling Sensors with Different
Diameter Wheels Rolling Over a Synthesized Pavement Surface [from
Bay 1997]
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3.3

Desirable Characteristics of Rolling Noise
Rolling noise can be regarded as a random process which is controlled

primarily by the testing speed, the wheel bearing and the diameter of the rolling
wheels associated with pavement surface roughness. In general, rolling noise
increases with increasing testing speed. The effect of speed on rolling noise (collected
by the first-generation rolling sensor) is observed in three FFT spectra collected at
various speeds of 0.5, 1, and 2 mph (0.8, 1.6, and 3.2 km/hr) as shown in Figure 3.5.
Also, a rolling sensor with larger diameter wheels generates less rolling noise than a
rolling sensor with smaller diameter wheels when rolled over the same pavement at
the same speed. The two main improvements of the speed-improved rolling sensor as
developed in this study are a larger wheel (12-in. (30-cm) diameter) and a sensor
hold-down force to keep the sensor in contact with the pavement at higher testing
speeds. The purpose of this research is to develop a speed-improved rolling sensor
that is capable of measuring accurate pavement deflections with increased testing
speeds up to 5 mph (8.0 km/hr). To achieve this goal, the new rolling sensor should
be able to attenuate rolling noise and generate the desirable characteristics of rolling
noise. The desired characteristics of rolling noise are summarized below.
1. It is desirable to have low rolling noise when compared with the RDD signal.
In particular, a low level of noise around the RDD operating frequency is
required. This noise level yields a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
2. It is desirable to have rolling noise located far away from the RDD operating
frequency in the frequency domain. This relationship requires a digital filter
with a moderate frequency response in the transition band. This noise
distribution improves the time (or spatial) resolution of the digital filter.
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(a) FFT Spectra – 0.5 mph (0.8 km/hr)

(b) FFT Spectra – 1 mph (1.6 km/hr)

(c) FFT Spectra – 2 mph (3.2 km/hr)
Figure 3.5

FFT Spectra of Rolling Noise Collected at Speeds of 0.5, 1, and 2 mph
Collected Using the First-Generation Rolling Sensor (Measurements
with No RDD Dynamic Load)
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3.4

Rolling Noise Measurements in the Field

3.4.1

Time-Domain Signals and FFT Spectra
Over the last 15 years, the RDD has been used in a variety of pavement

project-level studies. These studies involve testing sites that range from local farm-tomarket roads to runways at major international airports. The pavement types involve
asphalt concrete pavement, jointed concrete pavement (JCP), continuous reinforced
concrete pavement (CRCP), and composite pavement (JCP or CRCP with AC
overlay). These pavements have varied structural designs and surface texture that
result in variations of pavement deflection and rolling noise, respectively. The levels
of pavement deflection and rolling noise are major factors in determining the
characteristics of the rolling noise and the SNR. In this section, four examples of data
collected at various pavement sites are present and the characteristics of the noise and
SNR are discussed. All measurements presented in this section were collected with
the first-generation rolling sensors in Position #1 (Sensor #1 shown in Figure 1.1b)
with 6-in. (15-cm) diameter wheels. The four sites are summarized as below.
1. Interstate Highway (IH) 20 in Marshall, Texas – composite pavement
(asphalt pavement over CRCP) with rough surface,
2. Texas Accelerate Pavement Testing (TxAPT) site at Pickle Research Campus
in Austin, Texas – thin asphalt pavement with smooth surface,
3. Fort Worth Mecham International Airport – Jointed Concrete Pavement
(JCP) with no significant surface distresses (smooth surface)
4. Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railway (referred to BNSF) Alliance
Intermodal Facility in Dallas, Texas – JCP involving significant surface
distresses (rough surface)
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The results of noise investigation conducted at the four test sites are shown in Figures
3.6 through 3.10. The testing speed was approximately 1 mph (1.6 km/hr).
The first example site is IH 20 near Marshall, Texas. The time-domain signal
measured along IH 20 is shown in Figure 3.6a. IH 20 consists of an asphalt concrete
(AC) overlay over CRCP. The pavement surface was relatively rough due to
aggregate in the surface layer. Surface distresses such as reflective cracking were also
observed at the time of testing. Three locations, Locations A, B, and C, are selected
along the testing path, and the FFT spectra with 3-sec measurements are then
evaluated to observe noise and the SNR characteristics (see Figure 3.6). Location A is
the area where the RDD was operating in the stationary mode, resulting in no rolling
noise and a SNR of about 40 dB (or 100). Note that the factors of 10 and 100 in a
linear scale correspond to 20 db and 40 db in the SNR in a decibel scale, respectively.
Location B is a distressed area where the surface condition was poorer than other
locations, resulting in higher rolling noise and the SNR of about 10 dB. Location C is
a typical area where surface roughness is similar to other remaining areas. The SNR
of this location is about 27 dB. The amplitude of the 30-Hz component (RDD signal)
varies depending on the structural condition of the pavement. The data shown in
Figures 3.6 are from Sensor #1 (Sensors #2, #3, and #4 would have lower SNRs in
their order due to their spatial distance from the loading rollers).
The second example site is the Texas Accelerated Pavement Testing
(TxAPT) site located at the Pickle Research Campus (PRC) at UT. This testing site
was built with high-quality construction workmanship and has never been open to
traffic. The cross section of the pavement consists of 1.5-in. (3.8-cm) thick asphalt
concrete over 8-in. (20-cm) thick granular base. The time-domain signals and the FFT
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Approximate Distance = 3670 ft (1120 m)

A (not moving)

Sensor #1

C

B

(a) Time Record Collected along IH 20 (Composite Pavement; AC overlay over CRCP)

SNR≈ 40 dB

~ factor of 100

(b) LocationA

SNR≈ 10 dB

~ factor of 3

(c) Location B

SNR≈ 27 dB

~ factor of 20

(d) Location C

Figure 3.6

Time Histories and FFT Spectra with 3-sec Window Measurements at
Selected Locations Collected along an AC Overlay over CRCP; IH 20,
Marshall, Texas
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spectra in the linear/decibel scales at two selected locations (Locations A and B) are
shown in Figure 3.7. In the comparison with the FFT spectrum of Location B shown
in Figure 3.6, this testing site produced lower noise and higher SNRs; the SNR is
about 28 dB while Location B shown in Figure 3.6 involves the SNR of about 10 dB.
This pavement is much smoother so the rolling noise is less and it is thinner than IH
20 so the deflections are larger.
The third example site is a jointed concrete pavement (JCP) at Forth Worth
Mecham International Airport. This airport is known for its long-term association
with corporate and student pilot activities. This airport consists of two major runways,
Runways 16/34 and 17/35. The data presented herein are the data collected along
Runway 16/34 which has performed well over the past 29 years and exhibits no
significant surface distress. The slab size is 25 ft (7.6 m) long and 25 ft (7.6 m) wide.
The pavement cross-section consists of 9-in. (22.9-cm) thick Portland Cement
Concrete (PCC), 6-in. (15.2-cm) thick cement stabilized base (CSB), and 5-in. (12.7cm) lime-treated subgrade. RDD testing with the first-generation rolling sensors was
performed, and the data from Sensor #1 are presented in Figure 3.8. The time-domain
signals (voltage outputs from Sensor #1 before the signal processing) shown in Figure
3.8a indicate lower amplitude than the outputs collected at the two asphalt pavements.
This difference is due to stiffer and thicker surface materials (PCC), and the pavement
movements on the surface are lower if no significant cracking is present near the
loading point. The noise level is similar with the noise level observed at asphalt
pavements with a smooth surface. Although this JCP site generates a low level of
rolling noise, the low RDD signal due to stiff concrete materials results in lower SNR
values compared to the two asphalt pavements.
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Approximate Distance = 300 ft (91 m)

A

Sensor #1

B

(a) Time Record Collected along TxAPT Road (Asphalt Pavement with Smooth
Surface)

SNR≈ 28 dB
~ factor of 20

(b) Location A

SNR≈ 20 dB
~ factor of 10

(c) Location B
Figure 3.7

Time Histories and FFT Spectra with 3-sec Window Measurements at
Selected Locations Collected along the Thin Asphalt Pavement at the
TxAPT Site at PRC, UT, Austin, Texas
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Approximate Distance = 730 ft (222 m)

Sensor #1

B

A

(a) Time Record Collected along Runway 16/34 (JCP with Smooth Surface)

SNR≈ 20 dB

~ factor of 10

(b) Location A (at Mid-Slab Area)

SNR≈ 10 dB
~ factor of 3

(c) Location B (at Transverse Joint)
Figure 3.8

Time Histories and FFT Spectra with 3-sec Window Measurements at
Selected Locations Collected along a Jointed Concrete Pavement on
Runway 16/34 at Forth Worth Mecham International Airport, Texas
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Location A (intact mid-slab area) involves the SNR of about 20 dB, which is lower
than the SNR of typical area of asphalt pavement. On the other hand, Location B
(transverse joint location) involves the SNR of about 10 dB, which is same as the
distressed area, Location B shown in Figure 3.6c.
The fourth example site is the Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railway
(referred to the BNSF) Alliance Intermodal Facility near Fort Worth, Texas. This site
consists of JCP slabs and a visual condition survey has shown many distressed slabs.
The slab thickness was about 10 in. thick (25 cm). Photographs of two significantly
failed slabs at this site are shown in Figure 3.9. Slab pumping was observed at several
locations during testing (see Figure 3.9b).These surface distresses resulted in a high
level of rolling noise and low level of SNR. Figure 3.10a illustrates the voltage
outputs (time-domain signals) from Sensor #1. In the mid-slab areas with no slab
failure, low pavement deflections were measured. However, high noise levels and low
SNRs were observed when the sensor rolled over deteriorated joints (cracking and
faulting). The FFT spectra at two locations (Locations 1 and 2) that involve severe
surface cracking and punchout-type cracking are presented in Figures 3.10b and 3.10c,
respectively. The SNRs of Locations 1 and 2 are about 10 and 8 dB, respectively.
These locations generate the same level of SNRs compared to transverse joints in a
JCP site.
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Location 1
in Figure 3.10b

(a)

Location 2
in Figure 3.10c

(b)
Figure 3.9

Photographs of Distressed Slabs at the Burlington Northern and Santa Fe
Railway (BNSF) Alliance Intermodal Facility: (a) Surface Cracking and
(b) Punchout-Type Cracking with Slab Pumping
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Approximate Distance = 485 ft (148 m)

Location 1

Location 2

(a) Time Record Collected along a Jointed Concrete Pavement at the BNSF Alliance
Intermodal Facility (with a Rough Surface Due to Severe Pavement Distress)
fo=30 Hz
SNR≈ 10 dB

~ factor of 3

(b) Location 1 (Involving Surface Cracking)
fo=30 Hz
~ factor of 2.5

SNR≈ 8 dB

(c) Location 2 (Involving Punchout-Type Cracking)
Figure 3.10 Time Histories and FFT Spectra with 3-sec Window Measurement at
Selected Locations Collected along a Jointed Concrete Pavement with a
Rough Surface at the BNSF Alliance Intermodal Facility near Dallas,
Texas
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3.4.2

Field Measurements of Noise-Level Deflection Profiles
In the previous sections, noise characteristics in terms of noise energy

amplitude and distribution in the frequency domain are discussed. In this section, the
level of deflections due to rolling noise and not to the RDD dynamic loading (referred
to noise-level deflection) are studied. The profile that presents noise-level deflection
induced by only rolling noise and not induced by the RDD loading is defined as a
noise-level deflection profile. The noise-level deflection profiles collected at various
project sites are presented in this section. Various pavement types (i.e. asphalt
pavement, JCP, CRCP, and AC overlay over JCP or CRCP), surface roughnesses, and
pavement structural designs were evaluated. In addition, the average noise-level
deflection at each site are compared.
To calculate the noise-level deflection, the raw data from the rolling sensor,
which contains only rolling noise, were passed through a band-pass digital filter. The
band-pass filter operates at the same frequency as the RDD (30 Hz in this study) and
attenuates the other frequency components. The filtered noise signals are then plotted
along the traveled distance. This procedure results in a noise-level deflection profile
along the pavement. In other words, these noise-level deflections represent values that
are so close in frequency to the RDD deflections that the band-pass filter cannot
remove them. The details of the notch-pass digital filter are presented in Chapter 7.
The band-pass (or notch-pass) frequency of 30 Hz is used to construct the 30-Hz
noise-level deflection profile. Ideally, the noise-level deflection profile can be
measured with RDD profiling with no RDD dynamic loading. The RDD signals
(dynamic deflections) are not present if no dynamic loading is applied. The rolling
sensor will record only rolling noise while the RDD vehicle continuously moves
along the pavement. However, these noise measurements are not feasible for typical
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highway projects in reality due to the lack of time and funding. Except for two control
sites, an alternative technique was used to obtain the noise deflections.
One alternate is to use the RDD data collected at a frequency other than 30
Hz using raw data from Sensor #4. Different values of the RDD fo in the frequency
range of 30 to 40 Hz were used at several project sties in the past. The RDD data used
in Figure 3.11 and Table 3.1 involve the operating frequency of either 35 or 40 Hz.
Sensor #4 data were used because it has the furthest distance from the loading rollers
and results in the smallest RDD signals. In other words, Sensor #4 is more sensitive
to rolling noise and has less influence from the RDD loading compared with other
rolling sensors. The raw data collected by Sensor #4 at an operating frequency of 35
to 40 Hz are passed through the 30-Hz band-pass filter, the filtered signals are
reported along the traveled distance to construct the noise-level deflection profile.
Noise-level deflection profiles constructed by filtering Sensor #4 raw data through the
30-Hz band-pass filter collected at four types of pavements are shown in Figure 3.11.
Testing speeds were 1 mph (1.6 km/hr) at the time of all tests and the operating
frequency, fo, was 35 Hz. These four pavement types are: (a) asphalt concrete (AC)
pavement in FM2, (b) JCP in US287, (c) CRCP in IH30, and (d) AC overlay over JCP
in US82.
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Figure 3.11 30-Hz Noise-Level Deflection Profiles Collected Using the FirstGeneration Rolling Sensor (Sensor #4) on Various Types of Pavements
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To investigate the effect of pavement type on noise-level deflections, other
analyses were conducted. Total thirteen project sites were selected for this noise study.
In these thirteen projects, continuous RDD profiling with an operating frequency of
either 35 or 40 Hz was performed at 1 mph (1.6 km/hr). Sensor #4 data were only
used in the data processing procedure in which the 30-Hz band-pass filter was applied.
For each site, the 30-Hz noise-level deflection profiles were constructed and average
noise-level deflections over the 2000-ft (610 m) section were determined. Information
about the average noise-level deflections of the thirteen sites and their pavement types
are presented in Table 3.1. Although variations in the pavement surface condition and
testing speed always exist, a general trend showing the effect of pavement surface
type on the rolling noise-level is observed. General observations from the results in
Table 3.1 are made below.
1. Asphalt concrete (AC) overlays exhibit higher noise-level deflections (30-Hz
rolling noise) than other pavement types, most likely due to coarse surface
aggregate.
2. CRCPs have higher noise-level deflection than JCP, likely due to the surface
treatments on the CRCP being rougher than the JCP.
3. In general, JCPs have lower noise deflections than the other pavement types
unless there is significant faulting/cracking or low load-transfer efficiencies at
joints.
4. Surface roughness is a critical factor affecting the noise level.
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Table 3.1 – Table Showing Average Noise-Level Deflections Evaluated at Various
Types of Pavements (with First-Generation Rolling Sensor at 1 mph;
Sensor #4)
Number
of
Project

Noise Deflection (mils)

Pavement
Type

Highway

Location

1

AC

FM 2

2

AC
(smooth surface)

3

Average
(μ)

Std. Dev.
(σ)

Navasota, TX

0.43

0.35

TxAPT road

Austin, TX

0.38

0.28

AC over JCP

US 82

Gainesville, TX

0.94

0.74

4

AC over JCP

US 59

Lufkin, TX

0.94

0.7

5

AC over CRCP

IH 20

Marshall, TX

1.06

0.84

6

JCP (surface
distresses)

BNSF road

Fort Worth, TX

0.45

0.47

7

JCP

SH 87

Bridge City,
TX

0.37

0.25

8

JCP

US 287

Vernon, TX

0.27

0.22

9

JCP

IH 20

Dallas, TX

0.31

0.23

10

JCP
(smooth surface)

TxDOT FSF

Austin, TX

0.21

0.18

11

CRCP

IH 30

Dallas, TX

0.45

0.35

12

CRCP

IH 30

Sulphur Spring,
TX

0.59

0.41

13

CRCP

US 75

Sherman, TX

0.51

0.37

(Note: 1 mil = 25.4 μm)
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3.5
Noise and Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) Characteristics of the First- and
Second-Generation Rolling Sensors
Over the past decade, two generations of rolling sensors have been developed
and used to measure pavement deflections [Bay 1997 and Lee 2006]. Despite efforts
to improve the testing speed of the RDD, these rolling sensors still have rather low
speed limitations due to the nature of the contact-type sensors coupled with signal
processing limitations. The speed limitations are directly related to two parameters
that are: (1) rolling noise (including the SNR) and (2) sensor coupling. These two
parameters are key design considerations in the development of new rolling sensors
and are also used as criteria for evaluating the performance of the rolling sensors. The
rolling noise characteristics of the first- and second-generation sensors (evaluated
with Sensor #1) at various testing speeds are studied in this section. Discussions of
the sensor coupling issue are presented in Chapter 5.
To investigate noise characteristics, both first- and second-generation sensors
were installed in a sensor towing frame, and the towing frame was pulled behind a
pickup truck along a pavement. The testing site is an asphalt pavement at Pickle
Research Campus (PRC). As the sensor towing frame moves along the pavement
(without any dynamic loading), each sensor in the towing frame is individually
recorded, with only rolling noise measured along the traveled path. With this sensor
setup, the noise measurement was repeated at speeds of 1, 2, and 3 mph (1.6, 3.2, and
4.8 km/hr) along the same test path. The results are presented in terms of Fast-Fourier
Transform (FFT) spectra in Figure 3.12. General observations from these noise
measurements are summarized below.
1. Increasing the rolling speed causes an increase in the noise level for both the
first- and second-generation sensors.
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2. In comparing the first- and second-generation sensors, the second-generation
sensor creates lower rolling noise at the same speeds. In particular, the
second-generation sensor has almost one-half the noise in the range of the
RDD operating frequency (25 to 35 Hz).
3. The first-generation sensor seems to lose a contact with pavements at about 2
mph (3.2 km/hr). At testing speeds of 2 and 3 mph (3.2 and 4.8 km/hr) for the
first-generation sensor, the rolling noise is likely underestimated because of
wheel decoupling.
In addition, both rolling sensors were tested along a jointed concrete
pavement at the TxDOT Flight Service Facility (simply referred as TxDOT FSF).
This facility is an ideal research site in that JCPs have a range in slab size and
thicknesses (size are 25 x 25 ft (7.6 x 7.6 m) to 12.5 x 12.5 ft (3.8 x 3.8 m) and
thickness are 8 to 10 in. (20 to 40cm)) and also have experienced limited direct
airplane loads, mainly parking of smaller aircrafts, resulting in sound pavement
conditions and uniform slab-support conditions. Detailed descriptions of the testing
site such as pavement type, thickness, and surface roughness are presented in Chapter
6. Noise measurements using the first- and second-generation rolling sensors were
performed at the speeds of 1 and 2 mph (1.6 and 3.2 km/hr) along a selected 600-ft
(182-m) length of JCP. By using the same 30-Hz band-pass digital filter, noise-level
deflection profiles of each rolling sensor were determined. These noise-level
deflection profiles, which involve only the 30-Hz noise components, are shown in
Figures 3.13 and 3.14. As illustrated in Figure 3.12, the second-generation rolling
sensor generates lower noise-level deflections than the first-generation rolling sensor
at the same speeds. At a speed of 1 mph (1.6 km/hr), the mean and σ for the first-
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(b) 2-mph Rolling Speed
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(c) 3-mph Rolling Speed
Figure 3.12 Linear Spectra from a 5-second Measurement Window of the Rolling
Noise Associated with the First- and Second-Generation Rolling Sensors
at Speeds of 1, 2 and 3 mph (1.6, 3.2, and 4.8 km/hr)
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(a) First-Generation Rolling Sensor – 1 mph
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(b) Second-Generation Rolling Sensor – 1 mph
Figure 3.13 Noise-Level Deflection Profiles Collected Along a Jointed Concrete
Pavement Using the First- and Second-Generation Rolling Sensors at 1
mph (1.6 km/hr)
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(b) Second-Generation Rolling Sensor – 2mph
Figure 3.14 Noise-Level Deflection Profiles Collected Along a Jointed Concrete
Pavement Using the First- and Second-Generation Rolling Sensors at 2
mph (3.2 km/hr)
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-generation sensor are 0.21 and 0.18 mils (5.3 and 4.6 μm) while the values for the
second-generation sensor are 0.17 and 0.12 mils (4.3 and 3.0 μm). Several deflection
peaks observed in the noise-level deflection profile of the first-generation sensor at 2
mph (see Figure 3.14a) are most likely due to sensor decoupling at joints involving
wide openings. The second-generation sensor used 9-in. (23 cm) diameter wheels and
a sensor hold-down force. At a speed of 2 mph (3.2 km/hr), the mean and σ for the
first-generation sensor are 0.94 and 0.60 mils (23.8 and 15.2 μm ) while the values for
the second-generation sensor are 0.65 and 0.38 mils (16.5 and 9.6 μm). These changes
make this sensor less sensitive to the surface condition such as joint openings and
surface distresses.
The SNR is also a critical factor in the signal filtering process because the
filtered outputs depend on the level of SNR rather than simply the noise level. To
measure the SNRs, regular RDD profiling (with the RDD dynamic loading) along the
asphalt pavement at PRC using both rolling sensors was performed. Since the firstgeneration sensor was designed to be tested at 1 mph (1.6 km/hr) or less, and also
since it decouples at testing speeds higher than almost 2 mph (3.2 km/hr), the testing
speed of 1 mph (1.6 km/hr) was selected for the SNR measurement. The first- and
second-generation sensors were tested at different times but the time interval (less
than 30 minutes) was sufficiently small to neglect any temperature effect on the
pavement. As such, any variations in environmental conditions and surface roughness
were minimized. Test results, linear spectra (3-second measurement window) of both
rolling sensors over the same test path, are shown in Figure 3.15. The SNR shown in
Figure 3.15 was simply calculated with the ratio of RDD signal (30-Hz amplitude)
and average noise amplitude outside 30-Hz.
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(b) Second-Generation Sensor
Figure 3.15 Linear Spectra of 3-second Measurement Window for Rolling Sensors
Tested at 1 mph: (a) First-Generation Rolling Sensor (6-in. diameter
wheels) and (b) Second-Generation Rolling Sensor (9-in. diameter
wheels and 35-lb hold-down force)
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It is observed in Figure 3.15 that the second-generation rolling sensor creates
lower rolling noise and generates a lower signal at the RDD operating frequency of
30 Hz than the first-generation rolling sensor. The SNR values of both rolling sensors
are almost the same as shown in Figure 3.15. Based on the observations from the
noise and SNR measurements shown in Figures 3.12 through 3.15, tentative
conclusions are made below.
1. With testing speed of 1 mph (1.6 km/hr) or less, both first- and secondgeneration rolling sensors perform well; the SNRs are almost the same.
2. The second-generation sensor exhibits a speed improvement in terms of
sensor coupling and noise level at higher testing speeds.
3. If higher testing speeds are required, the second-generation rolling sensor
should be used. Sensor decoupling seems to be observed for the firstgeneration sensor while reasonable noise level is present with the secondgeneration sensor.

3.6

Summary
Rolling noise always exists in the RDD measurements. The noise is generated

primarily by the contacting sensor rolling on the pavement. A study of the
characteristics of rolling noise was conducted using rolling sensor measurements
from various highway and airport test sites collected over the years. These
measurements were all performed with the first-generation rolling sensors developed
by Bay [1997] which have 6-in. (15-cm) diameter wheels and no external hold-down
mechanism. The primary objective of this noise study is to better understand the
characteristics of rolling noise and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in field RDD
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measurements. In addition, noise-level deflection profiles collected along various
pavement types were determined. The noise-level deflection profile is used to indicate
the level of rolling noise along a test path while the FFT-spectrum analysis is used to
show the magnitude and distribution of noise energy in the frequency domain.
Three factors which control the characteristics of rolling noise and the SNR
were identified in this study. These factors are: (1) pavement surface roughness, (2)
testing speed, and (3) deflection levels. Findings from this information can be used to:
(1) assist in the design of the third-generation rolling sensors, and (2) improve data
analysis methods. These findings are used in the development of the speed-improved
rolling sensor that is discussed in Chapters 4, 5, and 7.
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Chapter Four
Development of a Third-Generation Rolling Sensors – Part I

4.1

Introduction
The primary objective of this research is to increase the testing speed of the

RDD. The testing speed is directly related to the performance of the rolling sensors.
The testing speed with the current rolling sensors (the first-generation rolling sensors)
is 1 mph (1.6 km/hr) or less. Although the second-generation rolling sensor made
speed improvements to some extent an automated system to position, lower, and raise
the sensors was not developed. As a result, use of the second-generation rolling
sensors is still in the research stage because of the manual labor and continuous
attention to the sensor hold-down force (air-pressure control) and the sensor
alignment that is required. Based on writer’s field experience, it is recommended that
the testing speeds of the second-generation rolling sensor are 3 mph (4.8 km/hr) for a
smooth asphalt pavement and 2 mph (3.2 km/hr) for a jointed concrete pavement
(JCP) due to its lower SNRs. However, the testing speeds of 2 to 3 mph (3.2 to 4.8
km/hr) are still quite slow if the purpose is to cover long highway roads in a limited
time. The testing speed is the key point in the transition of the RDD from projectlevel studies to small network-level studies and also in improving a safety due to
exposure time to traffic.
To achieve the goal of using the RDD in small network-level studies, or even
large project-level studies, developing speed-improved rolling sensors (hardware) and
enhancing the data-processing technique (software) are major tasks. The two key
factors that limit the existing testing speed are: (1) sensor coupling, and (2) the level
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of rolling noise and SNR at increased speeds. Progress has been made in this research
in developing the speed-improved rolling sensor, which is referred as the thirdgeneration rolling sensor hereafter. The third-generation sensor is designed to reduce
the level of rolling noise, increase the SNR, and hold the sensor in contact with the
pavement at increased testing speeds up to 5 mph (8.0 km/hr). In this chapter, the
detailed work in the development of the third-generation rolling sensor from a
mechanical view point is presented.

4.2

Rolling Sensor Requirements in Pavement Measurements
In Texas, many jointed concrete pavements (JCPs) built in late 80s and early

90s were designed with a thick (12-14 in. (30-35 cm) concrete layer with no dowel
bars or stabilized base [Chen et al. 2007]. The design concept was that thicker slabs
would be capable of compensating fro the lack of dowel bars and stabilized base. This
design concept has been shown to lead to many premature distress features (cracking,
faulting, and settlement) that need urgent repair. For these deteriorated JCPs,
placement of an asphalt concrete (AC) overlay has been a major rehabilitation
treatment. However, reflective cracking through the AC overlay has been observed in
many projects. Although reflective cracking has been studied for a long time, it is still
occurring and is responsible for millions of dollars in damage [Chen et al. 2007]. The
fundamental mechanisms of reflective cracking are differential vertical and horizontal
movements of the adjacent slabs at joints or unrepaired cracks which are caused by
repeated traffic and environmental (temperature and moisture) loads. Therefore,
knowledge of existing JCP conditions plays a critical role in the success of the JCP
rehabilitation project.
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The Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD) is the most widely used way of
assessing the joint condition by determining the load-transfer efficiency (LTE) at the
joint. However, the FWD is a discrete testing device that operates in a stop-and-go
manner. As a result, limited number of joints (data points) are evaluated with the
FWD because of the time and money required to cover the entire section at project
site. Thus, TxDOT engineers continue to have increasing needs for continuous RDD
profiling on their JCP rehabilitation projects. As mentioned above, reflective cracking
has continued to be a major problem in Texas and many premature failures due to
reflective cracking in rehabilitated JCPs have been reported and documented [Ellis et
al. 2002; Scullion and Von Holdt 2004; Lee et al. 2005]. One major benefit of the
RDD is that a continuous deflection profile is evaluated which provides 100 %
coverage along the test path.
Researchers at Texas Transportation Institute (TTI) and TxDOT have made
efforts to effectively interpret RDD data to evaluate the load-transfer condition at
joints [Scullion 2006; Chen et al. 2007]. TxDOT developed the threshold W1-W3
deflection (differential deflections of Sensors #1 and #3) to evaluate the joint
condition. Figure 4.1 shows the positions of rolling sensors when evaluating the loadtransfer condition at a joint and the slab-support condition at a mid-slab area. In
addition, many field studies at various project sites (JCP, CRCP, and AC overlay over
JCP or CRCP) were conducted to develop inputs in selecting optimum rehabilitation
treatments [Chen et al. 2008]. For instance, in the SH 87 project near Bridge City,
Texas, the RDD data allowed the TxDOT personnel to decide on different
rehabilitation plans depending on slab conditions. The rehabilitation plans were based
on: (1) no treatment for areas where the W1-W3 deflections were less than 5.5 mils
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(140 μm), (2) dowel-bar retrofit treatment for areas where the W1-W3 deflections
were between 5.5 and 10 mils (140 and 254 μm), and (3) full-depth repairs for areas
where W1-W3 deflections exceeded 10 mils (254 μm) due to significant slab
movements.
Likewise, knowledge of the load-transfer condition at joints can effectively
assist in determining an optimum rehabilitation scheme. In this section, the
requirements for RDD testing in pavement engineering practice are discussed. The
needs improvements in the RDD are: (1) increase the testing speed, (2) increase the
spatial resolution (distance resolution), (3) automation of the sensor raising and
lowering, and (4) point deflection measurement rather than area deflection
measurement. The increased speeds will permit the evaluation of larger sections in a
given time, resulting in significant savings in time and money and improved safety.
Second, shorter distance resolution in the RDD data is desirable in assessing joint
deflections. The current data processing method involves averaging dynamic
deflections over the selected time interval. The typical time interval is 2 sec, which
results in the distance resolution of approximately 3 ft (0.9 m) between two data
points if the speed of 1 mph (0.45 m/sec) is used. With the speed of 2 mph (0.9 m/sec),
this resolution results in an approximate 6-ft (1.8-m) distance interval, which is
inappropriate for deflection measurements at joints because the average deflection
over 6 ft (0.9 m) will likely involve a portion of the mid-slab area. Lastly, it may be
more desirable for the rolling sensor to collect deflection data over a smaller zone
than cover by a 3-wheelcart. The current sensor with three rolling wheels and a 2-Hz
geophone in the geometric center of the cart evaluates pavement movements through
the three contacts, resulting in area measurement. With larger diameter wheels, this
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type of sensor has difficulties to position all three wheels on the same side of slab at
joints unless the improved data processing can shorten the distance resolution. In
place of the 3-wheel cart, a two-wheel design is being studied as described in this
chapter.

Travel
Direction
Loading Roller
Sensor#1

Sensor#3

Concrete

Center of slab
: Position of Sensor #1
: Position of Sensor #3

(a) Mid-Slab Area

Travel
Direction
0.5 ft

2.7 ft

Concrete

Transverse joint
: Position of Sensor #1
: Position of Sensor #3

(b) Transverse Joint
Figure 4.1

Configuration of Rolling Sensor for Evaluating the Slab-Support
Condition at a Mid-Slab Area and the Load-Transfer Condition at a Joint
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4.3

Limitations of Previous RDD Rolling Sensors

4.3.1

Limitations of the First-Generation Rolling Sensor
The RDD and the first-generation rolling sensors were developed in the

1990’s at the University of Texas at Austin [Bay 1997]. The first-generation rolling
sensors are contact-type sensors that have a 2-Hz geophone mounted on a 3-wheel
cart (with 6-in. (15.2-cm) diameter wheels). A picture of one sensor is shown in
Figure 1.2. Although the first-generation rolling sensors have been successfully used
in many project-level pavement studies, their limitations have been observed. The
limitations of the first-generation rolling sensors are summarized as follows.
1. Sensor decoupling occurs at higher testing speeds (slightly above 1 mph (1.6
km/hr)). Due to this decoupling issue, the testing speed is limited to 1 mph
(1.6 km/hr) or less. However, the testing speed varies while the RDD travels
along a pavement because the speed is manually controlled by the RDD
driver. Thus, the concern of sensor decoupling always exists due to the speed
variation.
2. Rolling noise also dramatically increases with increasing testing speed. The
combinations of speed variations and rough pavement surfaces can cause
unacceptable data quality if not carefully monitored during testing.
3. The first-generation rolling sensors are composed of three, 6-in. (15-cm)
diameter wheels that are sensitive to pavement roughness. Despite the effort
to maintain the constant speed of 1 mph, a rough pavement surface that has
severe surface cracking or joint faulting may cause rolling noise greater than
the RDD signal.
4. The sensor calibration in the field requires carefully controlled conditions
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because of no additional hold-down force system. The field sensor calibration
is less reliable than the calibration in the laboratory. For instance, the sensor
calibrations with and without hold-down forces provide apparently different
values.

4.3.2

Limitations of the Second-Generation Rolling Sensor
The second-generation rolling sensors were developed to improve the testing

speed. This sensor employed hold-down forces (air spring on the top of the sensor) to
remain in contact with the pavement surface and also larger diameter wheels (9-in.
and 12-in. diameter wheels) to reduce the level of rolling noise. A picture of this
rolling sensor is shown in Figure 1.2. However, several field tests have revealed some
technical limitations of the second-generation rolling sensors. These limitations are
summarized as follows.
1.

The testing speed of 3 mph (4.8 km/hr) might, at times, induce some
instability in the sensors from a mechanical view point. The secondgeneration sensors have no additional system to align the sensor except the
air spring on top of the sensor. Sensor #1 in the middle of the loading
platform is space limited in the horizontal and vertical directions. Thus,
horizontal movements of Sensor #1 cannot be allowed so that Sensor #1 does
not contact the loading platform, resulting in erroneous deflections. This
problem has been observed several times on rough surfaces such as around
potholes or faulting.

2.

The second-generation sensor measure slightly lower deflections at joints and
cracks than the first-generation sensor. At joints, a deflection measured using
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the three-wheel contact points represents an average deflection rather than a
point deflection because the surface is bending under the load. For JCPs, as
the RDD passes transverse joints, all three wheels of the sensor may not be
positioned on the same side of the loaded slab at the point of maximum
motion. Generally, larger diameter wheels will involve a larger portion away
from the joint, resulting in measuring lower joint deflections.
3.

The data processing technique used for the second-generation sensors, which
is a time-interval reporting method, results in averaging over larger distances
at higher testing speeds. In addition, the time-based analysis reports
deflection data with different distance interval due to the variations of testing
speed. These problems are discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.

4.4

Design Considerations of the Third-Generation Rolling Sensors

4.4.1

Overview of Sensor Design Considerations
The design of the rolling sensor controls: (1) the testing speed, (2) the level of

rolling noise, and (3) the accuracy of deflection measurement. Thus, the mechanical
design of the rolling sensor is critical in determining the overall performance of the
RDD. Three major factors that govern the design of the third-generation rolling
sensors are: (1) the frequency response of the rolling sensors, (2) the hold-down force
required to maintain good coupling of the rolling sensors at the target speed, and (3)
the acceptable levels of rolling noise and the SNR. It is important to note that all three
factors are closely related.
Three designs for the third-generation rolling sensor have been proposed, and
the best performing design was selected to investigate further. In principle, all designs
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use the ideas that larger diameter wheels reduce rolling noise and hold-down forces
maintain sensor coupling at high testing speeds. The first two designs showed
mechanical instabilities while rolling, resulting in higher noise level. These designs
are discussed below. The third design has generated a lower noise level and a higher
SNR at various testing speeds compared to the first and second designs. Each design
is presented below, and its benefits and limitations are discussed.
4.4.2

Third-Generation Rolling Sensor – First Design
The first design of the third-generation sensor uses 30-cm (12-in.) diameter

wheels and two air springs to apply an additional hold-down forces as shown in
Figure 4.2 Unlike the other three-wheel sensor systems (first- and second-generation
sensors), the third-generation sensor uses only two wheels and positions the 2-Hz
geophone in the middle. Figure 4.2a shows the schematic diagram of this sensor.
Two-wheel sensors can minimize the averaging that is associated with three-wheel
sensors, especially around joint or crack locations. Deflections measured by twowheel contacts are more likely to be more point-like deflections than average-area
deflections. Moreover, as the RDD passes transverse joints, the two-wheel sensor in
position No. 1 has both rolling wheels on the same side of the slab as the RDD
loading rollers.
The first design of the third-generation sensor with two wheels is not a free
standing system. Figure 4.2b shows a sensor towing frame to align the sensor while
rolling. A supporting arm attached to the sensor towing frame pulls the sensor while
traveling. It is always desirable to isolate the sensor from any other devices such as
the loading platform of the RDD truck so that the sensor monitors essentially only the
dynamic pavement motions. Noise transfer from the truck and the loading platform
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Static Sensor
Hold-Down Force
2-Hz
Geophone

Trailing Arm

Pneumatic
Air Spring

12-in. Diameter
Wheel

(a) Front View of the First Design of Rolling Sensor

Direction of Travel
(b) Rolling Sensor Installed in the Towing Frame
Figure 4.2

Schematic Diagram and Photograph of First Design of the ThirdGeneration Sensor: (a) Schematic Diagram of a Front View and (b) Side
View along with the Sensor Towing Frame
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would significantly adversely affect data quality in terms of noise. The sensor towing
frame is designed to minimize noise transfer from the truck and loading platform.
Hinges were used at many connections, and two rubber pads and an air spring were
used in the connection between the towing frame and the sensor. Lastly, two
cylindrical air springs at both sides of the sensor were used to apply a hold-down
force to keep the sensor in contact with the pavement.
However, upon initial testing, this design has shown several mechanical
problems. The first problem is sensor decoupling by the sensor tilting during towing.
To evaluate noise characteristics, the sensor was tested at different profiling speeds of
1, 3, and 5 mph (1.6, 4.8, and 8.0 km/hr) on a flexible pavement at PRC without the
RDD loading mechanism. It was observed that one of the two sensor wheels lost
contact with the pavement at all speeds although an air pressure of 5 psi (typical air
pressure for the second-generation rolling sensors) was applied to both air springs.
Second, the sensor generates serious rattling while rolling. The combination of these
two problems generates significant rolling noise. It was concluded that unbalanced
hold-down forces between the two air springs caused the sensor decoupling and
rattling problems. Much more sophisticated devices to control the air pressure on each
side should be used, but it is not recommended that this design be implemented in the
third-generation sensors.

4.4.3

Third-Generation Rolling Sensor – Second Design
The second design was developed to overcome rattling and decoupling
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problems found in the first design of the sensor. In addition, the second design was
aimed at obtaining more localized deflections. Measuring localized deflections can
overcome the deflection averaging by two- and three-wheel sensors. Figure 4.3 shows
a schematic diagram of the second design for this sensor. The design adopts a onewheel system in which the wheel is 12 in. (30 cm) in diameter and 2 in. (5 cm) in
width. One large, horizontally-oriented air spring on top of the wheel was used to
uniformly distribute the air pressure. A pressure of 5 psi was used in the air spring
during testing. Two, 2-Hz transducers (geophones) at both ends of the axle were used
to average the deflection data. To align the sensor, a large rubber mat was used to hold
the sensor horizontally and attenuate noise transfer from the towing frame while
rolling.
Noise characteristics of this second design were investigated at PRC site as
used in the previous tests. For a clearer understanding, the second-generation Sensor
#1 was tested along with the second design of the third-generation sensor. Testing
followed the same procedure at 1 mph (1.6 km/h). The second design eliminated the
decoupling and rattling problems. FFT results, however, indicate that this second
design generated significant low-frequency noise. Figure 4.4 shows the noise
comparison of the second-generation sensor and third-generation (second design)
sensor. This comparison shows that this design of the third-generation sensor
generates higher noise in the range of about 1 to 30 Hz. High noise around 30 Hz
(RDD operating frequency) is a problem because the current (and likely future) signal
processing cannot filter out the 30-Hz noise. It was concluded that the one-wheel
sensor aligned by the rubber mat has good resistance against back-and-forth
movement but poor resistance against side-to-side motions while rolling.
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As a result,

Static Sensor
Hold-Down Force

Pneumatic
Air Spring

12-in. Diameter Wheel
(2-in. Wide)

2-Hz Geophone

(a) Front View of Second Design of the Rolling Sensor

2-Hz geophone

(b) Photograph of Side View
Figure 4.3

Schematic Diagram and Photograph of the Second Design of the ThirdGeneration Rolling Sensor
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(V)

Second-Generation Sensor

(Hz)

(a) Second-Generation Sensor (Sensor#1)

(V)

Second Design of
Third-Generation Sensor

(Hz)

(b) Third-Generation Sensor (Second-Design)
Figure 4.4

Linear Spectra of a 5-second Measurement Window to Show the Rolling
Noise of the Second-Generation (Sensor #1) Sensor and the Second
Design of the Third-Generation Sensor at 1 mph (1.6 km/hr)
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it is likely that this motion causes the second-design sensor to generate significant
noise in the low-frequency range.

4.4.4

Third-Generation Rolling Sensor – Third Design
The third design of this sensor was developed to reduce the low-frequency

noise around the RDD operating frequency. To prevent the sensor’s side-to-side
movements, the idea of a two-wheel sensor was again selected instead of the onewheel sensor because the two-wheel sensor can provide better stability laterally.
Figures 4.5a and 4.5b show a schematic diagram and photograph of this third design,
respectively. This design of the sensor is a combination of the first and second designs.
This sensor consists of two rolling wheels (12 in. in diameter and 2 in. in width), a 2Hz geophone in the middle, and one large air spring on the top. For the sensor
alignment, two soft rubber mats are used to hold and align the sensor (see Figure
4.5b). To minimize noise transfer from the towing frame, soft polyurethane materials
were selected for the rubber mats, which are a 60 durometer on the A scale (pencil
eraser hardness).
The two wider wheels allow more stable rolling from a mechanical view
point and provide additional resistance against side-to-side movements. The uniform
air-pressure distribution from one air spring maintains good coupling while rolling.
Compared to the two previous designs, this sensor exhibits better coupling and lower
noise while rolling. It is recommended that the mechanical design of this third design
be used for the third-generation sensors, and denoted as “the third-generation sensor”
hereafter. The performance of the third-design sensor is discussed in more detail in
Section 4.5.
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Static Sensor
Hold-Down Force
Pneumatic
Air Spring

2-Hz
Geophone

Plastic
Spacer

12-in. Diameter
Wheel

(a) Schematic Front View of the Third-Design Rolling Sensor

Air
Spring

2-Hz
Geophone

Rubber
Mat

(b) Rolling Sensor Installed into the Towing Frame
Figure 4.5

Third Design of the Third-Generation Sensor: (a) Schematic Diagram
and (b) Photograph of Sensor in Towing Frame
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4.5
Noise and Signal-to-Noise Ratio of the Final Design of Third-Generation
Rolling Sensor
To evaluate the performance of this final design of the third-generation
rolling sensors, rolling noise and the SNR were investigated. To develop a better
understanding of the performance of the third-generation sensors, noise and SNR data
are compared with data of the first- and second-generation sensors. The noise
characteristics were investigated on the flexible pavement at PRC. The three
generations of sensors were positioned in a towing frame in a linear array, and
traveled together at different speeds of 1, 2, and 3 mph (1.6, 3.2, and 4.8 km/hr)
without any RDD loading. The first-generation sensor had connection problems with
the electrical cables at the time of testing, thus no results were measured. Figure 4.6
shows the linear spectra of the rolling noise of the second- and third-generation
sensors at different speeds. The previous studies have documented that the secondgeneration sensor has lower noise than the first-generation sensor [Lee 2006]. Two
key observations from Figure 4.6 are that: (1) the third-generation sensor generates
lower rolling noise than the other sensors and (2) high-frequency noise increases with
rolling speeds. In particular, the third-generation sensor has low noise around 30-35
Hz, which is the range of the RDD operating frequency.
The SNR levels of the second- and third-generation sensors were also studied.
In the SNR study, typical RDD tests were performed with the second- and thirdgeneration sensors, respectively, at the same site. Since the Sensor #1 position has
limited vertical space, both sensors were located at the Sensor #3 position while
testing. The same levels of static and dynamic forces were applied to the pavement to
minimize differences due to loading variations. In addition, all testing was performed
under nearly the same weather conditions.
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Both second- and third-generation rolling sensors were tested at profiling
speeds of 1, 3, and 5 mph (1.6, 4.8, and 8.0 km/hr). Linear spectra of a 5-second
measurement window showing the rolling noise of the second- and third-generation
sensor at those speeds are presented in Figure 4.6. To evaluate the noise level of all
three generation sensors, the first-generation rolling sensor was also, at different times,
tested along the same test path. The first-generation sensor was not tested at the speed
of 5 mph (8.0 km/hr) because of sensor decoupling issue; this sensor was designed to
operate at the speed of 1 mph (1.6 km/hr) or less [Bay 1997]. The average rolling
noise around 30 Hz (between 25 and 35 Hz) of the three sensors evaluated at different
speeds are presented in Figure 4.7. In addition, the calculation of the SNR was
obtained by measuring the levels of RDD signal (30-Hz component) and the noise,
and the SNR calculations of each sensor at 2 mph (3.2 km/hr) are shown in Figure 4.8.
The SNRs of second- and third-generation sensors are roughly 10 and 20, respectively.

4.6

Summary
One of the most important measurements in RDD continuous profiling is to

measure differential vertical movements at all joints or transverse cracks in JCP
rehabilitation projects. To achieve this goal in a short time (faster) and with more
accurate profiles, the RDD uses specially designed rolling sensors to measure vertical
dynamic displacements in which rolling noise is minimized and testing speed is
increased to 5 mph (8.0 km/hr). In the meantime, the RDD data processing scheme
needs to be enhanced to obtain improved spatial resolution (averaging over shorter
distance).
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(a) 1-mph Rolling Speed
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(b) 3-mph Rolling Speed
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(c) 5-mph Rolling Speed

Figure 4.6

Linear Spectra of a 5-second Measurement Window Showing the
Rolling Noise of the Second- and Third-Generation Sensors at Different
Rolling Speeds of 1, 3, and 5 mph
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Figure 4.7
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Average Rolling Noise around 30 Hz (between 25 and 35 Hz) of First-,
Second-, and Third-Generation Rolling Sensors Evaluated at the Speeds
of 1, 2, 3, and 5 mph Collected along an Asphalt Pavement at PRC
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(a) Second-Generation Sensor
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(b) Third-Generation Sensor (Final Design)
Figure 4.8

Linear Spectra of 5-second Measurement Window for Second- and
Third-Generation Sensors Tested at 2 mph (3.2 km/hr)
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Three different designs for a third-generation rolling sensor have been
investigated with the RDD. The designs and field performance in terms of rolling
stability and rolling noise in the frequency domain are evaluated herein. The first
design of the sensor had two, 12-in. (30-cm) diameter wheels and two air springs to
apply additional hold-down forces. The sensor system was also supported by an
isolated trailing arm. This system had several weaknesses. The sensor exhibited
instability while rolling. The two air springs created unbalanced hold-down forces
which caused decoupling of one sensor wheel. The unbalanced hold-down forces also
caused severe rattling while rolling, resulting in higher levels of rolling noise. The
second design of the sensor involved one rolling wheel (12-in. (30-cm) diameter and
2-in. (5-cm) wide) to achieve a “single point” measurement and one air spring on the
top of the sensor to remove the unbalanced hold-down force. Although this sensor
used a rubber mat as a sensor alignment system, it generated significant lowfrequency rolling noise due to a rocking back-and-forth motion while rolling. The
third design of the sensor evolved from the need reduce or eliminate the problems
observed in the previous two designs.
This third design of the third-generation rolling sensor involves two, 12-in.
(30-cm) diameter wheels, spaced about 6 in. (15 cm) apart, to prevent side-to-side
movements and one air spring for a uniform hold-down force. A more reinforced
alignment system, which has two rubber mats at each side of the sensor, was used to
prevent the back-and-forth motion. This rolling sensor showed good sensor coupling
and lower rolling noise than all other designs. Thus, this design was selected as the
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final for the third-generation rolling sensor. The field performance of the thirdgeneration rolling sensor was evaluated and data were compared with the first- and
second-generation sensors. The third-generation rolling sensor made significant
improvements in rolling noise and the SNR over the previous generation sensors.
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Chapter Five
Development of the Third-Generation Rolling Sensor – Part II

5.1

Introduction
The final design of the third-generation rolling sensor has shown better

performance from the standpoint of noise and SNR compared with the first- and
second-generation sensors. In Chapter 4, the final mechanical design of the thirdgeneration rolling sensor was determined by developing three different designs and
evaluating their field performances. The final design of the third-generation sensor
has, two 12-in. (30-cm) diameter wheels and a single air spring to apply the holddown force. In this chapter, additional efforts to optimize parameters affecting the
sensor performance (i.e. minimize noise and maximize the SNR) are presented. The
parameters affecting the performance of rolling sensor are:
1. roller urethane hardness and thickness,
2. level of the sensor hold-down force, and
3. noise attenuation through bearings and sensor alignment systems.
These parameters control the dynamic response of the rolling sensor and also
determine the noise level. The influence of each parameter on the sensor performance
is investigated to determine its optimized condition.
One of important requirements of the rolling sensors is that the sensors
remain in contact with the pavement so that they can sense the motion of the
pavement due to the dynamic RDD loading. Evaluation of the sensor coupling with
the pavement at various speeds is also discussed. In the later parts of this chapter,
sensor calibrations curves measured in the field and evaluation of sensor coupling at
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the target speeds are discussed.

5.2

Rolling Sensor Modeled as a Single-Degree-of-Freedom (SDOF) System
The motion of the rolling sensor can be modeled, as a first approximation, by

a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system. The SDOF system consists of a lumped
mass (m) attached to a linear spring with a constant (k) and a viscous damper with a
viscous damping coefficient (c). The spring constant and (viscous) dashpot damping
coefficient can be divided into two parts: (1) a spring constant (kr) and damping
dashpot coefficient (cr) which represent the rolling sensor (i.e. the wheel-tread
urethane controls these parameters), and (2) a spring constant (ka) and damping
coefficient (ca) which represent the air spring. The SDOF models representing the
roller stiffness and air spring are illustrated in Figures 5.1.
According to the proposed SDOF model and theoretical simulation, there are
two requirements for the third-generation rolling sensor: (1) high kr and low cr and (2)
low ka and high ca. The increased kr value results in the increasing the natural
frequency of the rolling sensor. It is desirable that the natural frequency of the rolling
sensor is much higher than the RDD operating frequency. The lower cr values will
better transmit pavement vibrations (dynamic deflections) to the rolling sensor. This
assumption was employed in the design of the second-generation rolling sensor which
has a stiff wheel-tread urethane. On the other hand, low ka and high ca are required for
the air-spring so that vibrations from the towing frame are not transmitted to the
sensor through the air spring.
When the RDD dynamically loads the pavement, the deflection of the
pavement (Ap) is transmitted through the wheels of the sensor. The geophone
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At sinωt
ca

ka/2

ka/2

m

kr/2

As sinωt
cr

kr/2
Ap sinωt

where m = mass,
cr = viscous dashpot coefficient that represents the roller,
ca = viscous dashpot coefficient that represents the air bag,
ceff = cr + ca = effective viscous dashpot coefficient
kr = spring constant that represents the elastic property of air bag,
ks = spring constant that represent the elastic property of roller stiffness,
keff = kr + ka = effective spring constant,
At = towing frame displacement measured to equal zero,
As = rolling sensor displacement, and
Ap = pavement displacement.
Figure 5.1

Single-Degree-of-Freedom (SDOF) System Used to Model a Rolling
Sensor
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mounted on the rolling sensor then measures the dynamic displacement of the rolling
sensor, which represents the pavement deflection after the sensor-geophone system is
calibrated. The theoretical solutions that describe the motions of the rolling sensor
when the sensor is subjected to a pavement excitation can be predicted with Equations
5.1 and 5.2 [Richart et al., 1970].
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where As = peak amplitude of sensor displacement,
Ap = peak amplitude of pavement dynamic displacement,
Ф1 = phase angle between the sensor motion and pavement motion,
D = damping ratio = ceff/ccr,
ceff = viscous damping coefficient,
ccr = critical viscous damping coefficient,
ω = angular frequency, and
ωr = angular resonant frequency.
The graphical representation of Equations 5.1 and 5.2 is shown in Figure 5.2. Based
on the theoretical solution, when the excitation frequency is equal to the resonant
frequency of the rolling sensor, the amplitude of sensor displacement will be much
higher than the pavement displacement. This resonance of the rolling sensor
adversely affects the measured deflections. With higher damping coefficient, this
resonance effect will be minimized.
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Operational range
of the RDD

Damping range
of the third-gen.
rolling sensor

ω/ωn

(a) Frequency Response

(b) Phase Response
Figure 5.2

Graphical Representation of the Dynamic Motion of an Idealized SDOF
Rolling Sensor due to Movement of the Ground [after Richart et al.
1970]
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5.3

Parameters Affecting Rolling Sensor Performance

5.3.1

Roller Stiffness (Wheel Tread Urethane)
As a sensor wheel rolls over the pavement, a rigid wheel, like a steel wheel,

would generate high levels of high-frequency noise. On the other hand, a compliant
wheel (because of the urethane tread) will mould around the irregularities somewhat
and will decrease rolling noise, as well as decrease the tendency to lose contact with
the ground at higher speeds. Therefore, compliant wheels need to be used for the
rolling sensor, but deformation and durability of the polyurethane coating are
important issues to be considered. In addition, compliant wheels will affect the
resonant frequency of the rolling sensor. The compliant wheel is modeled as a spring
and damper supporting the sensor mass (the single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) shown
in Figure 5.1). Softer wheels will cause the resonance of the rolling sensor to move to
a lower frequency. This decrease in frequency can be a critical problem if the
resonance occurs in the range of RDD operating frequencies.
The effects of roller stiffness and sensor weight in measurements of the
resonant frequency and the peak amplitude of the resonant peak were studied in the
laboratory [Bay 1997]. The simple physical model was constructed by laminating
urethane strips to cylindrical metal hubs. Figure 5.3 shows the testing configuration
used to investigate the effect of the roller stiffness and mass. Hold-down force was
not applied to the cylindrical metal hubs. The results have shown that increasing the
weight of the hub increased the resonant frequency of the prototype system. In
addition, decreasing the urethane stiffness also increased the resonant frequency of
the prototype wheel. These counter-intuitive results can be explained with following
discussions:
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1. Increased forces acting on the urethane increase the contact area between the
wheel and the shake table, resulting in a stiffer system.
2. Decreasing urethane stiffness also increases wheel contact area, resulting in a
stiffer system.

Figure 5.3

Test Configuration to Determine Dynamic Characteristics of Roller
Stiffness [from Bay 1997]

For the wheel-tread urethane coating of the rolling sensors, the first- and
second- generation sensors use polyurethane with a 60 durometer on the A scale and a
60 durometer on the D scale, respectively. Figure 5.4a shows a chart of the hardness
of the polyurethane. The physical properties of polyurethane are also shown in Figure
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5.4b. For the second-generation sensors, abrasion at the interface and the hold-down
force of 5 psi (34 kPa) were considered, and 60-D polyurethane was selected. On the
other hand, the first-generation sensors have no hold-down force, and the testing
speed of 1 mph (1.6 km/.hr) is sufficiently slow. Thus, the first-generation rolling
sensor with the 60-polyurethane has not shown any wear over time.

*Note: Hardness of the first-generation rolling sensors = 60 A, and
Hardness of the second-generation rolling sensors = 60 D

(a) Hardness Chart of Polyurethane
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(b) Physical Properties of Urethane
Figure 5.4

Information of Urethane Hardness and Its Physical Properties [from PSI
Urethane Inc. 2009]
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The proposed SDOF model of the sensor is limited to predict to the wheelcontact area while increasing the hold-down force. Results from theoretical and
physical sensor models may be somewhat different. In addition, a laboratory-scale
test that involves a smooth-and-thin steel plate as the pavement cannot properly
predict the performance of the sensor moved along an actual pavement. Thus, the
magnitude of the RDD signal and the noise level measured in the field can be used as
indicators in determining the optimum hardness of the wheel-tread urethane.
Three sets of the third-generation rolling sensors (12-in. (30-cm) diameter
wheels) were fabricated by casting urethanes of different hardnesses (70A, 80A, and
60D, see Figure 5.5c). Each sensor has been tested on an actual asphalt pavement.
The site of these field measurements with the RDD is a thin asphalt pavement at the
PRC. The testing configuration associated with the positions of the loading points and
rolling sensors is shown in Figure 5.5. The three rolling sensors are located next to the
loading roller of the RDD; the spacing between the mid-point of the left loading roller
and the mid-point of a rolling sensor is about 2.5 ft (76 cm) which is close enough to
generate sufficient level of pavement surface movements. The RDD applied dynamic
forces (3 kips (13 kN) in peak-to-peak with the operating frequency of 30 Hz) to the
pavement and the sensor hold-down force of 3 psi (21 kPa) was used. Each rolling
sensor was positioned at the same location (2.5-ft (76-cm) distance from the midpoint of the loading roller) while the RDD applied same level of loading. The results
are illustrated in Figure 5.6. As the stiffness of the roller urethane decreases, the
amplitude of the RDD signal increases.
Noise characteristics of these rolling sensors were also investigated on the
same pavement as shown in Figure 5.5. The urethane of 60 D resulted in a lower
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.5

Photographs Showing Testing Configuration for RDD Signal Check of
the Three Rolling Sensors with Different Polyurethane Hardnesses (60 D,
70 A, and 80 A)
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0.07

(a) 70 A Scale (Softest Urethane)

0.065

(b) 80 A Scale (Medium Urethane)

0.06

(d) 60 D Scale (Stiffest Urethane)
Figure 5.6

Linear Spectra of a 5-second Measurement Window from the Stationary
Testing (Shown in Figure 5.5) to Show the RDD Signals: (a) 70 A Scale
(Tire Tread), (b) 80 A Scale (Leather Belt), and (c) 60 D Scale (Golf Ball
Cover)
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RDD signal (30-Hz signal) than the other urethanes of 70 A and 80 A. Previous
studies have shown that compliant material results in a low level of rolling noise [Bay
1997]. Thus, the urethane of 60 D was not considered for this noise measurement
with the RDD. The two other rolling sensors were installed into the RDD towing
frame and a sensor hold-down force of 5 psi was used for both sensors. The towing
frame was pulled at the speeds of 1, 3, and 5 mph (1.6, 4.8, and 8.0 km/hr) with no
RDD dynamic loading. The FFT linear spectra collected at the speeds of 1, 3, and 5
mph (1.6, 4.8, and 8.0 km/hr) are shown in Figure 5.7. It is observed that the softer
urethane (70 A) resulted in the lower level of rolling noise at all rolling speeds. At the
speed of 3 mph (8.0 km/hr), the average noise level over the range of 28 to 32 Hz was
0.04 and 0.06 volts for the sensors of 70 and 80 A which represents 2.2 and 3.2 mils
(56 and 81 μm).

5.3.2

Sensor Hold-Down Force
Sufficient hold-down force to maintain the rolling sensor in contact with the

pavement surface is used to increase the testing speeds. It was found that the air
pressure (around 5 psi) inside the air bag has little influence on the sensor calibration
curve of the second-generation rolling sensors [Lee 2006]. In other words, the
amplitude of sensor output voltage is essentially not affected by variations of the
hold-down force under RDD dynamic loading. The second-generation rolling sensor
is composed of three, 9-in. (23-cm) diameter wheels coated with polyurethane 60
durometer on the D scale, which is golf-ball cover hardness. However, the thirdgeneration rolling sensor has more complaint wheels (with urethane of 70 durometer
in A scale) than the second-generation rolling sensor. Increasing the hold-down force
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70A

80A

(a) 1 mph; fs=512 Hz

80A

70A

(b) 3 mph; fs=1536 Hz

70A

80A

(c) 5 mph; fs=1536 Hz
Figure 5.7

Linear Spectra of a 5-second Measurement Window from Noise
Measurements Using 70 A and 80 A Urethanes at Testing Different
Speeds of 1, 3, and 5 mph
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compresses the compliant urethane and changes the roller stiffness.
To better understand how the pressure inside the air spring affects the sensor
performance, a series of field measurements with different levels of hold-down force
were performed. With the RDD stationary, the rolling sensor was placed at the
position of Sensor #3 (shown in Figure 1.1b). Then, the RDD was used to apply a 30Hz sinusoidal loading of 6 kips (27 kN) peak-to-peak to the pavement in stationary
mode. Different levels of hold-down force (0 through 6 psi (27 kN)) were applied
while the level of the RDD dynamic loading was held constant. The linear spectra of
5-sec measurement window for each hold-down force are shown in Figure 5.8. Unlike
the second-generation rolling sensors that have stiff urethane coating (60 durometer in
D scale), the level of the hold-down force has some influence on the performance of
the third-generation sensor (70 durometer in A scale). The amplitude of the sensor
output (30-Hz signal in Figure 5.8) decreases with increasing the hold-down forces.
The relationship between the signal amplitude and the hold-down forces is shown in
Figure 5.9.
The reason is that the resonant peak of the rolling sensor (urethane of 70 A) is
changed. When the hold-down force increases, the polyurethane coating compresses
and causes the contact area between the wheel and the pavement to increase, resulting
in a stiffer system. The stiffer system has a higher sensor resonant frequency. When
the hold-down force decreases, the rolling sensor system becomes less stiff. As a
result, the softer system (using softer polyurethane coating) allows the sensor
resonance to lower. The resonance of rolling sensor can be investigated with sensor
calibration procedures in the laboratory and field. More discussion about the sensor
resonance is presented in later sections.
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7

Effect of Hold-Down Force on RDD Signal of Rolling Sensor with 70 A
Urethane Tread (Measurement Performed on a Thin Asphalt Pavement at
Bldg.46 and Fdyn= 6 kips)

Noise Transmission through the Sensor Alignment Systems
The third-generation rolling sensor has vertical- and horizontal-alignment

systems that are: (1) an air spring on the top of the sensor, and (2) the urethane mats
on both sides of the sensor. The air bag and urethane mats are used to align the rolling
sensor while rolling and also attenuate/isolate noise transferred from the towing frame.
Although this towing frame is designed to isolate the sensor from the RDD truck and
the RDD loading platform, small vibrations are always present as the towing frame
travels along the pavement. The air spring on top of the sensor attenuates vertical
components of vibration from the towing frame and the soft polyurethane mats (60
durometer in A scale (pencil eraser hardness)) minimize the horizontal components of
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rolling noise transferred from the towing frame.
The current configuration of the third-generation rolling sensor has a bolt
(rigid connection) through the middle of the air spring that is used to connect the
rolling sensor to the towing frame. It is important to understand the characteristics of
noise attenuation through the air spring. If the vibration transmitted through the air
spring from the towing frame becomes excessive, the accuracy of deflection data
collected by the rolling sensor will be adversely affected. The horizontal alignment
system also needs to minimize transmitted horizontal-component noise. A rubber
mallet hammer was used as a noise source in the measurement of noise attenuation
through these alignment systems. The hammer impact generates a wide-band noise.
The shortcoming of this simple testing setup is that the frequency content of each
impact varies and the result is not repetitive but the level of noise attenuation can still
be clearly identified.
Two accelerometers were attached to the towing frame (above the air spring)
and the rolling sensor, respectively. The schematic diagram of the test setup is shown
in Figure 5.10. The hammer impact was vertically applied near Accelerometer #1.
Comparison of recorded signals from the two accelerometers (Accelerometers #1 and
#2) shows how much noise energy is attenuated through the air spring. To check the
noise transmission through the urethane mats, the hammer impact was horizontally
applied to the side of the towing frame. These noise attenuation measurements were
performed with hold-down pressures of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5and 6 psi (0, 6.9, 13.9, 20.7,
27.6, 34.5, and 41.3 kPa). Results with the hold-down pressures of 0, 1, 3, and 5 psi
are presented in Figures 5.11 through 5.14. At each hold-down force, several hammer
impacts were applied, and the average maximum-peak noise values (accelerometer
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voltage outputs) were calculated. The average maximum values monitored by the two
accelerometers under different hold-down forces are summarized in Figure 5.15a. A
term known as a “transmission ratio”, which is the ratio of the two recorded signal
magnitudes, was used to quantify the level of transmitted noise energy through the air
spring. The relationship between the transmission ratio and the level of the hold-down
force is shown in Figure 5.15b.

Acc#1

Sensor towing
frame

Air spring
Acc#2

Urethane mat
(60 A scale)

Urethane mat
(60 A scale)

(note: Acc = accelerometer)
Figure 5.10 Schematic Diagram of the Third-Generation Rolling Sensor Indicating
Two Accelerometer Positions for Noise Attenuation Check
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.11 Noise Attenuation Measurement (Using a Vertical Impact) with a HoldDown Force of 5 psi

(a)

(b)
Figure 5.12 Noise Attenuation Measurement (Using a Vertical Impact) with a HoldDown Force of 3 psi
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.13 Noise Attenuation Measurement (Using a Vertical Impact) with a HoldDown Force of 1 psi

(a)

(b)
Figure 5.14 Noise Attenuation Measurement (Using a Vertical Impact) with a HoldDown Force of 0 psi
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Figure 5.15 Measurement of Noise Transmission through Sensor Alignment Systems
under Varied Sensor Hold-Down Pressures: (a) Voltage Outputs from
Accelerometers #1 and #2 and (b) Noise-Energy Transmission Ratio
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The test results show counter-intuitive results. The air bag can be modeled as
a SDOF model with dashpot and spring illustrated in Figure 5.1. The increased air
pressure with relatively constant volume of the air bag would cause stiffer air spring
which can be modeled as the increased spring constant (ka). Thus, it was believed that
the higher sensor hold-down forces transmit greater vibration energy through the air
spring. However, the increased air pressure inside the air spring resulted in greater
noise attenuation. This counter-intuitive result can be explained with the “rocking
motion” of the rolling sensor. The urethane tread (70 durometer in A scale) is not a
rigid material, and thus behaves like a spring (k) and dashpot (c). It can be modelded
that each rolling wheel is on the top of the spring and dashpot. With low levels of the
hold-down forces, the hammer impact on the towing frame likely causes undetectable
rocking motion of the rolling sensor that provides additional vibrations on the 2-Hz
geophone mounted on the rolling sensor. As the hold-down force increases, the
urethane tread becomes stiffer, and the rolling wheels are more rigidly in-contact with
the ground, resulting in reduced rocking motion of the rolling sensor. It is believed
that the vibration transmitted through the air spring is much smaller than the
additional vibration due to the rocking motion.

5.4

Calibration of the Third-Generation Rolling Sensors in the Field
Sensor calibration curves measured in the field may be different from the

calibration curve measured in the laboratory because the field conditions involve
additional factors such as wheel-pavement interaction and site resonance. Thus, it is
more desirable to calibrate the rolling sensor in the field prior to RDD testing. This
practice ensures that the rolling sensors perform properly in the RDD deflection
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measurements. In this section, the field calibration equipment and setup procedure are
described for the sensor calibration of the third-generation rolling sensors. The
current sensor arrangement involves the two, third-generation rolling sensors, Sensors
#1 and #2. The position of Sensor #1 is in the middle of the two loading roller and the
position of Sensor #2 is 2.5 ft distant from Sensor #1 (between Sensors #2 and #3 of
the first-generation rolling sensors shown in Figure 1.1).
Each rolling sensor is individually calibrated in the field. The layout of the
equipment used for field calibration of the third-generation sensors is shown in Figure
5.16. The field calibration setup is simple and can be performed with ease in the field.
A small metal plate is fixed on the pavement surface using “fast-set” epoxy, and a
calibrated reference transducer (accelerometer) is screwed to this plate. It is important
to note that the curing time of the epoxy is the critical factor in fixing the transducer.
Sufficient epoxy curing time is one requirement for this field sensor calibration. A
high-precision accelerometer (Wilcoxon 736T) is used to measure the motion on the
pavement surface. The field calibration is performed using the following steps:
1. Glue the metal plate on the pavement surface using the “fast-set” epoxy.
2. Provide sufficient curing time (read instructions carefully).
3. Attach the reference transducer (Wilcoxon 736T) on the pavement surface
(metal plate).
4. Adjust the air pressure so that the pressure in the air-spring is at the desired
level.
5. Perform sine sweeps over a range of frequencies (typically between 20 to 70
Hz)
6. Record the time histories from each rolling sensor and reference transducer.
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SCXI Signal
Conditioning
Unit

NI 6062E
Data Acquisition
Card

Laptop Computer

Accelerometer
Reference
Accelerometer Conditioning
Unit
(Wilcoxon 736 T)

Figure 5.16 Dynamic Calibration Rolling Sensor in the Field

To better understand how the pressure of the air-spring influences the
calibration curves of the third-generation rolling sensor, a series of field sensor
calibrations with various sensor hold-down forces of 1, 3, and 5 psi (7, 21, and 34
kPa) were carried out. The field calibration curves with the air-spring pressurized to 1,
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3, and 5 psi (7, 21, and 34 kPa) are shown in Figures 5.17, 5.18, and 5.19,
respectively. The comparison of the three calibration curves is shown in Figure 5.20.
It is observed that at higher sensor hold-down forces, slightly lower sensor calibration
factors were measured at 30 Hz. In other words, higher hold-down pressures result in
slightly lower RDD signals for the third-generation rolling sensors that utilize the
wheel urethane of 70 durometer in A scale. As seen in Figure 5.2, the calibration
factors between 25 Hz and 35 Hz only decreases by a few percent. Therefore, the
third-generation rolling sensor can be considered to exhibit no significant influence of
the pressure inside the air spring in this low frequency range of 25 to 35 Hz. The
calibration curves of the third-generation rolling sensor (with 12-in. (30-cm) diameter
wheels and 5-psi (34-kPa) pressure) and the first-generation rolling sensor (with 6-in.
(15-cm) diameter wheels and no addition of hold-down force) are compared in Figure
5.21. In addition, the calibration curves of the third-generation rolling sensor (with
12-in. (30-cm) diameter wheels and 5-psi (34-kPa) pressure) and the secondgeneration rolling sensor (with 9-in. (23-cm) diameter wheels and 5-psi (34-kPa)
pressure) are compared in Figure 5.22.
The effect of vibration level, which is the pavement movement level, on
sensor calibration curves was also investigated. Various level of the dynamic loading
with the operating frequency of 30 Hz was applied when the sensor calibration was
performed. The hold-down pressure of 5 psi (34 kPa) was constantly applied in these
measurements. Measured sensor calibration factors with various peak-to-peak
dynamic loading from 2 kips through 10 kips are shown in Figure 5.23. It was found
that varying the loading level has no influence on the sensor calibration factor at the
operating frequency of 30 Hz.
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Figure 5.17 Field Calibration Curve of Rolling Sensor Involving 12-in. Diameter
Wheels and 70 A Urethane; Air-Spring Pressurized to 1 psi
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Figure 5.18 Field Calibration Curve of Rolling Sensor Involving 12-in. Diameter
Wheels and 70 A Urethane; Air-Spring Pressurized to 3 psi
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Figure 5.19 Field Calibration Curve of Rolling Sensor Involving 12-in. Diameter
Wheels and 70 A Urethane; Air-Spring Pressurized to 5 psi
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Figure 5.20 Comparison of Field Calibration Curves Measured at Various Sensor
Hold-Down Forces of 1, 3, and 5 psi.
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Figure 5.21 Field Calibration Curves of the First- and Third-Generation Rolling
Sensor under Sensor Hold-Down Force of 5 psi
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Figure 5.22 Field Calibration Curves of the Second- and Third-Generation Rolling
Sensors under Sensor Hold-Down Force of 5 psi
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Figure 5.23 Calibration Factors under Different Levels of RDD Dynamic Loading
(RDD Operating Frequency of 30 Hz) under Sensor Hold-Down Force
of 5 psi

5.5

Rolling Sensor Coupling

5.5.1

Theoretical Maximum Vertical Acceleration
The most important requirement for the RDD rolling sensors is that the

sensors stay in contact with the pavement so that they can sense the motion of the
pavement. The rolling wheels have a tendency to “bounce” off the ground while
rolling at high rolling velocities. While the sensor is bouncing, the sensor wheel loses
contact with the pavement surface, resulting in incorrect sensing of the pavement
movement. The first-generation rolling sensor does not have any additional system
for applying sensor hold-down forces except its dead weight. If the only force holding
the sensor to the ground is gravity, then the downward acceleration of the wheels
should never exceed the acceleration of gravity in order to remain in contact with the
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pavement. If this value exceeds -1 g, the force between the first-generation rolling
sensor and the ground is zero, resulting in no coupling between the sensor and the
pavement. Therefore, it is critical that the RDD is operated in such a way that the
first-generation rolling sensor never experiences -1 g. Theoretical simulation of a
rigid wheel rolling over synthetic pavement surface was done by Bay [1997].
On the other hand, if an additional hold-down force (Fhd) is applied on the top
of the rolling sensor, the upward acceleration for which the sensor still remains in
contact with the pavement surface will be increased. Figure 5.24 shows the simplified
model of the third-generation rolling sensor used to calculate the maximum allowable
vertical acceleration for the sensor to maintain coupling. The calculation procedure of
the maximum acceleration is shown in Equation 5.3. To maintain the sensor coupling
while rolling over a pavement, the negative acceleration of the rolling sensor should
not exceed the negative amax. If the sensor acceleration exceeds - amax, the force
upward will be greater than the addition of the hold-down force (Fhd) and sensor
weight (Wsensor), and cause the wheels to lose the contact with the pavement. With the
third-generation rolling sensor, this additional hold-down force from the air spring on
the top allows acceptable acceleration of the rolling sensor at increased testing speeds.
With the addition of hold-down forces of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 psi (7, 14, 21, 28, and 35
kPa), the maximum accelerations at which the third-generation rolling sensor
(weighing 22.5 lbs and an area of the air spring of 19 in2) remain in contact with the
pavement are summarized in Table 5.1.
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Fhd= Hold-down force

m

Wsensor= Sensor weight

crack or joint

a= negative vertical
sensor acceleration

Figure 5.24 Simplified Model of the Third-Generation Rolling Sensor

F  Fhd  Wsensor  ma
W sensor  Fhd 

Wsensor
a
g

W
 Fhd 
(5.3)
  g
a   sensor
 W sensor

W
 Fhd 
  g
a max   sensor
 W sensor

where Wsensor= Weight of rolling sensor
Fhd = Hold-down force
G = gravity acceleration
a = vertical acceleration of rolling sensor
amax = maximum sensor acceleration to maintain sensor coupling
Table 5.1 – Theoretical Maximum Acceleration with Different Levels of Hold-Down
Pressure in Air Spring
Additional
Additional
Maximum
Hold-Down
Hold-Down
Allowable
Pressure (psi)
Force (lbs)
Acceleration (g)
0
0
-1
1 (6.9 kPa)
19 (8.6 kg)
- 1.8
2 (13.8 kPa)
38 (17.2 kg)
- 2.7
3 (20.7 kPa)
57 (25.8 kg)
- 3.5
4 (27.6 kPa)
76 (34.5 kg)
- 4.4
5 (34.5 kPa)
95 (43.1 kg)
- 5.2
* Calculation Based on Eqn. 5.1
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5.5.2

Theoretical Maximum Rolling Velocity
As a wheel passes over a high point (i.e. a piece of gravel) on the road, the

circular arc paths in which the wheel travels closely approximate parabolic arcs. A
body only travels in a parabolic arc when subjected to a constant acceleration. A
graphical explanation of the wheel rolling over the high point is shown in Figure 5.25.
If the height of the high point, h, is much smaller than the wheel radius, r, then the
acceleration of the wheel can be determined using the following equation [Bay 1997]:
1
d2y
 V2
(5.4)
2
r
dt
d2y
where
= vertical acceleration,
dt 2

r = wheel radius, and
V = rolling velocity.
The height of the high point, h, is not a factor affecting the acceleration level of the
wheel. In order words, the contact problems are theoretically independent of the
pavement roughness. The only factors determining the wheel acceleration are the
radius of the wheel, r, and the rolling velocity, V. As the wheel passes over the high
point, increasing the rolling velocity increases the negative acceleration of the wheel,
resulting in wheel decoupling with the ground. In addition, smaller diameter wheels
will cause greater negative wheel accelerations when going over the same point.
On the other hand, the third-generation rolling sensors have an additional
hold-down force to hold the sensor in contact with the pavement surface. This holddown force allows the increase of the maximum acceleration (amax) at which the
sensor remain in contact with the pavement. Increasing the amax also allows the
increase of the maximum velocity (Vmax) at which the sensor remain in contact with
the pavement. This maximum rolling velocity of the third-generation rolling sensor
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can be calculated with the following equation.

V max  r  a max
 W  FHD
Vmax  r   S
 WS

(5.5)

 g


(5.6)

where amax = maximum vertical acceleration of the sensor,

Vmax = maximum rolling velocity to maintain sensor coupling,
Ws = weight of sensor system,
FHD = sensor hold-down force, and
g = gravitational acceleration ( 1g  32.174

ft
in
 386 2 ).
2
s
s

In theorey, using amax as the criteria of -5 g, the rolling velocity of the third-generation
sensor (with 12-in. (30-cm) diameter wheels) should never exceed 6 mph (2.7 m/sec).
On the other hand, the first-generation sensor (with 6-in. (15-cm) diameter wheels)
should not exceed 1 mph (0.4 m/sec) for the amax of -1 g as the criteria. As discussed
in Section 5.5.1, the amax is a function of the weight and hold-down force of the sensor.
The Vmax of the third-generation rolling sensor with different hold-down forces of 1, 2,
3, 4, and 5 psi (7, 14, 21, 28, and 35 kPa) are summarized in Table 5.2. In addition,
the Vmax of the sensor that has a different wheel size (6, 9, and 12 in. (15, 23, and 30
cm) diameter) was evaluated under the sensor hold-down forces of 0, 10, 20, 30, 40,
and 50 lbs (0, 5, 9, 14, 18, and 23 kg). It was assumed that the weight of the three
sensors of 6, 9, and 12-in. (15, 23, and 30-cm) diameter wheels is same as 20 lbs (9
kg). The relationship of maximum rolling velocity, wheel size, and sensor hold-down
force is presented in Figure 5.26. It is observed that the Vmax increases with increasing
wheel diameter and hold-down force.
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Figure 5.25 Wheel Rolling over a High Point with a Circular Arc Path [from Bay
1997]

Table 5.2 – Theoretical Maximum Rolling Velocity with Different Levels of HoldDown Pressure in Air Spring
Additional
Hold-Down
Pressure (psi)
0
1
2
3
4
5

Additional
Maximum
Hold-Down
Rolling Velocity
Force (lbs)
(mph)
0
2.7 (4.4 km/hr)
19
3.7 (6.0 km/hr)
38
4.5 (7.2 km/hr)
57
5.1 (8.3 km/hr)
76
5.7 (9.2 km/hr)
95
6.2 (10.1 km/hr)
* Calculation Based on Eqn. 5.5
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(Note: Fhd = Sensor Hold-Down Force)

Figure 5.26 Relationships between the Theoretical Maximum Rolling Velocities of
the Sensor, Wheel Diameter, and Sensor Hold-Down Forces

5.6

Summary

Parameters that affect the performance of the third-generation rolling sensors
were studied. The first parameter was the stiffness of the urethane tread on the wheels.
Softer urethanes result in higher amplitude of RDD signals and also lower levels of
rolling noise at the same speeds. The second parameter was the magnitude of the
sensor hold-down force. Under the same ground vibration, the magnitude of the RDD
signals decreases with increasing sensor hold-down forces. More compressed
urethane (increased stiffness) due to increasing the hold-down force moves the sensor
resonance in high frequency range. This mechanism is observed in the sensor
calibration curves measured in the field. The third parameter was the noise
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attenuation through sensor alignment systems. The air-spring system sufficiently
attenuated vertical noise. As the hold-down force increases, the noise transmitted
through the air-spring was decreased.
The third-generation rolling sensors were dynamically calibrated in the field
at various hold-down forces. The hold-down force variation changed the dynamic
response of the sensor to some extent. With a constant sensor hold-down force, a
variation of ground-vibration magnitude has no influence on the sensor performance.
In addition, theoretical calculations of maximum vertical acceleration and maximum
rolling velocity for different hold-down forces were also made. These analytical
values can be used as indicators to monitor the coupling performance of the thirdgeneration rolling sensors in the field.
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Chapter Six
Field Testing Using the Third-Generation Rolling Sensors

6.1

Introduction

In the previous two chapters, the development of the speed-improved rolling
sensors (referred as the third-generation rolling sensors) is discussed. The thirdgeneration rolling sensors have two 12-in. (30.5-cm) diameter wheels and a 2-Hz
geophone positioned mid-way between the wheels. With these sensors, Sensors #1 is
positioned mid-way between the two loading rollers and Sensor #2 is located in a
linear array, 2.5-ft (76-cm) ahead of Sensor #1. A series of tests using the thirdgeneration rolling sensors were conducted to evaluate their field performance. These
field evaluations were performed on two different types of pavement (a flexible and a
rigid pavement). In this chapter, test results collected on the two pavement types are
presented. The third-generation rolling sensors have the following improvements
relative to the first- and second-generation rolling sensors:
1.

the level of rolling noise near the RDD operating frequency (25 – 35 Hz) is
reduced,

2.

the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is increased, and

3.

rolling sensors are in contact with the pavement surface at increased testing
speeds up to 5 mph (8 km/hr).
In Chapter 3, the effects of rolling noise on the RDD deflection

measurements are discussed. The testing speed, pavement type, and road roughness
are major factors determining the characteristics of rolling noise and the SNR. Each
testing site has a different pavement structure (i.e., layer thicknesses and pavement
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materials) and surface roughness. In this chapter, trial tests along different types of
pavements using the third-generation rolling sensors were carried out and the test
results are presented. Deflection data collected along the same paths using the firstgeneration (6-in. diameter wheels) rolling sensors tested at 1 mph (1.6 km/hr) were
used as reference data. In addition, RDD testing was repeated at test speeds of 1, 2, 3,
4, and 5 mph (1.6, 3.2, 4.8, 6.4, and 8 km/hr). The following three aspects were
considered when evaluating the performance of the third-generation rolling sensors:
1. the level and characteristics of the rolling noise at increased speeds,
2. the ability of the rolling sensor to stay in contact with the pavement surface
when tested at increased speeds, and
3. the capacity of the rolling sensor to accurately monitor the pavement dynamic
response (dynamic deflections) at increased speeds (2, 3, 4, and 5 mph (3.2,
4.8, 6.4, and 8 km/hr) when compared with the first-generation rolling sensor
at 1 mph.

6.2

Overview of Field Performance Check

Continuous RDD profiling was first performed at 1 mph (1.6 km/hr) with the
first-generation rolling sensor to form the baseline deflections and to evaluate if the
third-generation sensor is properly monitoring pavement movements. The continuous
profiling with the third-generation sensor was done with speeds of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
mph (1.6, 3.2, 4.8, 6.4, and 8.0 km/hr) to evaluate the effect of testing speed. The test
results illustrate the improvements that the third-generation rolling sensor has over the
first- and second-generation rolling sensors. The two types of pavements are as
follows:
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1.

Flexible Pavement – thin asphalt concrete (AC) surface over a granular base

at PRC (smooth surface and opened to light traffic), and
2.

Rigid Pavement – jointed concrete pavement (JCP) at Texas Department of

Transportation (TxDOT) Flight Service Facility (simply referred as FSF) at
Austin Bergstrom International Airport (ABIA).
In addition to the regular RDD continuous profiling, noise deflections along
the pavement were measured by towing the rolling sensors with no dynamic loading.
Time histories under these conditions contain only the rolling noise component. This
noise measurement provides a baseline for evaluating the rolling noise with no
influence from the RDD dynamic loading system. During the noise measurements,
the vertical acceleration of the rolling sensor was also measured along the pavement.
As discussed in Chapter 5, the vertical acceleration is used as an indicator to evaluate
if the rolling sensor is in contact with the pavement at increased testing speeds.

6.3

RDD Field Tests on a Flexible Pavement at PRC

6.3.1

Site Description

The asphalt pavement at PRC is a flexible pavement with a thin asphalt
concrete (AC) surface on top of a granular base. Figure 6.1 shows a photograph of
RDD testing along this flexible pavement. The road has been subjected to light traffic
load which consisted primarily of shuttle buses and other small university vehicles. At
the time of testing, low-level rutting and longitudinal cracking in several locations
were observed but no other surface distresses such as potholes were observed along
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the test path. The pavement surface is relatively smooth as shown in Figure 6.1. There
is a culvert with a concrete patch along the test path. The concrete patch is 8 in. (20
cm) thick and 6 ft (1.8 m) wide. The location of the culvert and concrete patch is
approximately 270 ft (82 m) away from the starting of the test path. Compared with
the thin AC surface, this location is much stiffer and results in smaller dynamic
deflections. In this site, the bedrock depth varies along the pavement.

Figure 6.1

Photograph of RDD Testing Path on the Thin Asphalt Pavement at the
Pickle Research Campus of the University of Texas
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6.3.2

Deflection Measurements

Continuous RDD profiling at PRC with the third-generation rolling sensor
was repeated along the same path with testing speeds of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mph (1.6, 3.2,
4.8, 6.4 and 8 km/hr). To ensure the rolling sensor was in contact with the pavement,
the air-spring was pressurized to 5 psi (34.5 kPa) (approximately 95-lbs (43.1 kg) of
hold-down force) for the five runs. A lower air-spring pressure of 1 psi (6.9 kPa)
(approximately 19-lbs (8.6 kg) of hold-down force) could have been used for RDD
profiling at lower speeds of 1 and 2 mph (1.6 and 3.2 km/hr) because the sensor’s
vertical accelerations are low enough to maintain sensor coupling at these speeds.
However, a higher air-spring pressure of 5 psi (34.5 kPa) was used so that RDD
profiling could be performed at 3 to 5 mph (4.8 to 8.0 km/hr) with the same set-up.
An accelerometer was attached on the main body of Sensor #1 to monitor the level of
vertical acceleration experienced by the rolling sensor during testing. The voltage
outputs (time-histories) from Sensor #1 (2-Hz geophone) and the accelerometer
attached to Sensor #1 at the speeds of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mph (1.6, 3.2, 4.8, 6.4 and 8
km/hr) are shown in Figure 6.2. These voltage outputs (raw data prior to RDD data
processing procedure) provide general ideas of the levels of pavement motion, rolling
noise, and the sensor’s vertical acceleration along the pavement. An in-depth
discussion of sensor-coupling at increased testing speeds is presented in Section 6.3.3.
The first-generation rolling sensor has been used over a decade and its
applications to pavement projects have been successful [Bay 2000, Turner 2003, and
Lee et al. 2004]. The first-generation rolling sensor is used as a reference to show the
trend and level of deflections along the test path. The first-generation sensor profiled
the first 280-ft (85-m) section of the deflection profile collected by the thirdgeneration rolling sensor (see Figure 6.3). The temperature on the surface was about
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(i) Rolling Sensor Output – 5 mph

Figure 6.2

50

(j) Accelerometer Output – 5 mph

Geophone and Accelerometer Voltage Outputs from Sensor #1 at Different
Speeds Collected along the PRC Asphalt Road with RDD Dynamic Load
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39 °C (102 °F) at the time of testing. The deflection profiles using the first- and thirdgeneration rolling sensors at 1 mph (1.6 km/hr) are compared shown in Figure 6.3b.
The trends in the deflections measured using the first-generation rolling sensor are
generally slightly higher than the deflections measured using the third-generation
rolling sensor. The average deflection difference is less than 2 mils (51 μm) over the
280-ft (85-m) section. Some of this difference can be attributed to be noise in the
first-generation sensor as discussed in Chapter 3 (higher noise level on the firstgeneration sensor than the third-generation sensor). The temperature variation can
also change the pavement deflection characteristics in this thin AC pavement.
Increasing the temperature reduces the modulus of the pavement and results in higher
deflections. The effect of pavement temperature in a thin asphalt pavement is
addressed in Chapter 8.
All tests with the third-generation sensor were conducted in the same time
period (between 12:00 p.m. and 2:00 p.m.) to minimize the deflection difference due
to pavement temperature change. Pavement temperatures measured on the surface
were in the range of 32 to 36 °C (90 to 97 °F). The dynamic loading of 6 kips (27 kN)
peak-to-peak was used for these measurements. Testing results are presented as
continuous deflection profiles in Figures 6.4 through 6.7. It is observed that the
deflection profiles at the speeds of 1, 2, and 3 mph (1.6, 3.2, and 4.8 km/hr) are
almost same profiles. Second observation is that higher speeds of 4 and 5 mph (6.4
and 8.0 km/hr) result in noisier profiles but still similar except some areas with
deflection variations. The deflection variations observed at these higher speeds (see
Figures 6.6 and 6.7) are due to rolling noise and “bouncing off” on rough pavement.
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(b) First- and Third-Generation Sensor at 1 mph
Figure 6.3

RDD Deflection Profiles along the Flexible Pavement at PRC: (a)
Continuous Deflection Profile Using the Third-Generation Rolling
Sensor at 1 mph and (b) Continuous Deflection Profiles of the First- and
Third-Generation Rolling Sensors at a Speed of 1 mph
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Figure 6.4

Continuous Deflection Profiles Measured at the Speeds of 1 and 2 mph
along the Flexible Pavement at PRC; Third-Generation Rolling Sensor,
Sensor #1 (Note: fs = sampling rate)
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6.3.3

Rolling Noise Baseline

The idea of establishing a baseline for the rolling noise measurement is
illustrated in Figures 6.8 and 6.9. In Figure 6.8, the records were collected with RDD
dynamic loading applied to the pavement at PRC. The forcing signal at the RDD
operating frequency of 30 Hz is clearly identified in the frequency domain, and
information pertaining to pavement surface deflections only shows up at 30 Hz.
Selected time histories with the same level of RDD deflection signal (i.e. Vsignal =
0.4 V) under a 30-Hz sinusoidal dynamic peak-to-peak load of ± 3 kips (± 13.3 kN)
were chosen for a more compatible comparison. Any other energy will be treated as
rolling noise in this study. As expected, the noise spectrum changes characteristics
and increases in amplitude as testing speed increases. Also, the rolling noise in the
higher frequency range (i.e. frequencies above the typical RDD operating frequency)
also increases more rapidly as the test speed increases. Similar conclusions were
found by Bay [1997] with simulations of rolling sensor traveling over a synthesized
pavement surface at different speeds. It is also important to note that the first and
second harmonics can clearly be identified when analyzing the 1-mph (1.6-km/hr)
data in the frequency domain as shown in Figure 6.8a. But these harmonics become
masked by the rolling noise as the noise increases in magnitude with increasing the
testing speed (shown in Figures 6.8b through 6.8e). The approximate rolling noise at
30 Hz and the SNR for the FFT spectra shown in Figure 6.8 were determined (see
Figure 6.9). The 30-Hz noise is the average rolling noise between between 25 and 35
Hz. As shown in Figure 6.9, the 30-Hz noise increases and the SNR decreases with
increasing the test speed.
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Higher order
harmonics
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~40 dB

(b) 2 mph
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Figure 6.8

(d) 4 mph
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Third-Generation Rolling Sensor (Sensor #1) Measurements at Different Speeds
in the Frequency Domain (3-sec Window Measurement); 5-psi Sensor HoldDown Pressure, RDD Operating of 30 Hz, and 3-kip Peak Dynamic Loading
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Up to this point in data analysis, it has always been assumed that nearly all
energy at the RDD operating frequency (i.e. 30 Hz) is due to the pavement surface
deflection, hence rolling noise was ignored. This assumption seems reasonable when
the noise is about 1/100 of the deflection (see Figure 6.8a). However, as testing speed
increases, this assumption is not necessarily reasonable as the frequency spectra in
Figure 6.10 indicate that energy does exist at 30 Hz even when no RDD dynamic
loading is applied. In the previous section, it was concluded that the current rolling
sensor configuration (i.e. connections between the RDD vehicle, towing frame, and
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(a) Average Speed = 1 mph (1.5 ft/sec)

(b) Average Speed = 3 mph (4.4 ft/sec)

(c) Average Speed = 5 mph (7.3 ft/sec)
Figure 6.10 Third-Generation Rolling Sensor (Sensor #1) Measurements at Various
Average Test Speeds Presented in the Frequency Domain (3-sec Window
Measurement); 5-psi Sensor Hold-Down Pressure, and no RDD
Dynamic Loading Applied.
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rolling sensor) is successfully isolating the rolling sensor from the RDD loading
platform. Understanding the rolling noise baseline helps to understand the rolling
noise characteristics under no RDD loading condition, and is a good indicator for the
level of rolling noise that exists at and around a chosen RDD operating frequency.
Based on the results shown in Figures 6.8 through 6.10, the following comments can
be made.
1. The magnitude of rolling noise increases with increasing speed.
2. As the speed increases, higher-frequency rolling noise is generated.

Information about the energy in the vicinity of the RDD operating frequency
is most important because these energy characteristics will control the required
primary lobe bandwidth of the chosen digital filter used to analyze the RDD data.
However, it is important to note that the noise energy at the RDD operating frequency
and in the vicinity of the RDD operating frequency is usually small in comparison to
the RDD deflection signal. It is important to note that every 20 dB is equivalent to a
factor of 10 in the arithmetic scale. At the PRC site (thin AC over granular base),
typical ratios between the RDD deflection signal and the surrounding noises are
between 30 dB to 50 dB (i.e. RDD deflection signal are about 32 to 320 times larger
than the surrounding noise) when measured using the third-generation rolling sensor
at Sensor #1 location at testing speed of about 1 mph (1.6 km/hr).
An accelerometer was attached to the third-generation rolling sensor (Sensor
#1) to monitor the vertical acceleration during RDD testing at PRC. The level of
negative accelerations that the rolling sensor experiences at different testing speeds is
an indicator of the coupling performance of the rolling sensor. Time histories of
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accelerometer attached on Sensor #1 at different speeds are shown in Figure 6.11. No
RDD dynamic load was applied when these time histories were collected, and this
information provides a baseline for the estimation of the rolling-noise magnitude and
the coupling performance of the rolling sensor without the influence of the RDD
dynamic load.
Theoretically, with a sensor hold-down pressure of 5 psi (34.5 kPa) (i.e.
equivalent to 95-lbs (43.1-kg) hold-down force), the negative maximum acceleration
to remain coupling is -5.2 g. By looking at Figure 6.11, with only a few exceptions
along the time record, it was found that the third-generation rolling sensor has
negative acceleration levels less than -5.2 g at all speeds of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mph (1.6,
3.2, 4.8, 6.4, and 8.0 km/hr). These measurements illustrated that the rolling sensor
stayed coupled with the pavement surface during rolling. The few exceptions shown
in Figure 6.11c are most likely due to the high instantaneous acceleration when the
rolling sensor rolls from one high point (i.e. piece of gravel) along the pavement to
the other. Because these high accelerations only happen over a very short period of
time, the influence of the deflection measurement should not be significant.
The following general observations can be made:
1. The vertical acceleration increases in magnitude with increasing test speed,
and;
2. The measured acceleration envelopes are lower than the theoretical limiting
acceleration value of -5.2 g (with the sensor hold-down force of 5 psi) for the
majority of the time.
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Figure 6.11 Vertical Accelerations of Third-Generation Rolling Sensor (Sensor #1) at
Various Average Test Speeds (1, 3, and 5 mph) Collected Along the PRC
Asphalt Road with 5-psi Sensor Hold-Down Force and no RDD
Dynamic Load
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An additional accelerometer was attached on the top of the towing frame to
monitor the vibration of the towing frame as the RDD traveled at different speeds.
Continuous RDD profiling with the RDD dynamic load was performed at the speeds
of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mph (1.6, 3.2, 4.8, 6.4, and 8.0 km/hr). The accelerometer outputs
from the rolling sensor and the towing frame are shown in Figure 6.12. This
comparison between accelerometer on the rolling sensor and the towing frame in
terms of time and frequency domains representations can show the effect of
vibrations transferred through the air spring. The accelerometer on the rolling sensor
has significant increase at higher speeds of 3 to 5 mph (4.8 to 8.0 km/hr) while the
other accelerometer on the towing frame has slight increase at these speeds. The ratio
between vibrations of the towing frame and vibrations of the rolling sensor decrease
with increasing the speed. In addition, the FFT spectra shown in Figure 6.13 illustrate
that the towing frame has a small vibration around the RDD operating frequency.
These observations indicates that the rolling noise is predominantly due to rolling
speed combined with surface roughness not the noise transferred from the towing
frame. Thus, the influence of the towing frame vibration to the deflection
measurement is not significant.
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Figure 6.12 Acceleration Histories of Sensor #1 and the Towing Frame at Various Average
Test Speeds Collected along the PRC Asphalt Road with 3-kip Peak RDD
Dynamic Loading
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(a) Accelerometer on Sensor #1 – 1 mph

(b) Accelerometer on Towing Frame – 1 mph

(c) Accelerometer on Sensor #1 – 2 mph

(d) Accelerometer on Towing Frame – 2 mph

(e) Accelerometer on Sensor #1 – 3 mph

(f) Accelerometer on Towing Frame – 3 mph

(g) Accelerometer on Sensor #1 – 4 mph

(h) Accelerometer on Towing Frame – 4 mph

(i) Accelerometer on Sensor #1 – 5 mph

(j) Accelerometer on Towing Frame – 5 mph

Figure 6.13 FFT Spectra of Accelerometer Outputs Shown in Figure 6.12
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6.3.4

Measurement of Noise-Level Deflection Profile

During RDD testing, rolling sensors record not only pavement movements
(dynamic deflections) but also noise signals due to physical wheel rolling, loading
roller noise, horizontal acceleration and deceleration of the truck, pavement
roughness, surface distresses, truck engine vibration, and traffic noise. These noise
signals outside the RDD operating frequency (typically 30 Hz) are defined as rolling
noise. The next factor to be considered is the distribution of rolling noise in the
frequency domain. Ideally, if an infinitely sharp filter could be used to extract
information from the rolling sensor time histories, then the only rolling noise
component of concern would be the one at precisely the RDD operating frequency.
However, this digital filtering approach would not be feasible because an infinitely
sharp filter requires an infinitely long time record, which would have a very poor and
unacceptable time resolution for RDD measurement application. As a result of this
practical issue, all digital filters presented herein have a finite pass band.
Although a band-pass (or notch-pass) digital filter is used in the data
processing procedure to attenuate/remove rolling noise, rolling noise involving
broadband frequencies may adversely affect RDD deflection measurements. Since
the current RDD signal-processing technique involves the band-pass filter, any noise
in the bandpass will not be filtered out.

As a result, 30-Hz rolling noise is

considered as actual pavement movements in the data processing procedure, and
reported as actual deflections in the deflection profile. High levels of rolling noise
cause incorrect deflection measurements (mid-slab deflections, deflection basins,
joint deflection, and load transfer efficiency evaluations). Thus, it is desirable to
know the level of rolling noise along a test path and the impact it has on the deflection
measurements.

If the level of rolling noise is unexpectedly high, it is recommended
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to select one of following alternatives that are: (1) to decrease the testing speed
(decrease the level of rolling noise), and (2) to increase the level of dynamic loading
(increase signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)).
In this work, the noise characteristics along a test path were studied prior to
actual RDD deflection measurements. This study was conducted by performing
continuous RDD profiling with no dynamic loading from the loading rollers. During
the noise measurements, an air-spring hold-down pressure of 5 psi (i.e. 95 lbs) was
applied. The rolling sensor collected only rolling noise along the pavement. The
“noise-level deflection profile” presents deflections that are due to 30-Hz noise that
was recorded at different testing speeds of 1, 3, and 5 mph (1.6, 4.8, and 8.0 km/hr).
Three noise deflection profiles along the pavement are shown in Figure 6.14. These
data represent the baseline rolling noise in the vicinity of the operating frequency.
These noise-level profiles show “deflections due to rolling noise” that occur by
filtering the noise through the same notch-pass digital filter. The filtered signals are
converted to dynamic displacements. In other words, the noise-level deflections are
“invalid” values but are considered as actual RDD deflections (pavement deflections)
if not removed. The comparisons of the continuous deflection profiles (with the RDD
dynamic loading) and the noise-level deflection profiles (with no RDD dynamic
loading) are presented in Figure 6.15. The average RDD deflection over the entire
section is about 9.5 mils (241 μm) when tested at 1 mph (1.6 km/hr). The noise
measurement at the speed of 1 mph (1.6 km/hr) generated very low levels of noise
deflections of which the average noise deflection is about 0.06 mils (1.5 μm) over the
entire section.
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Figure 6.14 Noise-Level Deflection Profiles Measured at the Speeds of 1, 3, and 5
mph Using the Third-Generation Rolling Sensor (Sensor #1) at PRC
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Figure 6.15 Measurements of Continuous Deflection and Noise-Level Deflection
Profiles at the Speeds of 1, 3, and 5 mph Using the Third-Generation
Rolling Sensor (Sensor #1) at PRC: (a) Continuous Deflection Profiles
and (b) Noise-Level Deflection Profiles (30-Hz Noise Components)
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6.4

RDD Field Test on Rigid Pavement (Jointed Concrete Pavement)

6.4.1

Site Description

Testing with the RDD was performed at the TxDOT Flight Services Facility
(FSF) at ABIA. The pavement at this facility is a jointed-concrete pavement (JCP)
that has three different slab thicknesses and several transition zones. RDD profiling
was performed along several testing paths. However, the results presented here are
along Path E, shown in Figure 6.16a. The photograph of the RDD profiling path is
shown in Figure 6.15b. In the east-west direction, Path E consists of the following:
(a) a 200-ft (61-m) long section with 16-in. (40.6-cm) thick slabs and (b) the
remaining 500-ft (152-m) is composed of 8-in. (20.3-cm) and 10-in. (25.4-cm) slabs
(mostly 8-in. (20.c-cm) thick slabs except one transition zone involving Slabs #33 and
#34). The 16-in. (40.6-cm) thick slabs are 25 ft (7.6 m) in length and 25 ft (7.6 m) in
width while the 8-in. and 10-in. (20.3-in. and 25.4-cm) thick slabs are 12.5 ft (3.8 m)
in length and 12.5 ft (3.8 m) in width. The testing paths are named by the letter (for
north-south testing paths) and by number (for east-west testing paths) that are on the
facility drawing. Path E, shown in Figure 6.16a, crosses all three types of slabs.
The types of joints along Path E vary. The joint type significantly affects
deflection measurements at the joints. In general, expansion joints have higher
deflections than contraction or construction joints. In addition, rebar reinforcement is
also a factor in controlling the joint performance. Joint details are summarized in
Table 6.1. The first seven joints (from Joint #1 to Joint #7) are “Type D”, which is a
construction joint that involved drilling and epoxying bars in place. Joints #8 and #33
are “Type B”, which is a thickened edge expansion joint involving resilient fiberboard
joint filler and no rebar. Joint #34 is “Type C” (contraction joint with a dowel bar).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.16 Descriptions of Test Site at the TxDOT Flight Services Facility: (a)
Testing Layout Showing the RDD Profiling Path and (b) Photograph of
Continuous RDD Profiling
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Table 6.1 – Type of Joints along Path E at TxDOT Flight Services Facility (FSF)
Joint No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Joint Type
Type D
Type D
Type D
Type D
Type D
Type D
Type D
Type B
Type H
Type D
Type H
Type D
Type H
Type D
Type H
Type D
Type H
Type D
Type H
Type D
Type H
Type D
Type H
Type D
Type H
Type D
Type H
Type D
Type H
Type D
Type H
Type D
Type B
Type H
Type D
Type H
Type D
Type H
Type D
Type H
Type D
Type H
Type D
Type H
Type D

Note
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
expansion joint (filled with resilient fiberboard joint filler)
contraction joint (dummy joint)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
contraction joint (dummy joint)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
contraction joint (dummy joint)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
contraction joint (dummy joint)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
contraction joint (dummy joint)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
contraction joint (dummy joint)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
contraction joint (dummy joint)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
contraction joint (dummy joint)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
contraction joint (dummy joint)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
contraction joint (dummy joint)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
contraction joint (dummy joint)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
contraction joint (dummy joint)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
expansion joint (filled with resilient fiberboard joint filler)
contraction joint (dummy joint with a rebar)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
contraction joint (dummy joint)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
contraction joint (dummy joint)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
contraction joint (dummy joint)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
contraction joint (dummy joint)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
contraction joint (dummy joint)
construction joint (drill and epoxy bars in place)
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Other joints are either “Type D” (construction joint with a rebar) or “Type H”
(contraction joint with a saw-cut and normal rebar in the slab). Joint cross-sections
indicating two adjacent slabs and rebar position are shown in Figure 6.17. Joint
details of construction, expansion, and contraction joints are also shown in Figure
6.18. These joint details are critical information when studying the level of deflection
at the joints evaluated by RDD or FWD measurements. Based on the joint details,
Joint #34 (contraction joint with a rebar) is structurally stiffer than other joints and
Joints #8 and #33 (expansion joint) are the least stiff because of no dowel bar and no
slab interlocking.

6.4.2

Deflection Measurement

Several different test paths were profiled with the first-generation rolling
sensors to select an optimum testbed. Two longitudinal paths (Paths E and Q) and
four cross paths (Cross Paths #1, #35, #45, and #63) were profiled (see Figure 6.16a
for general locations). Only deflection data for profiling along Path E are presented in
this study. Path E was selected because it is away from the normal traffic pattern at
the TxDOT FSF and it also has a range in slab thicknesses. Path E shows a clear
pattern of joints and mid-slab areas, with slab thicknesses and joint types varying
along the testing path as shown by the relative changes in deflection along the profile.
A preliminary study to investigate temperature effects on the RDD deflection
measurement was performed. The RDD was used to profile Path E at different
pavement surface temperatures. As the surface temperature increases, the deflections
at joints significantly decrease while the deflections in the mid-slab areas slightly
increase.
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See Contraction
Joint Detail

(a)

See Construction
Joint Detail

(b)

Drill and Epoxy
Bars in Place
Initial Pout

(c)

Resilient Fiberboard Joint
Filler, One Piece Full Depth

Secondary Pout

Joint #33
See Expansion Joint Detail

Joint #34
See Contraction Joint Detail

Figure 6.17 Cross-sectional Views of Different Joint Types: (a) Contraction Joint
(Type H), (b) Construction Joint (Type D), and (c) Thickened Edge
Expansion Joint (Type B)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.18 Joint Details of Construction, Expansion, and Contraction Joints along
Path E Shown in Figure 6.15a: (a) Construction Joint Detail, (b)
Expansion Joint Detail, and (c) Contraction Joint Detail
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This observation can be explained by the combination of slab curling and slab
expansion with increasing pavement temperature. More in-depth discussions of the
effect of the temperature variation are presented in Chapter 8. To minimize the
adverse impact of temperature increase, field tests with the RDD were performed
between 7:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. when the pavement surface temperature was less
than about 100 °F (38 °C).
Continuous RDD profiling along Path E using the third-generation rolling
sensors was performed at average test speeds of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mph (1.6, 3.2, 4.8,
6.4, and 8.0 km/hr). To profile at higher rolling speeds without sacrificing data
accuracy, the rate of sampling the rolling sensor output was increased from 256 Hz to
512 Hz at 1 mph (1.6 km/hr). During testing at other speeds, the sampling rate was
proportionately increased as the rolling speed increased [Carpenter 2010]. The
deflection profile using the first-generation rolling sensor (involving 6-in. (15.2-cm)
diameter wheels) at 1 mph (1.6 km/hr) was used as reference data. The comparison of
deflection data between the first- and third-generation rolling sensors is shown in
Figure 6.19c.
In addition to the deflection measurements with the first-generation rolling
sensor, FWD testing at several discrete points (mid-slab areas and joints) was
performed along Path E. The selected FWD points are the center and joint (end of
slabs) of Slabs #3, #8, #20, #27, #32, #33, #34, #35, #36, and #37. The comparison of
FWD and RDD deflections (by continuous profiling with the third-generation rolling
sensor at 1 mph (1.6 km/hr)) at these locations is presented in Figure 6.20. The peak
loading of the FWD was 5 kips (22 kN), and thus the RDD deflections normalized by
5 kips peak-to-peak were determined for the comparison shown in Figure 6.20.
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Figure 6.19 Continuous Deflection Profiles Collected along Path E Using the Firstand Third-Generation Rolling Sensors at a Speed of 1 mph
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Measured at the Transverse Joints (Note: 1 mil = 25.4 μm)
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The RDD and FWD results show the same levels and trend at the mid-slab and joint
locations. Joint #33 is an expansion joint that has no rebar. In addition, Joints #35 and
#37 are construction joints while Joints #34 and #36 are contraction joints.
Considering the different loading mechanisms between FWD and RDD (the FWD
applies a transient pulse with a wide frequency range while the RDD applies a steadystate, 30-Hz load), the correlation of deflections between the two devices is quite
reasonable.
The deflection profiles collected from the third-generation rolling sensor at
the average test speeds of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mph (1.6, 3.2, 4.8, 6.4, and 8.0 km/hr) are
shown in Figures 6.21 through 6.25, respectively. In addition, deflection profiles
measured at the speeds of 2, 3, 4, and 5 mph (3.2, 4.8, 6.4, and 8.0 km/hr) are
compared with the deflection profile measured at 1 mph (1.6 km/hr) in Figures 6.26,
6.27, 6.28, and 6.29, respectively. The deflection profiles evaluated at 1, 2, and 3 mph
(1.6, 3.2, and 4.8 km/hr) show quite similar results, with the exception of deflections
at some joints, mainly for the 16-in. (40.6-cm) thick slabs (see Figures 6.26 and 6.27).
The testing speed of 4 mph (4.8 km/hr) caused more noise in the signals, but the
results are in reasonable agreement with the deflection profile at 1 mph (1.6 km/hr)
(see Figure 6.28). Although the deflection profile at the speed of 5 mph (8.0 km/hr)
shows noisier signals, a reasonable comparison between the deflection profiles
measured at 1 and 5 mph (1.6 and 8.0 km/hr) still exists except the 16-in. (40.6-cm)
thick slabs at joints (see Figure 6.29). These differences observed in the 16-in. (40.6cm) thick slabs are mainly due to the high level of rolling noise at the joints.
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Figure 6.21 Continuous Deflection Profile Collected along Path E Using the ThirdGeneration Rolling Sensor at the Speed of 1 mph; Sensor Hold-Down
Force of 3 psi
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Figure 6.22 Continuous Deflection Profile Collected along Path E Using the ThirdGeneration Rolling Sensor at the Speed of 2 mph; Sensor Hold-Down
Force of 3 psi
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Figure 6.23 Continuous Deflection Profile Collected along Path E Using the ThirdGeneration Rolling Sensor at the Speed of 3 mph; Sensor Hold-Down
Force of 5 psi
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Figure 6.24 Continuous Deflection Profile Collected along Path E Using the ThirdGeneration Rolling Sensor at the Speed of 4 mph; Sensor Hold-Down
Force of 5 psi
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Figure 6.25 Continuous Deflection Profile Collected along Path E Using the ThirdGeneration Rolling Sensor at the Speed of 5 mph; Sensor Hold-Down
Force of 5 psi
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Figure 6.26 Comparison of Continuous Deflection Profiles along Path E Collected at
the Speeds of 1 and 2 mph; Third-Generation Rolling Sensor, Sensor #1
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Figure 6.27 Comparison of Continuous Deflection Profiles along Path E Collected at
the Speeds of 1 and 3 mph; Third-Generation Rolling Sensor, Sensor #1
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Figure 6.28 Comparison of Continuous Deflection Profiles along Path E Collected at
the Speeds of 1 and 4 mph; Third-Generation Rolling Sensor, Sensor #1
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Figure 6.29 Comparison of Continuous Deflection Profiles along Path E Collected at
the Speeds of 1 and 5 mph; Third-Generation Rolling Sensor, Sensor #1

6.4.3

Distribution of Rolling Noise in the Frequency Domain

FFT-spectrum analysis was carried out to investigate the characteristics of
rolling noise and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the RDD data collected at the
TxDOT FSF. This facility consists of two types of JCP which are 16-in. (40.6-cm)
thick slabs and 8-in. or 10-in. (20.3-cm or 25.4-cm) thick slabs along the tested path
(Path E shown in Figure 6.16) as noted earlier. Continuous RDD profiling using the
third-generation rolling sensors was performed at the speeds of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mph
(1.6, 3.2, 4.8, 6.4, and 8.0 km/hr). The FFT spectra (with 2-sec window measurement)
for each speed were calculated so that the distribution of rolling noise in the
frequency domain could be studied. The FFT spectra with 2-sec window
measurements on a 16-in. (40.6-cm) thick slab are shown in Figure 6.30 and the FFT
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spectra with 2-sec window measurements on a 8-in. (20.3-cm) thick slab are shown in
Figure 6.31. Selected time histories from the same mid-slab areas (Slabs #3 and #20
for the 16-in. and 8-in. thick slabs, respectively) were chosen for a more compatible
comparison in these figures.
It is observed that the noise level on the 16-in. and 8-in. (40.6-cm and 20.3cm) thick slabs is approximately same with the same speed but the level of RDD
signal is quite different (higher RDD signal on the 8-in. (20.3-cm) thick slab). Since
higher testing speeds cause higher levels of rolling noise, the SNR is decreased with
increasing speed despite of the same level of the RDD signal. In general, higher RDD
signals are measured on thinner concrete slabs, resulting in higher SNRs. The 8-in.
(20.3-cm) thick slab results in a reasonable SNR at 5 mph (8.0 km/hr) while the 16-in.
(40.6-cm) thick slab results in a poor SNR (rolling noise is higher than the RDD
signal in magnitude).
Noise measurements with no RDD dynamic loading at the speeds of 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5 mph (1.6, 3.2, 4.8, 6.4, and 8.0 km/hr) were also performed along the same test
path (Path E). The rolling noise is mainly controlled by surface roughness not by the
pavement thickness. The level of rolling noise on the 16-in. and 8-in. (40.6-cm and
20.3-cm) thick slabs is almost same. The FFT spectra with 2-sec window
measurements at a transverse joint are shown in Figure 6.32. A higher level of rolling
noise is present at the joint than the mid-slab area. The predominant frequency of
rolling noise also increases with increasing the testing speed.
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Figure 6.30 FFT Spectra of 2-sec Window Measurement at Speeds of 1, 2, 3, 4, and
5 mph on the Mid-Slab Area of a 16-in. Thick Slab
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Figure 6.31 FFT Spectra of 2-sec Window Measurement at Speeds of 1, 2, 3, 4, and
5 mph on the Mid-Slab Area of the 8-in. Thick Slab
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Figure 6.32 Rolling Noise around 30 Hz and SNR from the FFT Spectra Shown in
Figure 6.31 (Measurements at Speeds of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mph on the
Mid-Slab Area of the 8-in. Thick Slab)
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Figure 6.33 Linear Spectra of 2-sec Measurement for Noise Measurements at a
Transverse Joint When tested with the Speeds of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mph.
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6.4.4

Measurement of Noise-Level Deflection Profiles

Noise-level deflection profiles along Path E were measured using the thirdgeneration rolling sensors at speeds of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mph (1.6, 3.2, 4.8, 6.4, and 8.0
km/hr). During these noise measurements, no RDD dynamic load was applied and a
sensor hold-down pressure of 5 psi (i.e. 95-lbs (43 kg)) was applied. A noise-level
deflection profile using the first-generation rolling sensor at 1 mph (1.6 km/hr) was
also collected for comparison purposes. The 30-Hz band-pass digital filter was used
to construct the noise-level deflection profiles. These profiles measured using the
first- and third-generation rolling sensors at a speed of 1 mph (1.6 km/hr) are
compared in Figure 6.33. The results presented in Figure 6.34 illustrate that the thirdgeneration sensor results in significantly lower rolling noise than the first-generation
sensor. The lower noise level with the third-generation rolling sensor is mainly due to
the larger diameter wheels, which are less sensitive to the pavement surface.
The 30-Hz noise-level deflection profiles collected using the third-generation
sensor at speeds of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mph (1.6, 4.8, 8.0 km/hr) are shown in Figure
6.35. Several general observations made from these results are the following. First,
noise-level deflections increase with increasing the testing speed. Second, joints cause
higher rolling noise than mid-slab areas at the same speed. Finally, joints on the 16-in.
(40.6-cm) thick slabs, which have wider joint openings, caused higher levels of
rolling noise than the joints on the 8-in. (20.3-cm) thick slabs. The 16-in. (40.6-cm)
thick slabs are 25 ft (7.6 m) long and 25 ft (7.6 m) wide. These slabs have wider joint
openings than the 8-in. (20.3-cm) thick slabs and result in a higher level of rolling
noise especially at higher testing speeds of 3 to 5 mph (4.8 to 8.0 km/hr). The width
of joint openings is a critical parameter controlling the noise level, especially for the
higher testing speeds of 3 to 5 mph (4.8 to 8.0 km/hr). The average noise-level joint
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deflection over the whole 16-in. thick slabs is less than 2 mils (51 μm) while the
average joint deflection over the whole 8-in. thick slabs is approximately 4 mils (102
μm). Considering the levels of joint deflections, the noise level shown in Figure 6.35c
and 6.35d are very significant because the noise level can be higher than the RDD
signal. The statistics of noise deflection along Path E measured at the speeds of 1 to 5
mph are summarized in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.34 Noise-Level Deflection Profiles Collected along Path E Using the FirstGeneration (6-in. Diameter Wheels) and Third-Generation (12-in.
Diameter Wheels) Sensors at a Speed of 1 mph
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Figure 6.35 Noise-Level Deflection Profiles along Path E Using the ThirdGeneration Rolling Sensor at Speeds of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mph (Compared
with the Noise-Level Deflection Profile at 1 mph)
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Table 6.2 – Statistics of Noise-Level Deflection Measurements Shown in Figure 6.35
Speed
1 mph
2 mph
3 mph
4 mph
5 mph

6.5

Mean Noise Deflection,
μ
0.07 mils (2 μm)
0.29 mils (7 μm)
0.50 mils (13 μm)
0.75 mils (19 μm)
1.09 mils (28 μm)

Standard Deviation,
σ
0.08 mils (2 μm)
0.21 mils (5 μm)
0.43 mils (11 μm)
0.84 mils (21 μm)
1.19 mils (30 μm)

Summary

The design and development of the third-generation rolling sensors are
discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. In this chapter, the performance of the third-generation
rolling sensors was evaluated in a number of field studies. These field studies were
performed using both the first- (with three, 6-in. (20.3-cm) diameter wheels) and
third-generation (with two, 12-in. (40.6-cm) diameter wheels) rolling sensors along
different pavement types (flexible and rigid pavements). To evaluate the performance
of the sensor coupling, vertical accelerations of the rolling sensor were also measured
over a range of testing speeds from 1 to 5 mph (1.6 to 8.0 km/hr). The rolling noise
was also measured using the third-generation rolling sensor along pavements
involving different surface roughness. The noise measurement using the thirdgeneration rolling sensor was then compared with the rolling noise collected using the
first-generation rolling sensor to quantify the benefits of larger diameter rolling
wheels (i.e. 12-in. (40.6-cm) diameters).
It was found that pavement roughness, testing speed and wheel diameter
predominantly control the levels of measured rolling noise (i.e. especially in the
frequency range near the RDD operating frequency). Noise level increases with
pavement roughness and testing speed and decreases with increasing wheel diameter.
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With increased testing speeds, the benefit of larger diameter rolling wheels is
apparent. In the comparison with the first-generation sensor, the third-generation
rolling sensor is capable of reducing the noise level at the same testing speed. This
point is especially true on pavements with very rough pavement surface texture.
It is important to note that the third-generation rolling sensor tested at 5 mph
did not exceed the theoretical maximum acceleration level of -5.2 g (i.e. to stay
coupled with the pavement surface) when a sensor hold-down force of 5 psi (95 lbs
(43 kg)) was used. The continuous deflection profiles collected using both the firstand third-generation rolling sensors along the same testing path have shown good
comparisons. For the flexible pavement, testing speeds of 1 to 5 mph (1.6 to 8.0
km/hr) all resulted in comparable results. On the other hand, a jointed concrete
pavement (JCP) at the TxDOT FSF site caused higher levels of rolling noise than the
PRC asphalt road (smooth surface) because of transverse joints with wide openings.
The deflection profiles at speeds of 1 to 3 mph (1.6 to 4.8 km/hr) were almost same as
the deflection profile at 1 mph (1.6 km/hr). The speeds of 4 to 5 mph (6.4 to 8.0
km/hr) resulted in noisier signals but a reasonable deflection trend was still observed.
Based on field measurements, the third-generation rolling sensor can be successfully
used at speeds up to 3 mph on most pavements.
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Chapter Seven
Improvements of RDD Data Analysis Procedure

7.1

Introduction

The primary advantage of the RDD is that it continuously measures pavement
deflections as the vehicle moves along a pavement. When compared with a discrete
test device such as Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD), the RDD has a more
complex data analysis procedure. The FWD drops a weight from a known height and
generates dynamic impulse force. This impulse force is applied to the pavement
through a circular loading plate. Then, geophone sensors at multiple locations
measure the velocity of the pavement surface due ment deflections on the pavement
surface due to the impulse load. The maximum deflections measured at each
geophone are calculated, and combined to obtain a deflection basin. The geophone
used in FWD testing is a velocity transducer that outputs voltage signals proportional
to the measured velocity. The geophone uses the acceleration of gravity as the
reference so it only measures the dynamic component of the pavement motion.
On the other hand, the RDD applies a single-frequency sinusoidal dynamic
force to a pavement. The dynamic force is applied to the pavement through two
loading rollers, and the pavement is vibrated with the same operating frequency of the
RDD. Then, the rolling sensors at multiple locations records the RDD signals
(induced pavement deflection) and also rolling noise due to the nature of contact-type
sensor. The RDD signal processing is a robust technique because it allows the
separation of the RDD signals from the rolling noise in a frequency domain. The
notch-pass digital filter is then used to remove rolling noise components from the
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RDD deflection signals.
The first part of this chapter presents a review of the current RDD signal
processing analysis. The limitations of the current analysis algorithm are then
discussed. In the second part, an alternative scheme to improve the current data
processing is presented.

7.2

Current RDD Data Processing Procedure

7.2.1

Overview of Current RDD Data Processing Procedure

The current technique of RDD data processing was designed for the firstgeneration rolling sensor that consists of three 6-in. (15.2-cm) diameter wheels.
Measurements of RDD raw data are composed of three groups: (1) force
measurement from four load cells, (2) dynamic deflection measurement from multiple
rolling sensors, and (3) distance measurement from the distance encoder. Signal
processing technique is applied to all three measurements to remove rolling noise
(noise signals outside the RDD operating frequency). Selecting an appropriate
filtering scheme is relatively easy for the force signals due to their high SNR (typical
SNR is about 70 to 80 dB). In contrast, the rolling sensor outputs have much lower
SNR (typical SNR is about 20 to 30 dB) than the force signals. Therefore, the digital
filter was designed mainly for treating the signals measured by the rolling sensors.
Details of RDD data processing can be seen in Bay [1997]. Brief overview of RDD
data processing is presented in this section.
RDD data processing is similar to the demodulation operation of an
amplitude modulation (AM) radio receiver. In the procedure of AM radio
transmission, the magnitude, f(t), and phase, Φ(t), of the audio transmission are first
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modulated. The signal modulation means that the AM radio transmitter takes an
acoustic signal and multiplies the signal by a radio frequency carrier signal. This
modulation technology allows the radio wave signal to transmit further with less
signal degradation. When the radio signal arrives at the AM radio receiver, the audio
transmission can be retrieved through the amplitude demodulation procedure on the
signal. The amplitude demodulation and signal amplification are usually made by
analog electronic circuits inside a radio receiver.
The numerical algorithm used in the procedure of RDD data processing is
presented below. This numerical algorithm is used for both deflection and force
measurements. The RDD signal can be represented with Eq. 7.1.
g (t )  f (t ) cos( wo t   (t ))  n(t )

(7.1)

where g(t) = RDD displacement signals,
f(t) = continuous displacement signal amplitude with time,

 (t ) = continuous phase of displacement signal with time,
wo = RDD operating frequency, and
n(t) = rolling noise with time.
The goal of RDD data processing is to retrieve the continuous displacement, f(t), from
the combined signals of RDD signal and rolling noise, g(t). In the demodulation
procedure, the noise term, n(t), is neglected and added back into the analysis later.
Then, the function of g(t) can be transformed into two new functions, a(t) and b(t),
where:
f (t ) cos( wo t   (t ))  a(t ) cos wo t  b(t ) sin wo t
where

f (t )  a 2 (t )  b 2 (t ) and  (t )  arctan

(7.2)
b(t )
a (t )

The first step in demodulation is to multiply the modulated function (Eq. 7.2) by the
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complex function below:
(cos wc t  i sin wc t )
where c is the carrier frequency, and i =

1

Neglecting noise in RDD signals, this multiplication can be described as follows:
( f (t ) sin( wo t   (t )))(cos wo t  i sin wo t ) 
(a(t ) cos wo t  b(t ) sin wo t )(cos wo t  i sin wo t ) 
1
1
1
a (t )  a (t ) cos 2wo t  ia (t ) sin 2 wo t 
2
2
2
1
1
1
b(t ) sin 2wo t  ib(t )  ib(t ) cos 2wo t
2
2
2

(7.3)

The product of this multiplication can be separated into two parts. The first part is the
functions a(t)and b(t) times a constant, which is the DC term(i.e. 0-Hz). The second
part is the functions a(t) and b(t) multiplied by sinusoidal functions with a frequency
of 2o, which is the AC term. The DC term have half the magnitude as the original
audio transmission. The product of Eq. 7.3 can be filtered to recover the functions a(t)
and b(t) from the product in Eq. 7.2. The filter needs to reject terms with the
frequency 2o. The filter design is a critical part of the demodulation procedure, and
a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency less than 2o can work.
1
1
1
2 a(t )  a (t ) cos 2 wo t  ia (t ) sin 2 wo t 
2
2
2
1
1
1

b(t ) sin 2wo t  ib(t )  ib(t ) cos 2wo t  L  P
2
2
2


(7.4)

a (t )  bi (t )
where

represents filtering procedure using a low-pass filter.

Once the functions a(t) and b(t) are obtained after filtering, the amplitude and phase
functions, f(t) and (t), can be calculated using the following equations:
f (t )  a 2 (t )  b 2 (t )

(7.5)
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 (t )  arctan

b(t )
a (t )

(7.6)

The flow chart of current RDD data processing is shown in Figure 7.1.
During RDD testing, the rolling sensors record dynamic displacements of pavements
in terms of voltages generated by the 2-Hz geophone. These voltages are digitizedvoltage signals with a selected sampling rate, fs (say 256 Hz). The raw data recorded
by the geophone are first multiplied by a complex function, which is an amplitude
demodulation method. The complex demodulation product is filtered by a digital
notch-pass filter. The filtered complex time series are then multiplied by rolling
sensor calibration factors. Each rolling sensor, Sensors #1, #2, #3, and #4, has its own
frequency-dependent calibration factor determined in the laboratory. The calibrated
time series (velocity values) are converted to dynamic displacements that are
averaged over a 1 or 2-sec time interval. To minimize the deflection variations due to
dynamic loading variations while rolling, the displacements are normalized by a
normalization force (typically 10 kips (84.5 kN) for highway projects). This technique
is a time-based method in which RDD deflections are reported based on a selected
time interval (t90). The speed variation can have significant influence on this timebased method because it determines a spatial resolution. For instance, higher testing
speeds result in lower spatial resolution while slower speeds result in better spatial
resolution.
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Figure 7.1

Flow Chart of Current RDD Data Analysis to Calculate Dynamic
Displacement versus Distance from the RDD Sensor Outputs
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7.2.2

Digital Filter Design of Current RDD Data Processing

Filtering is required to separate the RDD signals (displacement and force
measurements) from other noise components. The filter performance has a direct
impact on the force and deflection measurements. Bay [1997] designed a composite
infinite-impulse-response (IIR) and finite-impulse-response (FIR) filter, which is a
band-pass (notch-pass) filter with a narrow bandwidth about 0-Hz. The variables that
affect the performance of a filter are: (1) filter bandwidth, (2) the settling time, and
(3) attenuation in the reject bands. This type of filter is referred to as 0-Hz digital
notch-pass filter hereafter. The filter response of these filters is shown in Figure 7.2.
The IIR-type filter can be designed by positioning poles and zeros in the Zdomain. For filter stability issues, poles must be placed inside the unit circle and zeros
on or inside the unit circle [Bracewell 1986, Ifeachor and Jervis 1993]. The frequency
response of the IIR notch-pass filter with different poles (p) is shown in Figure 7.3. A
filter bandwidth, BW20, is defined as the width of the filter response at -20 dB. It can
be noted that as the pole value approaches to 1.0, the filter becomes narrower, and
BW20 decreases. Decreasing BW20 represents increasing the filter reject-band
attenuation. The filter settling time is another variable affecting the performance of
the IIR filter. Narrower notch-pass filters will result in increased noise attenuation and,
hence, more accurate results. However, there is an important trade-off between the
filter bandwidth and the filter settling time. The filter settling time, t90, represents the
time required for the filter to respond to a change in input. The t90 is a parameter to
indicate the time it takes for the amplitude of a particular digital filter to settle 90%.
Ideally, the filter settling time should be made as short as possible so that the digital
filter will have a fast response to rapid changes in the measured pavement deflections.
Figure 7.4 shows the filter settling time with different pole values.
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The FIR filter with decimation was designed and added to the IIR filter. The
FIR decimation refers to a filtering procedure that has fewer points in its output than
its input [Ifeachor and Jervis 1993]. Typical RDD sampling rate is between 200 to
500 Hz. With the 1-sec time interval (typical data resolution), the number of data
points is between 400 and 1000. According to Bay’s assumption that the firstgeneration rolling sensors are tested at the speed of 1 mph (1.6 km/hr), there is no
benefit to keep all data points over the required time interval. It is desirable to average
the data recorded over the selected time interval. The addition of the decimating FIR
filter allows reducing the number data points by averaging data over the selected time
interval. The number of points to average, Navg, is the input parameter of the FIR filter.
The addition of the FIR filter results in better filter response, in that it has a slightly
narrower pass-band and substantially more attenuation in the reject bands (see Figure
7.5).

Figure 7.2

Responses of Hamming-Window FIR Filter and the Composite IIR and
FIR Digital Filter [from Bay 1997]
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Figure 7.3

Band-Pass Filter Responses of the 0-Hz IIR Digital Band-Pass Filters
[from Bay 1997]

Figure 7.4

Filter Output of Several IIR Digital Filters When Subjected to a Step
Change in Input Waveform Amplitude [from Bay 1997]
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Figure 7.5

Response of IIR Filter, FIR Averaging Filter and the Composite of the
Two Fitlers [from Bay 1997]
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7.2.3

Limitations of the Current RDD Data Processing

The current data processing was designed for the first-generation (6-in. (15.2cm) diameter wheels) rolling sensors for which the test speed is less than 1 mph (1.6
km/hr). The current data processing technique utilizing the composite IIR and FIR
filters has been successfully used to post-process RDD raw data over the past decade.
However, this data processing technique has revealed several limitations. The current
data processing technique utilizes a time-based analysis that reports average
deflections computed over a selected time interval (typically 1 or 2 sec). The
limitations of time-based analysis are summarized as below:
1.

In the current RDD system, no technique has been used to maintain a constant
testing speed other than the vehicle driver. Despite an effort to keep the test
speed constant, the test speed varies during testing. This speed variation
causes the variation of spatial resolution in a continuous deflection profile.

2.

Typical time interval of 1 to 2 sec leads to about 1 to 3-ft (0.3 to 0.9-m)
distance interval. Speed increases near cracks/joints may cause missing
critical data points. This problem will be more significant for higher test
speeds.

3.

The current data analysis underestimates joint movements due to the nature of
average deflections processed over a given time/distance interval. The timebased analysis provides an additional underestimation because the distance
interval for a given time interval does not consider the same portions of
adjacent slabs if the distance-interval position is biased to either side of slabs.

4.

For a jointed concrete pavement (JCP), the time-based method presents
difficulties in locating the positions of rolling sensors at a joint. Sensors #1
and #2 should be positioned with equal distance from the joint (Sensor #1 is
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on the loaded slab and Sensor #2 is across the joint). Inappropriate positions
of Sensors #1 and #2 will result in inappropriate load-transfer efficiency (LTE)
values.
Based on the limitations above, we could conclude that the interval reporting RDD
deflections should be user-defined in a distance mode not in a time mode, which is
referred as a distance-based method. In addition, the spatial resolution should be
improved for higher testing speeds of 3 to 5 mph (4.8 to 8.0 km/hr).

7.3

Improved RDD Data Processing Procedure

7.3.1

Overview of the Improved Data Processing

Improvements to the RDD data processing have been made to overcome the
limitations of the current data processing. The improved data analysis provides three
major benefits over the old data analysis: (1) improved spatial resolution, (2)
distance-based deflection profile (report RDD deflections based on a selected distance
interval), and (3) continuous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and noise profiles along a
tested path. The flow chart of the improved data processing is shown in Figure 7.6. In
comparison with the old data processing method, there are three additional steps that
are to: (1) determine the SNR of raw data collected over a selected distance interval
(use a Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) technique), (2) average the filtered data over the
selected distance interval (FIR averaging filter based on a distance mode), and (3)
construct a “moving average (MA) distance-based profile”. These three additional
steps are highlighted in the flow chart shown in Figure 7.6. The moving average
distance-based profile (simply referred as MA profile) involves a moving distance
interval over which the collected raw data with a given sampling rate are processed.
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This technique allows improved spatial resolution without sacrificing the performance
of band-bass digital filter. The continuous SNR and noise profiles can be used as an
indicator to check the signal quality of rolling sensors.

Raw RDD
Rolling
Sensor
Output

Time-Domain
Filter
(0-Hz digital
Notch-pass
Filter)

SNR
Determination
over selected
distance interval
(Using FFT)

Averaging
Filtered Data
(over selected
distance interval)

Converting
to Dynamic
Deflections
with
Normalization

Figure 7.6

Moving Average
Distance-Based
Deflection Profile

× [Rolling
Sensor
Calibration]

Flow Chart of New RDD Data Analysis Procedure Used to Calculate
Dynamic Displacements from the RDD Sensor Outputs
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7.3.2

Effects of Filter Design Parameters

In the digital filtering scheme of the RDD, there is a trade-off between a filter
bandwidth (BW20) and filter settling time (t90). When the BW20 (the width of filter
response at -20 dB) increases, the filter rejection-band attenuation decreases but the
filter settling time, t90, is increased. The increased t90 effectively “smears” the RDD
results. The results can be imagined to be a weighted average over a t90 interval of
time. In the IIR filter, the relationships of the pole position and the values of BW20
and t90 are shown in Figure 7. Note that the performance of the FIR filter has no
significant influence on the settling time of the composite filter. The IIR filter
performance (represented as a filter bandwidth, BW20) is predominantly controlled by
the settling time, t90 [Bay 1997 and Lee 2006]. Bay [1997] proposed that a reasonable
t90 is in the range of 0.25 to 2.0 seconds, and the raw data restored over the t90 are
averaged by the decimating FIR filter. This statement is true for the first-generation
rolling sensors tested at the speed of 1 mph (0.45 m/sec) but it may not be appropriate
for the speed-improved rolling sensors. For instance, if the t90 of 1 sec is used in the
data processing, the speed of 5 mph (2.2 m/sec) will result in about the spatial
resolution of 7.5 ft (2.3 m).
In this section, the effects of filter design parameters (BW20, t90, and Navg)
were investigated using a series of sensitivity analyses. Raw data set of Sensor #1
(first-generation rolling sensor) collected along a typical jointed concrete pavement
(at the Texas A&M West Campus) at the speed of 1 mph was used. The sampling rate
of 256 Hz was used at the time of testing. With the same data set, the IIR and FIR
filters were independently used to observe the effect of each design parameter. The
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sensitivity analyses were carried out using two data-processing schemes: (1) Case 1 –
fixed FIR filter (Navg = 1.0 x fs) and various IIR filters involving different BW20
values and (2) Case 2 – fixed IIF filter (BW20 = 3.9 Hz) and various FIR filters
involving different Navg values. In the IIR filters, the BW20 of 15.1, 7.7, 3.9, 1.9, and
1.3 Hz correspond to the t90 of 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 sec, respectively.
The continuous deflection profiles constructed by the filtering scheme in
Case 1 are shown in Figure 7.8a and the effect of t90 around the selected joint, Section
A, is illustrated in Figure 7.8b. The joint deflections shown in Figure 7.8b are
constant until t90 = 1 sec and begin to drop thereafter. The decrease of average
deflections on Section A can be explained by the “smearing” effect due to the
increased filter settling time (t90). In Case 2, various FIR filters involving different
Navg of 0.25xfs, 0.5xfs, fs, 2xfs, and 3xfs were used while the same IIF filter (with
BW20 = 3.9 Hz) was applied. The BW20 of 3.9 Hz corresponds to the t90 of 1 sec. The
continuous deflection profiles constructed by the data processing scheme of Case 2
are shown in Figure 7.9. Expanded section from 18 and 32 ft around Joint #2 shown
in Figure 7.9 are shown in Figure 7.10. It is observed that the increase of Navg results
in lower spatial resolutions in the continuous deflection profiles. In addition, the
deflection level is decreased because greater portions of mid-slab areas are included
with increasing Navg.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 7.7

Relationship between Input and Output Parameters of the IIR Filter: (a)
Relationship between BW20 and Pole Value for Band-Pass Filter and (b)
Relationship between Pole Value and Filter Settling Time [from Bay
1997]
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RDD Deflection Measurement: (a) Deflection Profiles Constructed by
Fixed FIR Filter (Navg = 1 x fs) and Various IIR Filters Involving
Different BW20 and (b) Relationship Between IIR Filter BW20 and
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7.3.3

Distance-Based Deflection Profile

The improved data processing procedure is capable of constructing a
distance-based deflection profile of which the spatial resolution is not affected by the
variation of testing speed. The time-based method (old data processing scheme) has
one major limitation: its typical time interval of 1 to 2 sec has the potential to miss
critical cracks/joints because the speed increase results in low spatial resolution. In
this section, the procedure to construct the distance-based deflection profile is
discussed. In the comparison of the old data processing procedure, three additional
modifications are added in the data processing procedure as below:
(1) Increase the sampling rate from 256 to 512 Hz during RDD data collection.
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In the data processing procedure, the IIR and FIR filters are independently
applied. The IIR filter is first applied to RDD raw data to attenuate rolling
noise. Note that the BW20 in the range of 3.9 to 15.1 Hz can be selected
depending on the level of rolling noise.
(2) Select a desired distance interval (spatial resolution) for a continuous
deflection profile. If higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is obtained during
RDD data collection, shorter spatial resolution can be used. In general, the
distance interval of 1 ft (30.5 cm) provides a sufficient resolution in
evaluating the LTE conditions of joints.
(3) Apply the FIR decimating filter for the filtered data based on the selected
distance interval (average the filtered data over the selected distance interval).

Unlike the time-based method, the numbers of data points to average, Navg,
over the same distance interval varies for each distance interval. The comparison of
the time- and distance-based deflection profiles is shown in Figure 7.11. The data set
collected along a JCP at the TxDOT FSF site using the first-generation rolling sensor
at the speed of 1 mph were treated with the old and new data processing schemes. In
the procedure of data processing, the time-based method used the typical time interval
of 1 sec while the distance-based method used a distance interval of 1.5 ft (46 cm).
In the distance-based deflection profile, the distance interval is user-defined.
The level of rolling noise along a tested path determines the spatial resolution. The
distance-based deflection profiles with various spatial resolutions of 1, 1.5, and 2 ft
(30, 46, and 60 cm) are shown in Figure 7.12. It is observed that deflection levels and
the joint positions are slightly different for each profile. These differences are
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unavoidable because the data processing considers different positions of distance
intervals over which the raw data collected are processed and also different numbers
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Figure 7.11 Deflection Profiles Constructed by Time- and Distance-Based Methods;
Data Set Collected along a JCP Using the First-Generation Rolling
Sensor (Sensor #1) at 1 mph: (a) Time-Based Deflection Profile with
Time Interval of 1 sec and (b) Distance-Based Deflection Profile with
Distance Interval of 1.5 ft
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a JCP Using the First-Generation Rolling Sensor (Sensor #1) at 1 mph
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7.3.4

Moving Average Distance-Based Profile

With the first-generation rolling sensors designed to be tested at 1 mph, the
distance-based method allows a distance interval in the range of 0.5 to 3.0 ft (15 to 91
cm) depending on the level of rolling noise. However, this distance-based method
may not be sufficient for the speed-improved rolling sensor: This is because a higher
level of rolling noise due to higher test speeds requires narrower filter bandwidth
(WB20). The narrower WB20 leads to the longer filter settling time (t90). Thus, a
sufficiently long distance interval is necessary to maintain the reasonable WB20 for
the third-generation rolling sensors of which the target speed is up to 5 mph (8.0
km/hr). In this section, a new deflection-reporting method is proposed to improve or
maintain the spatial resolution without sacrificing the filter performance (noise
attenuation by the notch-pass digital filter).
The new method is to construct a moving average distance-based deflection
profile (simply referred as a moving average profile). The moving average profile
means that the distance interval over which the raw data restored are processed moves
continuously along a tested path with a selected distance increment (delta, Δ). In the
moving average profile, two adjacent distance intervals have an overlapped area in
which the distance interval minus the delta (Δ). For example, a distance interval of
2 ft (0.6 m) continues to move with a distance increment of 1 ft (0.3 m), and hence the
overlapped distance between two adjacent distance intervals is 1 ft (0.6 m). If the
distance interval of 3 ft (0.9 m) and the delta of 1 ft (0.3 m) are used, the overlapped
distance will be 2 ft (0.6 m). As a distance interval approaches toward a joint, the
maximum deflection occurs when the center of distance interval is positioned at the
joint (equally consider both adjacent slabs). A graphical explanation how to construct
the moving average profile is shown in Figure 7.13.
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Assuming the testing speed of 1 mph (1.6 km/hr), the distance intervals of 1.5
to 3 ft (0.45 to 0.9 m) approximately correspond to the time intervals of 1 and 2 sec,
respectively. The distance interval of 1.5 ft (0.45 m) with the delta of 0.5 ft (0.15 m)
would be reasonable for the low speed of 1 mph (1.6 km/hr). However, the rolling
noise dramatically increases with increasing testing speed, and hence using the same
distance interval of 1.5 ft (0.45 m) may not be acceptable with respect to noise
filtering. Increasing the distance interval results in sharper BW20 (more noise
filtering) but it causes longer settling time of the notch-pass digital filter. Thus, an
optimum combination of design parameters for the moving average analysis (distance
interval and delta, Δ) is vital so as not to lose both spatial resolution and filtering
performance (noise attenuation).
Two case studies that involve different values of distance interval and delta
were evaluated to show the capabilities of the moving average analysis for RDD
profiling at a higher testing speed of 3 mph (4.8 km/hr). The raw data used in the two
case studies were from continuous RDD profiling performed along a JCP using the
third-generation rolling sensor (Sensor #1) at the speeds of 1 and 3 mph (1.6 and 4.8
km/hr), respectively. The distance interval of 1.5 ft and its delta of 0.5 ft were used for
the low speed of 1 mph while the distance interval of 3 ft and its delta of 1 ft were
used for the high speed of 3 mph. The analysis results of Cases 1 and 2 are shown in
Figures 7.14 and 7.15, respectively. In these figures, comparisons of the original
profile (distance-based profile) and the moving average distance-based profile for the
different data processing schemes are shown. As shown in Figure 7.14b, the
difference between the maximum and minimum deflections at Joint A is
approximately 2 mils (51 μm), which is about 18 % of the true deflection. This
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observation indicates that the old data analysis (time-based method), often,
underestimates deflections at joints/cracks. As the distance interval increases, the
deflection difference at joints tends to decrease because of the “averaging effect” that
involves more mid-slab areas. Based on the results, it is concluded that the moving
average profile identifies and estimates the joint deflection in a more accurate manner.
In addition, the moving average deflection profiles improve the spatial resolution
without sacrificing the filtering performance, which is indispensable for higher testing
speeds.
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Figure 7.13 Expanded View of Continuous Moving Average Profile around a
Transverse Joint Involving Distance Interval of 2 ft and Delta (Δ) of 1 ft
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Figure 7.14 RDD Deflection Measurement at the Speed of 1 mph and Moving
Average Profile: (a) Continuous Deflection Profile along a JCP at the
TxDOT FSF Collected at 1 mph (from Figure 6.19) and (b) Expanded
View of Moving Average Profile around Joint A; Distance Interval of 1.5
ft and Delta of 0.5 ft
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Figure 7.15 RDD Deflection Measurement at the Speed of 3 mph and Moving
Average Profile: (a) Continuous Deflection Profile along a JCP at the
TxDOT FSF Collected at 3 mph (from Figure 6.21) and (b) Expanded
View of Moving Average Profile around Joint B; Distance Interval of 3
ft and Delta of 1 ft
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7.3.5

Continuous Signal-to-Noise and Distortion Ratio (SINAD) Profile

When analyzing RDD deflection data, the relative amplitudes of the RDD
deflection signal and the surrounding noises are important. In general, a high ratio
allows deflections to be resolved at closer spacing. A quantitative parameter known as
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are often used to describe the relative amplitudes
between a signal and the noise. The SNR values of RDD data are directly related to
the accuracy of deflection measurements along a pavement. Continuous monitoring
the SNR can provide the confidence level on the deflection measurements along a
pavement. In this portion of the study, signal distortion was also considered, and,
hence the signal-to-noise and distortion ratio (SINAD) was used rather than the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
In evaluating the signal quality (Sensor #1 raw data) collected along the
pavement, three signal-measurement parameters are considered: (1) total harmonic
distortion (THD), (2) total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD+N), and (3) SINAD.
The total harmonic distortion, or THD, of a signal is a measurement of the harmonic
distortion present and is defined as the ratio of the sum of the powers of all harmonic
components to the power of the fundamental frequency. When the input is a pure sine
wave, the measurement is most commonly the ratio of the sum of the powers of all
higher harmonic frequencies to the power at the first harmonic, or fundamental,
frequency:
THD 

P2  P3  P4      P Ptotal  P1

P1
P1

(7.7)

where Pn = the average power of nth harmonic (n=1 is the fundamental
frequency (30 Hz).
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The THD+N, which is more common and comparable between two devices, means
total harmonic distortion plus noise. The THD+N represents the level of noise and
signal distortion compared to the signal, and defined as:
P  P1   Pnoise
THD  N  total
P1
The SINAD is a measure of the quality of a signal, defined as:
Psignal  Pnoise  Pdistortion
SINAD 
Pnoise  Pdistortion

(7.8)

(7.9)

where P is the average power of the signal, noise and distortion components.
The SINAD is usually expressed in a decibel (dB) scale while the THD and THD+N
are expressed in percentage as distortion factors. Note that by definition, unlike the
SNR, the SINAD reading can never be less than 1 (i.e. it is always positive when
quoted in dB).
In the RDD data analysis procedure, the noise concentrated near the RDD
operating frequency (say between 20 to 40 Hz) is a concern. Rolling noise and signal
distortion presented outside this range would be readily attenuated by either a notchpass (or band-pass) digital filter. Thus, the SINAD, THD, and THD+N determined
over the range of 20 to 40 Hz were used in this study, defined as:
 Psignal ,30 Hz  Pnoise , 20 40 Hz  Pdistortion , 2040 Hz
SINAD20 40 Hz (dB)  10  log10 
Pnoise , 20 40 Hz  Pdistortion , 20 40 Hz

P  P3  P4      P Ptotal  P1
THD20  40 Hz  2

0
P1
P1
Pnoise, 20  40 Hz Ptotal , 20  40 Hz
THD  N 20  40 Hz (%)  THD20  40 hZ 

P1
P1


 (7.10)


(7.11)
(7.12)

where P1 is the power of 1st harmonic (fundamental frequency of 30 Hz) and
Pnoise,20-40Hz is the average power of rolling noise in the frequency range
of 20 to 40 Hz.
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Continuous SINAD and THD+N profiles were determined with two RDD
data sets of which the first- and third-generation rolling sensors were tested at 1 mph
(0.45 m/sec) along Path E at the TxDOT FSF (shown in Figure 6.16a). These SINAD
and THD+N measurements are presented in Figures 7.16 through 7.18. As shown in
Figure 7.16, the thicker slabs generate lower pavement deflections, resulting in lower
SINAD but higher THD and THD+N measurements. The field visual survey showed
that the 16-in. (40-cm) thick slabs involve surface tining and wider joint opening and
result in rougher surface, resulting in higher rolling noise. The THD is almost zero
over the entire path because the harmonic distortions outside the frequency range of
20 to 40 Hz were not considered in this analysis. In addition, several locations in the
16-in. (40-cm) thick slab section involve the THD+N measurements exceeding 100%,
which means that the average power of noise plus distortion over that frequency range
(between 20 and 40 Hz) is greater than the power of RDD signal (at 30 Hz).
The SINAD and THD+N measurements using the first- and third-generation
rolling sensors are compared in Figures 7.17 and 7.18. The third-generation rolling
sensor has two 12-in. (30-cm) diameter wheels while the first-generation sensor
involves three 6-in. (15-cm) diameter wheels. The SINAD profiles presented in
Figure 7.17 shows that the third-generation sensor made significant signal
improvement. The average SINAD values of the first- and third-generation sensors
are 8.3 and 13.0 dB, respectively. In addition, the THD+N profiles in Figure 7.18
showed that the noise was apparently reduced at the same speed of 1 mph (0.45
m/sec).
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Figure 7.16 RDD Measurements Using the First-Generation Rolling Sensor (Sensor
#1) at 1 mph along Path E at the TxDOT FSF: (a) Continuous Deflection
Profile, (b) Continuous SINAD Profile, and (c) Continuous THD+N and
THD Profiles
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Figure 7.17 Continuous SINAD Profiles Using the First- and Third-Generation
Rolling Sensors Collected at 1 mph along Path E at the TxDOT FSF
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Figure 7.18 Continuous THD+N Profiles Using the First- and Third-Generation
Rolling Sensors Collected at 1 mph along Path E at the TxDOT FSF
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7.4

Summary

In the measurement of pavement movements (dynamic deflections) using the
RDD, an appropriate data analysis method is required to separate the RDD signal
from noise signals. The principle of the current analysis method involves a band-pass
digital filter that isolates the signal at the RDD operating frequency from noise
located at other frequencies. The properties of the digital filter have a direct impact on
the accuracy and spatial resolution of the reported RDD deflection profile. In the first
part of this chapter, a brief summary of the current analysis method is presented.
In the second part of the chapter, alternative data-processing scheme is
proposed that is capable of reporting distance-based pavement deflections with
improved spatial resolution. The effects of filter design parameters, BW20, t90, and
Navg, are studied by performing a series of sensitivity analyses. Three major
improvements of the new data processing scheme over the current data processing
are:
1.

Distance-based profile that reports pavement surface deflections based on a
selected distance interval,

2.

Improved spatial resolution without sacrificing the filter performance by
using moving average distance-based analysis, and

3.

Continuous SINAD, THD, and THD+N profiles that can be used as
indicators of signal quality of the RDD data.

Data collected from a jointed concrete pavement (JCP) using the first- and thirdgeneration rolling sensors at the speeds of 1 and 3 mph, respectively, were used to
show the improvements of the proposed data analysis method. This new data analysis
method allows more accurate characterizations of JCPs.
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Chapter Eight
Other Parameters Affecting RDD Deflection Measurements

8.1

Introduction

In the previous chapters, parameters affecting the performance of the rolling
sensor (i.e., roller stiffness and sensor hold-down force) have been investigated. In
this chapter, the following parameters affecting the RDD deflection measurements are
examined: (1) RDD input parameters (i.e., forcing level and operating frequency), (2)
in-situ sensor calibration, (3) load-displacement curve, and (4) pavement temperature.
These parameters need to be considered in RDD testing and data analysis procedures
because small misleading of these parameters may have an influence on the
calculations of RDD deflections. The primary goal of RDD testing is to continuously
obtain accurate pavement deflections along the pavement. Better understanding of
these parameters will improve accuracy in the RDD measurements.

8.2

RDD Input Parameters

In this section, “RDD input parameters” are defined as the parameters that
control the RDD loading mechanism. Major RDD operating parameters are test speed,
operating frequency (fo), sampling rate (fs), and static (Fsta) and dynamic force (Fdyn)
levels. In Chapters 5 and 6, the sampling rate proportionally increased with increasing
testing speed. However, the input parameters of fo, Fsta, and Fdyn need to be adjusted
depending on the condition of the testing site because each site involves varied
structural design, geological profile, resonance response, and traffic loads. In this
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section, how to select the optimum values of operating frequency and forcing level
are discussed.
8.2.1

RDD Operating Frequency

When selecting an RDD operating frequency, the site response of the testing
location is a very important consideration. Sites with shallow bedrock or a shallow
stiff layer will have a pronounced site resonance that can interfere with the RDD (or
any other dynamic pavement test) result. A soft soil layer above bedrock can be
modeled as a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF), fixed-free resonator, which traps
energy at certain frequencies in the soil layer. The resonant frequencies are related to
the stiffness characteristics of the pavement site [Roesset et al. 1995; Foinquinos et al.
1995].
Ideally, the RDD should operat at low frequencies because the dynamic
displacement closely approximates the static displacement [Bay 1997]. However, this
situation is not desirable because higher levels of rolling noise are present at low
frequencies. Thus, it is important not to operate the RDD at frequencies near site
resonances. RDD measurements performed at an operating frequency near a site
resonance will result in larger pavement deflections than under static loading or
traffic loading (depending on the frequencies). The overestimated deflections will
cause the misinterpretation that the pavement system is less stiff than it actually is.
The frequency response of a pavement system can be investigated using a
chirp function of the RDD in the stationary mode. This chirp function rapidly sweeps
the RDD driving frequency from low to high frequencies (e.g. from 10 to 100 Hz).
The induced pavement movements (dynamic displacements) due to the chirp are
simultaneously recorded by a rolling sensor (Sensor #1) while it is not moving. To
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minimize an inertia effect due to increasing the operating frequency, the dynamic
displacements are normalized by the measured dynamic forces, and plotted in the
frequency domain using the Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) technique. The calculated
response curve can be used to select an operating frequency which is not or less
affected by the site resonance.
Two examples of site resonances are shown in Figure 8.1. The two sites are:
(1) PRC asphalt road (see Figure 6.1) and (2) a jointed concrete pavement (JCP) at
Galveston Airport. For the JCP at Galveston, the RDD was stationed in mid-slab areas
(no significant influence from longitudinal and transverse joints). It is observed that
the PRC site was resonated in the frequency of about 45 Hz. On the other hand, the
JCP site at Galveston Airport does not show a resonant peak in the frequency range of
0 to 60 Hz (see Figure 8.1b). The site resonance would exhibit in higher frequency
range. This difference likely occurred from softer materials in the pavement system
and subgrade layers lead to a site resonance in the lower frequency range.

8.2.2

RDD Force Level

The static force, Fsta, is used as a hold-down force to maintain the loading
rollers in contact with the pavement surface. Thus, the static force must be greater
than the peak dynamic force, Fdyn. When determining the forcing level, one of the
primary considerations is the integrity of the pavement system. The dynamic forcing
level is a major factor in determining the level of pavement deflections, thus directly
relates to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Higher dynamic forces are more beneficial
because they result in higher SNRs.
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Figure 8.1

Dynamic Response of Testing Sites of PRC and Galveston Airport
Measured by the RDD in the Stationary Mode and the First-Generation
Rolling Sensor (Sensor #1)
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However, the combined static and dynamic forces must not exceed the strength of the
pavement combined with some safety factor.
One reasonable approach is to limit the combined RDD loading to the
allowable single axle load for the pavement to be tested. However, a vehicle applies a
dynamic force to the pavement in excess of its static axle weights. This fact shows
that RDD loading somewhat higher than the allowable single axle load should be
acceptable. On the other hand, RDD loading will provide more damage to the
pavement than normal vehicle loads because the RDD applies numerous load cycles
to a small area of pavement in a single pass and the contact stress between the loading
roller and the pavement is much higher than the contact stress beneath pneumatic
wheels of normal vehicles. The high contact stress is of little consequence on a rigid
pavement but can cause rutting on a flexible pavement.
Decisions regarding the allowable combined RDD loading should be made in
consultation with those responsible for managing the pavement to be tested. The
condition and properties of the pavement and the purpose and benefits of the study
should be considered in making this decision. In addition, the pavement accelerations
due to RDD dynamic loading should also be monitored to assure that the rolling
sensors are coupled with the pavement surface. If the pavement accelerations become
excessive, the dynamic force level can be reduced to decrease the accelerations to an
acceptable level. Based on many field experiences, the levels of RDD dynamic
loading for different pavement types that are accepted by TxDOT are summarized in
Table 8.1.
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Table 8.1 – Summary of RDD Force Levels with Different Road Types
Road Type
Farm-to-Market (FM) Road,
(ACP)
State Highway (SH) Road,
(JCP)
Interstate Highway (IH) Road
(JCP and CRCP)
Airport Pavement,
Runway/Taxiway (JCP)

8.3

Static force,
Fsta
6 kips
(27 Kn)
8 kips
(36 kN)
10 kips
(44 kN)
12-14 kips
(53 – 62 kN)

Dynamic force,
Fdyn
± 3 kips
(13 kN)
± 4 kips
(18 kN)
± 5 kips
(22 kN)
± 6 kips
(27 kN)

In-Situ Sensor Calibration

Although rolling sensors are regularly calibrated in the laboratory, in-situ
calibration of the rolling sensors prior to testing is desirable because the calibration
curve can vary somewhat depending on pavement surface roughness, wearing of the
urethane wheel tread of the rolling sensors, urethane wheel tread temperature, and
pavement temperatures as it affects the sensor. These factors may affect the stiffness
of the urethane tread and also the contact area and coupling level between the rolling
wheels and pavement surface, and hence the output of the rolling sensor may be
somewhat affected. The air/pavement temperature variation can be an important
factor in the response of the pavement but it will be correctly recorded by the
dynamic response of the rolling sensor.
Field calibrations of the rolling sensors (first-generation rolling sensor with
three, 6-in. (15.2-cm) diameter wheels) were performed on both asphalt and concrete
pavements at different testing times (different dates and seasons). The procedure for
in-situ sensor calibration is discussed in Chapter 5 (see Figure 5.16). The sensor
calibration was also performed in the laboratory in which each sensor was placed on a
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steel plate bolted to a shake table. The calibration curves of Sensor #1 measured in
the field and laboratory are shown in Figure 8.2. It is observed that higher
temperatures are associated with slightly higher sensor calibration factors with
increasing operating frequency. Unfortunately, the temperatures of air and pavement
surface were not recorded at the time of sensor calibrations. This temperature
difference can be an important factor affecting the sensor calibration curve because
the stiffness of the wheel tread urethane (50 durometer in A scale) may be changed.
As discussed in Chapter 5, softer wheel urethane results in higher amplitude of RDD
signal and moves the resonance of the sensor in lower frequency range. The
observation shown in Figure 8.2 illustrates that the dynamic response of rolling
sensors can be changed with varied site conditions (environmental and surface texture
conditions).
Software (called “RDDCal” coded in Labview) for in-situ sensor calibration
was developed. This sensor-calibration software still involves a post-processing
procedure but it provides the in-situ calibration curve immediately after chirping the
loading system. The RDDCal is also capable of computing the sensor calibration
factors in both time and frequency modes. In the time-mode method, the time interval
over which the sensor calibration is computed can be selected. The amplitude and
corresponding frequency of sensor signals restored over the time interval (typically
0.5 or 1 sec) is continuously computed. On the other hand, the frequency-mode
method applies a Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis over the selected time, and
determines the signal peaks that correspond to the operating frequencies estimated
over the selected time interval. The screenshots of the RDDCal in time and frequency
modes are presented in Figure 8.3.
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Figure 8.2

Sensor Calibration Factors Collected at Different Testing Sites; FirstGeneration Rolling Sensor (Sensor #1)
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Geophone

Accelerometer

Figure 8.3

Screenshot of the RDDCal (In-Situ Sensor Calibration Software)
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8.4

In-Situ Load-Displacement Curve

During RDD testing, the variation of RDD dynamic loading is recorded as
the RDD truck moves along the pavement. This loading variation is induced by such
things as pavement stiffness change, surface roughness change, hydraulic fluid
temperature, and horizontal acceleration and deceleration of the truck. The level of
the applied dynamic loading is a major factor to be determined continuously in order
to normalize the measured pavement deflections. The original data analysis accounts
for these changes and fluctuations by a deflection normalization procedure. The
normalized deflection (dn) is obtained through the following equation:
d
dn 
 Fnom
Fdyn

(Eq. 8.1)

Where d n = Normalized deflection,
d = Measured deflection,

Fnom = Nominal dynamic force, and

Fdyn = Applied dynamic force.

In the process of this deflection normalization, it is assumed that a pavement
system has a linear relationship between the applied force (Fdyn) and the induced
pavement displacement. Concrete pavements behave more linear than asphalt
pavements; with the asphalt binder being a visco-elastic material. It may be important
to consider the in-situ load-displacement curves in the data analysis procedure if a
pavement system exhibits a nonlinear behavior. The load-displacement curves of
concrete and asphalt pavements were measured at four testing sites: (1) the jointed
concrete pavement (JCP) of Taxiway A at Galveston Airport, (2) the JCP on SH 87
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(Bridge City, Texas), (3) the asphalt concrete (AC) overlay over JCP on SH 87
(Beaumont, Texas), and (4) thin AC surface over granular base at PRC, Austin, Texas.
At the JCP sites, the measurements were performed in mid-slab areas (or at least 5 ft
(1.5 m) away from the pavement edge/joint). The measured four load-displacement
curves are presented in Figure 8.4. The best-fit curves of the four load-displacement
curves shown in Figure 8.4 are also shown in Figure 8.5.
Several observations from Figures 8.4 and 8.5 are made below.
(1) Concrete pavements (Figures 8.5a and 8.5b) have nearly linear loaddisplacement curves up to and above the recommended level of dynamic
force (see Table 8.1), with the slopes of the two sites being quite similar.
(2) An asphalt pavement (such as Figures 8.5c) has more a nonlinear loaddisplacement curve. However, a linear load-displacement curve is observed
at the recommended dynamic force level (see Table 8.1).
(3) Thinner asphalt surface (Figure 8.5d) exhibits more nonlinear behavior.
However, a linear load-displacement curve is also shown at the
recommended dynamic force level (see Table 8.1).
It was found that less stiff pavements (i.e. softer material and a thinner surface layer)
have more nonlinear load-displacement behavior. The thin asphalt pavement at PRC
consists of a 1.5-in. (3.8-cm) asphalt course over an 8-in. (20.3-cm) granular base.
The site has not been opened to traffic since construction. Several field measurements
such as FWD and DCP were performed to evaluate the subgrade condition, and these
results have shown that the subgrade is much less stiff than other regular pavements
[Chul et al. 2008].
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Load-Displacement Curves Measured for a Range of Pavement Types:
(a) Jointed Concrete Pavement (JCP) of Taxiway A at the Galveston
Airport, (b) JCP of SH 87, (c) Asphalt Concrete Overlay over JCP on SH
87, and (d) Thin Asphalt Pavement Surface over Granular Base at PRC
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Best Linear-Fit Curves of the Four Load-Displacement Curves Shown in
Figure 8.4: (a) Jointed Concrete Pavement (JCP) of Taxiway A at the
Galveston Airport, (b) JCP of SH 87, (c) Asphalt Concrete Overlay over
JCP on SH 87, and (d) Thin Asphalt Pavement Surface over Granular
Base at PRC
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Joints are the weakest spots in JCPs and behave differently from mid-slab
areas (intact areas). The load-displacement curves at near mid-slab and joint locations
were measured on concrete slabs of Taxiway A at Galveston Airport. For more
accurate measurements, accelerometers were glued onto the pavement surface
(Locations A and B shown in Figure 8.6a) using “fast-set” epoxy. Locations A and B
are next to the joint and 5 ft (1.5 m) away from the joint, respectively. The RDD was
stationed at each location and dynamically loaded the pavement with the F

dyn

in the

range of 0 (no dynamic loading) to 10 kips (0 to 44 kN) peak to peak with the
operating frequency of 30 Hz. The load-displacement curves measured at Locations A
and B are shown in Figures 8.6b and 8.6c. It was found that Location A (joint) has
more nonlinear load-displacement curve compared with Location B (midslab).

8.5

Effects of Pavement Temperature Variation

Pavement temperature is one of the critical factors in determining the
behavior and response of pavement systems. Asphaltic material becomes less stiff as
the temperature increases, resulting in pavement displacement increasing when
external loads are applied. On the other hand, in JCPs, concrete slabs have slab
curling (upward or downward) due to a temperature differential. In addition, the
variation of pavement temperature causes the slab expansion or contraction. These
two behaviors significantly affect the measurements of deflection basins and loadtransfer efficiencies (LTEs) at joints. In typical highway projects, RDD profiling is
continuously operated from early morning to late afternoon (say from 8:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m.). The current data analysis of the RDD does not account for the effect of
pavement temperature change.
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In this portion of the study, the RDD was used to monitor the response and behavior
of pavements under daily and seasonal variations in pavement surface temperature.

8.5.1

Asphalt Pavement – Texas Accelerated Pavement Testing (TxAPT) Site

The RDD was used to monitor changes in the deflection of an asphalt
pavement with daily and seasonal variations in pavement surface temperature. Testing
was performed at the Texas Accelerated Pavement Testing (TxAPT) site which
includes a flexible pavement that is 160 ft (49 m) long. The photograph of the TxAPT
site is shown in Figure 8.7a. This site has not been opened to traffic since construction.
The asphalt pavement is composed of 1.5-in. (3.8-cm) asphalt course over 8-in. (20.3cm) granular base (see Figure 8.7b). Continuous RDD deflection profiles were
collected using the first-generation rolling sensors at different seasons of a year, from
fall (September) to winter (January) to cover a wide range in pavement surface
temperatures. Only Sensor #1 deflections (W1) are presented herein. For the
measurement during the day in September, the testing time was between 8:00 a.m.
and 3:00 p.m. The pavement surface temperatures were measured during each run,
and the range of the pavement surface temperature was between 85 and 121 °F (29
and 49 °C). The RDD measurement during the day in January was also performed
between 8:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. and the pavement surface temperature was between
42 and 76 °F (6 and 24 °C).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 8.7

Descriptions of the TxAPT Test Site: (a) Photograph of the TxAPT Test
Site and (b) Pavement Cross-Section
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Continuous RDD profiling performed at different pavement surface
temperatures during the day in September and during the day in January are shown in
Figures 8.8 and 8.9 respectively. It is observed that the RDD deflections increase with
increasing pavement surface temperature. In addition, as the temperature increases,
lower deflection areas (i.e. between 110 and 130 ft (33 and 40 m) exhibit smaller
deflection increases while higher deflection areas (i.e. between 50 and 100 ft (15 and
31 m) exhibit significant deflection increases. These findings are observed in both
measurements performed in September and January.
The relationship between RDD deflections and pavement surface
temperatures were investigated. The RDD deflections measured over the 160-ft (49m) section were averaged and the surface temperatures recorded during each run are
shown in Figure 8.10. Clearly, as the asphalt materials were heated up, and they
became less stiff with increasing pavement temperature, resulting in increased
pavement deflections. The best linear-fit curve for these data shows that the RDD
deflection has a relatively linear relationship with the pavement surface temperature.
The TxAPT test site has somewhat different structural design (thin AC surface layer
and soft/poor base condition) compared with other highway pavements. Thus, the
deflection-surface temperature curve measured at the TxAPT test site would not be
appropriate to correct the temperature effect on the RDD measurement. Further
studies on in-service pavements are recommended to establish the deflectiontemperature curve to correct the overestimation due to increasing the pavement
temperature. In addition, it is more desirable to monitor the pavement temperature at
mid-depth because the pavement surface temperature can vary significantly.
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Figure 8.10 RDD Deflection Measurements (Sensor #1) Collected Under Daily and
Seasonal Variation in Pavement Surface Temperature; W1 Deflections
(with Best Linear-Fit Curve) with Increasing Pavement Surface
Temperatures

8.6.2

Jointed Concrete Pavement – TxDOT Flight Services Facility

Pavement temperature is a critical parameter in determining the behavior and
response of jointed concrete pavement (JCP) slabs. JCP slabs are affected by both
slab curling and expansion/contraction as the slab temperature changes. Traditionally,
the deflection behavior of a concrete slab due to a temperature differential through its
depth is referred to as curling. Many studies have attempted to measure temperature
differentials (between slab top and bottom) with daily time to predict the motion of
slab curling and make the correlation between deflection measurements (maximum
deflections and load-transfer efficiency (LTE)) and pavement temperatures [Shoukry
et al. 2005; Khazanovich and Gotlif 2003].
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In this section, the RDD was used to monitor changes in the JCP slab
behavior with daily and seasonal variations in pavement surface temperature. The
testing site was a jointed-concrete pavement (JCP) at the TxDOT Flight Services
Facility (FSF) in Austin, Texas. The details (i.e. slab size, thickness, and crosssection) of the TxDOT FSF pavement are presented in Chapter 6. Continuous RDD
profiling along Path E performed at different pavement surface temperatures (testing
time between 8:00 a.m. and 12:00 p.m. in November) are shown in Figure 8.11. The
pavement surface temperature (T) was measured during each run. The joint behavior
had changed significantly by about 10:00 am.
In the early morning (8:30 am), the mid-slab and joint deflections are clearly
delineated. As the temperature increases, the deflections at the joints begin to
decrease while the deflections in the mid-slab areas increase. This observation can be
explained by the combination of slab curling and slab expansion with increasing
pavement surface temperature and a decrease in the temperature gradient as follows.
In the early morning, the slab bottom is assumed to be warmer than the slab top,
which causes expansion at the bottom and shrinkage at the top. This distortion pattern
in the slab results in upward curling. In general, slab upward curling causes higher
deflections at joints and slightly lower deflections in the mid-slab areas. On the other
hand, in the late morning and afternoon, slab downward curling occurs because the
top is heated up and warmer than the bottom. As a result, the slab expands with
increasing temperature and the joints tend to close. The combination of slab
downward curling and slab expansion causes smaller deflections at joints, and the
clear pattern of joints, and mid-slab deflections become obscured in the deflection
profile.
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Unfortunately, measurements of the temperature within the slabs were not
performed as part of testing. However, testing time and pavement surface temperature
can be used as a means of predicting the motion of slab curling. Jeong and Zollinger
[2005] have observed that the temperature differential (or temperature difference
between slab top and bottom) in a jointed plain concrete pavement (JPCP) has
negative values in the morning and becomes positive between 10:00 a.m. and 12:00
p.m. A positive temperature difference refers to a higher temperature in the upper part
of the slab than at the bottom of the slab. Their measurements involved two
constructed 12-in. (30-cm) thick slabs whose size is 15 ft (4.5 m) long and 12 ft (3.6
m) wide. In addition, Sidique et al. [2005] measured the temperature differential on
IH 70 involving a JPCP (12-in. (30-cm)) thick slabs whose size was 16.5 ft (5 m) in
length and 12.5 ft (3.8 m) in width, and shows that the temperature differential
becomes positive around 11:00 a.m.
In the RDD measurements, the deflection profile measured around 10:00 a.m.
shows the initiation of a change in the slab behavior. The joint deflections are
becoming smaller but still mostly identifiable. Around 11:00 a.m., the deflection
profile hardly shows the clear pattern of mid-slab and joint deflections, except for
several slabs with joints that are structurally poorer. The deflection profile measured
at 12:00 p.m. does not show the pattern of mid-slab and joint deflections and also
shows much larger mid-slab deflections.
Environmental conditions such as temperature and moisture also vary with
the seasons. Continuous RDD deflection profiles (along Path E) were collected at
different seasons of the year, from summer (July) to fall (October and November) to
investigate any seasonal effects. To minimize the temperature effect, all field tests
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with the RDD were performed when the pavement surface temperatures were
relatively similar. The range of pavement surface temperatures was between 84 and
91 °F (29 and 33 °C). Three deflection profiles along Path E are shown in Figure 8.12.
The profiles measured with Sensor #1 show that the joint responses are quite different
in spite of the fact that testing was performed at similar pavement surface
temperatures. In general, if a pavement system has a higher subgrade moisture
content, mid-slab deflections will increase due to lower subgrade and base resilient
modulus. Unfortunately, moisture measurements beneath the slabs were not
performed in this study. However, seasonal chages in subgrade moisture are assumed
to be rather small due to the interior location of Path E. This condition likely
contributes to the similar level of the mid-slab deflections. With the assumption of
small effect of the subgrade moisture variation, the different behavior of the JCP can
be explained by the temperature differential (gradient). Testing times of the three
deflection profiles in Figure 8.12 were 7:20 a.m., 11:15 a.m., and 12:00 p.m. for the
summer and fall profiles, respectively. It is believed that different temperature
differentials resulted in different conditions of slab curling and, hence, different
response mainly at the joints.
The RDD was used to evaluate the effect of surface temperature change (and
hence temperature gradient) on the mid-slab behavior. Measurements of accurate midslab deflections are important in constructing a deflection bowl for use in backcalculating moduli of pavement layers. RDD testing was performed in the summer
because the temperature differential is, in general, more critical in this season.
Continuous deflection profiles were measured with the RDD at various surface
temperatures of 91, 118, and 128 °F (33, 48, and 53 °C).
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(c) Deflection Profile Collected in November

Figure 8.12 Continuous RDD Deflection Profiles (Sensor #1) Collected along Path E
at the TxDOT FSF Measured at Different Seasons but Similar Pavement
Surface Temperatures
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These profiles are shown in Figure 8.13. Expanded profiles of Regions A and
B in Figure 8.13a for the 40-cm (16-in.) thick and 20-cm (8-in.) thick slabs are shown
in Figures 8.13b and 8.13c, respectively. It is observed that the 20-cm (8-in.) thick
slabs have a slight but clear increase in the mid-slab deflections with increasing
temperature while the 40-cm (16-in.) thick slabs are rather insensitive to the
temperature variation. Increasing slab surface temperature later in the day causes
more downward curling, resulting in a loosening of the contact pressure between the
slab and base layer. This decrease in contact pressure becomes larger as the amount of
curling movement increases, resulting in greater deflections in the mid-slab areas. As
a result, it is recommended that deflection bowl measurements be performed in the
morning when the slabs are in good contact with the base layer.
Continuous deflection profiles of JCP slabs measured at different daily and
seasonal times using the RDD has shown that the joint behavior is predominantly
controlled by slab curling due to negative temperature differentials (gradients) in the
slab and by slab expansion due to pavement temperature increase. Since the
temperature correction is difficult in JCPs due to its complexity, a meaningful
approach is to measure the pavement deflections before the joint behavior changes
(transition from slab upward curling to downward curling). It was found that the
dynamic responses of joints begin to change between 10:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. in all
seasons.
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8.6

Summary

In this chapter, parameters affecting the RDD measurements are discussed.
These parameters are: (1) RDD operating parameters (i.e. forcing level and operating
frequency), (2) in-situ sensor calibration, (3) load-displacement relationship, and (4)
pavement temperature. Criteria are presented for selecting the best operating
parameters for testing. Additionally, the procedures of sensor calibration and loaddisplacement curves collected in the field are presented. These parameters need to be
considered in testing and data analysis procedures of the RDD.
The temperature effects on the RDD measurements are also discussed. The
RDD was used to monitor changes in the behavior of flexible and rigid (JCP)
pavements with daily and seasonal variations in pavement surface temperature. A
major benefit of the RDD over a discrete testing device is that the continuous
deflection profile provides 100 % coverage, thus the JCP is spatially characterized
without missing critical areas. The following observations and conclusions are made.


Pavement temperature is an important factor affecting the response of
pavements. In AC pavements, RDD deflections generally increase with
increasing pavement surface temperature. In JCPs, joint deflections decrease
with increasing the pavement temperature (slab expansion).



For the asphalt pavements at the TxAPT site, the RDD deflections exhibit a
reasonably linear relationship with pavement surface temperatures. The
correlation between the deflection and surface temperature measured in the field
can be used in evaluating the effect of pavement temperature variation on the
pavement deflection measurement.



For JCPs, pavement surface temperature cannot be a unique solution to predict
the slab behavior. It was found that joints are predominantly affected by the
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motion of slab curling that is determined by the temperature differential. Testing
time can be used as an indicator to estimate the temperature differential
(gradient).


Monitoring JCP using continuous RDD deflection profiling at different daily
and seasonal times illustrates that JCP slabs begin to change between 10:00 a.m.
and 11:00 a.m. in all seasons. Thus, it is recommended that RDD measurements
be performed on JCP before 10:00 a.m. in all seasons.



It was found that mid-slab deflections slightly increase while the joint
deflections decrease as the temperature gradient changes from negative to
positive. The positive temperature gradient in the late morning and afternoon
causes a loosening of the contact pressure between the slab and base layer.
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Chapter Nine
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

9.1

Summary

The Rolling Dynamic Deflectometer (RDD), developed by Bay and Stokoe
[1998] at the University of Texas, is a continuous pavement deflection measurement
device. The RDD applies a large sinusoidal dynamic load to the pavement surface
through two loading rollers as it moves along the pavement. The pavement
deflections that are induced by the sinusoidal dynamic load are measured with rolling
sensors. The rolling sensors are arranged in a linear array from the central point
between the rollers and are towed along the pavement by the RDD. The RDD dataacquisition system individually records the dynamic forces applied to the pavement,
the pavement deflections sensed at each rolling sensor, and the position of the RDD
along the pavement. The individual measurements are synthesized to produce a
continuous deflection profile. The advantage of continuous RDD profiling is that the
entire pavement is characterized, resulting in a informative picture of the behavior of
the pavement. With continuous deflection profiles, all joints and cracks in the test
path are evaluated, and the regions affected by the joints and cracks are
distinguishable from intact slab regions.
This dissertation research consisted of a three-part study to improve the RDD
test and data analysis procedures. The first part involved the development of thirdgeneration rolling sensors. Key benefits of these new rolling sensors are: (1) increased
testing speed in the range of 3 to 5 mph (4.8 to 8.0 km/hr), and (2) reduced rolling
noise and improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) during RDD measurements.
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Prototypes of the third-generation rolling sensors involving two, 12-in. (40.6-cm)
diameter wheels (urethane of 70 duromenter in A scale) were built. These sensors
were tested in a number of field trials along different types of pavements over a range
of testing speeds between 1 to 5 mph (1.6 to 8.0 km/hr). An improved understanding
of the rolling noise characteristics is presented in Chapter 3, which was used to build
improved rolling sensors that reduce measurement noise and improve the SNR. The
details on the design of the third-generation rolling sensor are presented in Chapters 4
and 5. Results collected from the different field trials with the new sensors are
presented in Chapter 6.
The second part of the study involved improving the data analysis method for
RDD testing. A summary of the current data analysis method developed by James A.
Bay [Bay 1997] is briefly presented in the first part of Chapter 7. This current data
processing scheme utilizes the amplitude demodulation technique to transform the
RDD signal to 0 Hz. Then, a composite filter consisting of a 2-pole IIR filter and a
FIR Hamming filter with decimation was used. An improved data analysis method
that builds on Bay’s method is presented in the second part of Chapter 7. The benefits
of the improved data analysis method over the current data analysis method include:
(1) a distance-based deflection profile with improved spatial resolution (referred to as
“moving-average” distance-based profile), (2) continuous signal-to-noise and
distortion ratio (SINAD) profiles, and (3) continuous total harmonic distortion plus
noise (THD+N) profiles. The details of the new data analysis scheme are presented in
Chapter 7.
The third part of the study involved investigating the effects of parameters
affecting RDD deflection measurements that are: (1) force level and operating
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frequency, (2) in-situ sensor calibration, (3) the load-displacement curve, and (4)
pavement surface temperature variations. These parameters need to be considered in
testing and data analysis procedures of the RDD. Criteria and considerations in
selecting the best operating parameters for testing are presented in Chapter 8.

9.2

Conclusions

The following conclusions result from the research described in this
dissertation.
1. Prototypes of the third-generation rolling sensors were designed, built and
tested in a number of field trials. Continuous deflection profiles were
collected on both flexible and rigid pavements using the first-generation
sensor at 1 mph (1.6 km/hr) and the third-generation sensor at 1 to 5 mph (1.6
to 8.0 km/hr). Results from these field trials have shown that the thirdgeneration sensor is ready for field use at test speeds up to 3 mph (4.8 km/hr)
on jointed concrete pavements (JCP) and 5 mph (8.0 km/hr) on flexible
pavements.
2. An additional benefit of the third-generation rolling sensor is that the level of
rolling noise is reduced and the SNR is improved when compared with the
first- and second-generation rolling sensors traveling at the same speed (1
mph (1.6 km/hr)). This benefit is more significant on rough pavement
surfaces.
3. It is important to understand the characteristics of rolling noise present in the
rolling sensor measurements. Three factors were identified which affect the
rolling noise characteristics and the SNR are: (1) level of the deflections, (2)
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pavement surface roughness, and (3) testing speed. The rolling noise
increases and the SNR decreases as a test speed and surface roughness
increase. In addition, the SNR increases with increasing the level of
pavement deflections.
4. An improved data analysis method was proposed in this work. The benefits
of the new data analysis method are: (1) a distance-based deflection profile
with improved spatial resolution (moving-average deflection profile), (2) a
continuous SINAD (signal-to-noise and distortion ratio) profile, and (3) a
continuous THD+D (total harmonic distortion plus noise) profile. The
SINAD and THD+N profiles are used to monitor signal quality along the
pavement.
5. Parameters affecting the RDD measurement are: (1) RDD operating
parameters (i.e. peak force level and operating frequency), (2) in-situ sensor
calibration, (3) the load-displacement curve, and (4) pavement temperature
variation. Each parameter needs to be considered in testing and data analysis
procedures of the RDD.
6. Temperature and temperature variations in the pavement are critical factors in
controlling the response of pavements (both asphalt and concrete pavements).
The correlation between pavement surface temperatures and RDD deflections
(discussed in Chapter 8) can be used in evaluating the effect of pavement
temperature change on the RDD measurement on a flexible pavement.
7. In a jointed concrete pavement (JCP), temperature variations cause slab
curling and slab expansion or contraction. The RDD was used to measure
continuous deflection profiles under various pavement temperature
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conditions (daily and seasonally) to evaluate the response of concrete slabs. It
was found that joints are predominantly affected by the motion of slab
curling that is determined by the temperature differential (between slab top
and bottom). Monitoring of the JCP using the continuous RDD deflection
profiling at different daily and seasonal times illustrates that the JCP slabs
begin to change between 10:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. in all seasons. Thus, it is
recommended to perform the LTE measurements at joints before 10:00 a.m.
in all seasons,

9.3

Recommendations

The following recommendations are suggested for further improvements of the RDD.
1. The sensor-hold down system of the rolling sensors should be improved. The
air-spring system currently used for the third-generation rolling sensors does
not have sufficient room to be modified, and also can cause rolling instability
(due to non-uniform air pressure distribution) at increased speeds. An
alternative is to use a torsional-arm spring as the sensor hold-down force.
2. Accelerometers could be included on the future design of the rolling sensors.
Such measurements would be used to monitor the sensor decoupling
condition of the rolling sensors.
3. It will be beneficial to incorporate a video camera (both on the rolling sensor
and the RDD) and Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) on the RDD device (as
being done in the Total Pavement Acceptance Device (TPAD) project). This
additional information would allow pavement managers to quickly correlate
features in the continuous deflection profile with other physical features of
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the pavement.
4. Real-time data analysis of the RDD should be incorporated. This real time
analysis should include both the quality control measurements (i.e. SINAD,
THD, and THD+N) and the real-time deflection profile. The real-time
profiles can assist pavement engineers in making decisions regarding
subsequent or additional testing before the RDD is moved to a new-project
site.
5. Additional rolling sensors could be employed to obtain rolling deflection
basins. Backcalculating modulus values for different pavement layers using
the RDD data and rolling deflection basins should be added to the data set of
each project.
6. A modulus backcalculation procedure should be investigated for use with the
RDD on asphalt concrete pavements.
7. Changes in the dynamic properties of different pavement systems with
seasons should be investigated. Changes in the measured deflection profiles
using different RDD operating parameters should also be studied. For
examples: (1) operating frequency, (2) dynamic force levels, and (3) static
force levels should be studied.
8. Effects of the depth to bedrock on RDD measurements need to be studied. A
method to measure the bedrock depth should be developed.
9. More study is needed to understand the temperature-deflection relationship
for RDD testing.
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